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Introduction to the Portfolio
This portfolio consists of a selection of work carried out over the years 2002- 
2005 in partial fulfilment of the Practitioner Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic 
and Counselhng Psychology course at the University of Surrey. It comprises 
three dossiers: academic, therapeutic practice and research. Combined, these 
reflect the different strands in my professional training. There are two 
purposes to this introduction. One is to orient the reader to the work within 
and links between different dossiers. The other is to contextualise the 
training at Surrey within my overall professional development and personal 
learning. It is hoped that this introduction will offer a coherent background 
to some of the professional decisions, choices and preferences presented in the 
portfolio.
My first degree in Early Childhood Studies opened up a new way of learning 
and the experience of a subject that applied to the world around me. I was 
part of a group of 10 undergraduates, the second intake on a course on child 
development (up to 8 years). This was a grounding in psychology, education, 
social policy, paediatrics and research particularly observation methods. In 
particular, this course challenged assumptions and cultural ideas around 
childhood. For me this was very important. Having attended a school with 
rigid rules and clear beliefs around children, behaviour and education I was 
now fi:ee to look at different approaches, in particular to family life. During 
my school years I had at times felt patronised for being the child of divorced 
parents, for not fitting the desired model. Such judgements felt very harsh  
and unfair and I welcomed university and my degree as an opportunity to 
remove myself firom tha t experience and those conventions.
During university I participated in voluntary work with children in school 
identified as having low self-esteem. I was motivated to learn about the
impact of peers and school in helping children who had experienced 
considerable adversity in early childhood. I also worked with the founder and 
director of the charity, who talked with me about her experience of coming to 
England from Germany as a child in 1945. The opportunity to hear this 
experience and to talk about the importance of and fears around not fitting in 
as a child is something I continue to value.
Overall in my studies the dynamics of the child, family, social network, 
culture and society were complex and interwoven. I have long been interested 
in escapism, the imagination and creativity and subsequently how these can 
protect against confusion and uncertainty. At university I developed an 
interest in autism as a condition, and its impact on a person and their 
relationships with others. The link between autism, the imagination and 
developing relationships influenced my research at that time, during my 
masters and in my working life. It has also influenced my choice of current 
research topic, discussed further below.
Working with people with autism spectrum disorders and those closest to 
them was a constant learning experience about the conventions, norms and 
value of spontaneity in the social world. The role of empathy, intimacy and 
the ability to use and enjoy one’s own creativity and imagination in life 
intrigued and at times saddened me when working with individuals for whom 
these appeared absent or severely compromised.
Learning and using behavioural techniques and working with families was 
extremely rewarding but eventually I felt that something was missing and, 
personally, I needed a new challenge. Then I found a leaflet advertising an 
open day, training in counselling psychology via the independent route. I 
attended the open day and realised that it fitted with my long-held but often 
unexpressed or tentatively formed interests, values and ideas. The
opportunity to tra in  and develop as a practitioner in psychological therapy 
within the humanistic values of counselling psychology was appealing. I felt 
tha t the centrality of the therapeutic relationship and training in different 
therapeutic models fitted with, but would also extend and open up a new 
world of ideas and concepts. In order to find my own way within this I 
decided tha t a taught course would offer me the structure, security and 
timeframe that the independent route could not. I wanted a base in which to 
train  in a new area for me, psychological issues in adulthood and was 
attracted by the research and doctoral component of the Surrey course.
I was also attracted to counselling psychology because of the importance of 
completing personal therapy. I strongly believe that in order to learn about 
the experience of therapy and the ways in which the therapist may impact on 
a therapeutic relationship being in the client position is unique and central. 
An awareness of the inner and outer resources I bring as a therapist seems to 
me to be requisite to seeing those of the client. My self awareness, learning 
and personal development have been extremely valuable, and a t times 
painful, surprising and enjoyable. Professional relationships in supervision, 
with course team members, and the experience of being a part of the cohort of 
trainees over the 3 years have also provided a rich tapestry of learning about 
myself in my new professional identity. Some of these are discussed further 
in the final chnical paper. Indeed, I will now outline the work presented per 
dossier.
Academic dossier
The academic dossier contains three essays, one fi'om each year of my 
training. The first essay was completed for the lifespan psychology module 
and reflects where I started my training in terms of academic interest and 
psychological understanding. The focus on childhood, the importance of non-
familial relationships and school-based issues tha t I brought from my 
previous studies and employment are evident.
One of the interesting omissions when re-reading this essay for inclusion in 
the portfolio was how the skills and concepts discussed appear to have some 
hnks with early attachm ent relationships. The centrality and importance of 
the styles and ‘affective attune ment’ (Stern, 1985) of the mother-child 
relationship on early childhood development -  emotional, physical and 
cognitive and as a template for other relationships, has been extended over 
the course of my training. Some minor revision of the essay was made with 
this in mind. However, it was also important to me to maintain the original 
work in order to provide a temporal presentation of the development of my 
psychological knowledge and understanding.
The following two essays were submitted as part of the ‘advanced theory and 
therapy’ modules in years two and three. In the essay entitled ‘The Kleinian 
concept of envy and its place in the ‘real’ relationship’ I attem pt to provide an 
understanding and account of a concept I find fascinating and useful in 
therapeutic work, envy. It seems tha t the ability to cope with and manage 
feelings of envy is an important developmental and emotional milestone. 
Some of the challenges envy can bring to therapeutic work and examples 
firom my own practice are discussed. In terms of the portfolio, this essay 
follows on from the essay on friendship as a signal of a development in my 
thinking and area of focus, the move from conscious to unconscious 
intrapsychic and interpersonal processes.
The third essay also reflects a development in my thinking about the nature 
of interpersonal relationships as reflected in different psychological models. It 
is entitled ‘Authority and certainty: Challenges to the therapeutic 
relationship in cognitive behavioural therapy’. In this essay I explore both
Aaron Beck’s and more recent developments in thinking about the 
therapeutic relationship from a CBT perspective. I draw upon examples from 
my therapeutic practice to explore how systemic theories can be useful in 
understanding and working with some of the difficulties that may arise in the 
therapeutic relationship and process.
Over the course of training the importance of being aware of and interested 
in the client’s internal world has become more central in my therapeutic 
practice. Equally an individual’s position within their family and social 
network also motivates my thinking about processes and dynamics in therapy 
and life.
Therapeutic Practice Dossier
This dossier presents brief descriptions of each of the three, year long 
placements tha t I undertook during my training. These present to the reader 
the type of placement, the client population seen and models of supervision 
received. Therapeutic work and professional activities undertaken during 
each placement are included as relevant.
The main focus of the dossier is the final clinical paper. This paper, w ritten 
towards the end of my third year of training offered me a space to reflect 
upon the journey of training. Initially in writing the paper, I drew upon my 
experiences and learning about psychological theories and therapeutic work. 
I also drew upon years of academic learning and writing. I wrote an 
academic piece about my training, the theories I find useful and fascinating. I 
left much of myself outside of the paper. On reflection I realise th a t this in 
fact has mirrored different phases and pockets of my training. I am 
immensely grateful to a lecturer in advanced Gestalt theory and therapy who 
offered me a way of thinking about how I might keep myself hidden from or 
withdrawn from others. The usefulness of this in terms of professional
boundaries and respect for individual choice is not to be overlooked. However 
in terms of learning to share my self awareness and professional ideas and 
beliefs it brings new challenges and risks. The feedback and concept of how I 
keep myself hidden was a momentary comment, a tiny drop into the ocean. 
The ripples resonate deeply and widely. I hope that the final clinical paper 
presented here reflects to the reader both the theoretical underpinnings and 
research tha t informs my work, but also more o f‘me’ in my therapeutic work.
Research Dossier
The research dossier consists of a literature review and two research reports, 
one using a quahtative methodology, the other a quantitative methodology. 
The theme th a t links these three pieces is an investigation into the uses of 
and interest in myths and fairy tales, across the lifespan and in 
psychotherapeutic theory and practice.
The literature review explores the use of myths and fairy tales in 
psychotherapeutic theories across some of the humanistic and psychodynamic 
traditions. This was an extremely valuable process of learning about the 
rationale for and growth of different psychotherapeutic approaches to 
understanding human behaviour and development. The review highlights 
that one of the central themes, across theories, is tha t using myths and fairy 
tales offers a means of engaging with the reader, client or participant. It 
brings the use of the imagination centrally into the arena.
Three particular theories that are of professional interest to me underpin the 
research. These are the object relations, transactional analysis and feminist 
approaches. In writing about fairy tales these frequently draw and focus upon 
the traditional stories of such authors as the Brothers Grimm and Hans 
Christian Anderson. In comparison, some contemporary theories such as 
narrative psychology do not appear to differentiate fairy tales from wider
fantasy genres. Indeed in the 21®* century there are a wealth of fairy tale type 
stories covering a broader range of themes, characters, family dynamics and 
less dichotomous gender role distinctions.
At the same time, the Grimm Brother’s 'Childhood and Household Tales'InsiS 
been translated into 160 languages and cultural dialects across the 
continents of the world and was included as a ‘memory of the world’ by the 
international advisory committee of UNESCO in June 2005. The growth of 
the mass media culture in the 20*  ^ century has changed the way fairy tales 
are told, shared, understood and interpreted. Reception is heavily influenced 
in the Western world by the Disney Corporation, and, one comes across fairy 
tale motifs and themes around beauty, youth and success in TV, films and 
powerfully in advertising. This change not only affects the meaning and 
function of folklore and fairy tales at this time it also highlights how W estern 
ideals can be perpetuated and reinforced not as cultural ideas but as global 
ones. From a psychological perspective I am interested in the potential 
impact of the power and persistence attributed to particular themes and 
motifs in these fairy tales. Looking at cross-cultural folklore and fairy tales, 
some universal themes are seen, for example fear of rejection and isolation. 
However these themes are presented using different socially constructed 
images. Given the psychological literature reporting using fairy tales in 
therapeutic practice, I wanted to investigate some of the socially constructed 
and perhaps more universal themes and the individual meaning children and 
adults might place on the traditional fairy tales in a Western culture.
In my qualitative research project I interviewed children and their mothers. 
The phenomenological experiences of the children provided rich data th a t 
were explored using a form of content analysis, the data display model (Miles 
& Huberman, 1994). Thus use of the existing literature provided the 
backdrop firom which to analyse the data. From a small sample interesting
similarities and differences were noted. Each parent described their child in 
terms tha t complemented and matched descriptions of their favourite fairy 
tale character. It may be suggested that this supports the theory tha t 
children read and enjoy stories that they find some identification with. It 
may be tha t children draw upon the characters they read about in their own 
development and equally, that they prefer to read about characters with 
which they can identify.
If children do identify with the characters they read about an im portant 
concern with traditional fairy tales is the feminist critique tha t they promote 
passivity in women. Female characters in fairy tales typically fall into two 
camps, a benign, helpless, beautiful, young heroine and a strong, evil, ugly, 
envious, powerful, old witch or queen. Thus it is argued they promote 
negative, stereotypical images of women.
In my quantitative research project I wanted to explore this issue in relation 
to attitudes in adulthood. My quantitative research project sought to explore 
the meaning and/ or impact of such images on adult women’s attitudes to 
gender and physical appearance. The concept of passivity and its implications 
in interpersonal relationships in adulthood is particularly interesting to me. 
From a transactional analysis perspective, Stewart and Joines (1987) 
describe the ‘passive’ types of behaviours tha t individuals may engage in, in 
which they discount their ability to make autonomous choices. Overall, 
psychological definitions of passivity, as they relate to attitudes and 
behaviour are complex and multifaceted. One finding of my quantitative 
research suggests tha t women preferring female characters such as 
Cinderella are indeed more aware of and influenced by media images 
regarding attractiveness than women preferring male characters. This 
appears to have persisted irrespective of changing trends towards traditional 
gender stereotypes and roles.
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Taken together it is hoped that the literature review and both reports explore 
the interest in and impact that a particular narrative genre, the fairy tale, 
may have at different points across the lifespan. Subjective experiences are 
more richly presented using the qualitative methodology. In th in k in g  about 
the potential meaning of and continuing interest in these stories for children 
today and the impact of them for adult attitudes and beliefs, much has been 
written in socio-historical, feminist and literary analysis around the 
traditional fairy tale. However there appears to be less focus specifically on 
fairy tales in contemporary psychological theory and research. In this regard, 
the current research seeks to explore the motifs, symbols and themes therein, 
using the available psychological and psychotherapeutic theories.
Implications for psychotherapeutic practice in counselling psychology are 
presented in both reports. For psychologists interested in counselling and 
psychotherapy it is hoped that the research dossier offers the opportunity to 
reflect upon the potential impact of traditional fairy tales as part of an 
individual’s sense of identity, in their relations to others and within the wider 
western culture. It is hoped that these research projects begin to highlight 
some of the assumptions and cultural norms that may be contained within 
fairy tales alongside the potential importance of unconscious processing. 
Across theories the traditional fairy tale is often described as a metaphor for 
aspects of individual child development. For those clients, adult or child for 
whom fairy tales are meaningful, discussion around a client’s favourite fairy 
tale may be a therapeutic resource to exploring assumptions and beliefs 
developed and potentially reinforced from a young age.
Academic Dossier
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Discuss the idea th a t ‘friendship’ and ‘peer group acceptance’ are different 
constructs. What implications might this have for Counselling Psychologists 
working with young children, particularly those who have been excluded?
In this essay it is suggested that ‘friendship’ is one of the most rewarding 
forms of social interaction. Experiences of friendship demonstrate tha t it is 
not a single construct, always positive and egalitarian and differences in the 
quality of individual friendships exist. However, having friends is different to 
being accepted into a larger peer group. It is with this hypothesis in mind 
tha t a definition will be sought and the skills necessary to m aintain this 
unique type of relationship discussed.
‘Peer group acceptance’ may conjure up images such as the captain of the 
sports team that everyone wants to be associated with, or the child 
wandering alone in the playground, isolated by bullying. More than these, it 
suggests something external to a given child, a group dynamic, decided upon 
by others or a collective whole tha t an individual may or may not fit into. 
Whilst there are individual skills involved in being accepted by one’s peers, it 
will be argued in this essay tha t some of these are distinct to those skills 
related to maintaining a friendship.
This essay will also discuss what role a counselling psychologist could play in 
encouraging the maintenance of friendship rather than preventing peer 
rejection or encouraging acceptance. Can we mould a child’s behaviour to be 
more acceptable to their peers or should we be looking at ways a child can 
develop and maintain individual relationships? Children who have been 
excluded from school or experienced peer rejection as a result of aggressive 
behaviour will be referred to. In this essay, aggression refers to destructive 
and / or disruptive behaviours with the assumption tha t “children rarely 
show aggression in blind, indiscriminate ways” (Herbert, 1998:105). Such
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children often show limited social competence. In 2001, 52 5-year olds, rising 
to 273 8-year olds were permanently excluded from school in England. Since 
1996 there has been an increase in the overall percentage of exclusions from 
primary, with a corresponding drop in secondary schools (DEES, 2002). This 
essay is concerned with children up to 8years.
D efinitions
Peer acceptance refers to the extent to which a child is liked or accepted by 
other members of their peer group. Well-accepted children are positively 
regarded by most of their fellow group members, whilst poorly accepted 
children are viewed negatively and disliked by peers. A particular child’s 
acceptance by their peers can be ascertained on the basis of their ability to fit 
into a group, and for this reason, acceptance has been described as a one way 
or unilateral construct (Berndt, 1984).
Friendship, by contrast, is an inherently dyadic rather than  
group-level construct: implicitly, friends perceive and respond 
to one another as unique and irreplaceable.... Most 
importantly, because friendship is inherently dyadic, it is not 
possible to appraise a child's friendship without evidence of 
reciprocity of affection: hence, input from the focal child him- 
or her-self is critical. (Asher e t a f 1996:367)
Therefore ‘friendship’ is the whole of two individual parts.
From these definitions it can be suggested that different needs may be 
fulfilled in a child’s life through acceptance by their peers and friendships. 
The former relates to the need to identify with and experience a sense of 
belonging, which such researchers as Tajfel & Turner in the 1970s have 
shown to be a persistent feature of interaction across the lifespan with a
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corresponding impact on self-esteem (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Recently, 
Nesdale and Flesser (2001) found that five year old children showed 
preference for their ‘in-group’ identity when assigned into two groups on the 
basis of drawing ability. It is not possible in this essay to look at this in 
detail, but is included to highlight the importance of group acceptance to 
young children and the ability of children in the early school years to 
distinguish ‘in-group’ and ‘out-group’ status.
It has also been found that firom the early years, children show preferences 
for particular peers or ‘fi^iends’, meeting the need of having a close confidant. 
Howes (1983) researched pre-school children’s definitions of and 
understanding of friendship through observation and discussion with young 
children. This led her to the definition that ‘friendship’ is an affective tie 
between 2 children with 3 necessary components:
M utual preference -  “a high probability tha t a dyadic interaction 
would follow a social initiation by either partner”
M utual enjoyment -  “the abihty to engage in positive affective 
exchanges” -  or ongoing prosocial activity
Skilful interaction -  “the ability to engage in complementary and 
reciprocal peer play” (Howes, 1983:1042)
The primary finding of Howes’ research was tha t when friendship is 
behaviourally defined, as above, friendship is found in typical and 
emotionally disturbed pre-school and younger child dyads. She found th a t the 
criterion of mutual preference was the easiest for the dyads and m utual 
enjoyment was hardest to fulfil. Furthermore, the “disturbed children formed 
only sporadic friendships” {ibid- 1051) with the same partner. For all age 
groups, the complexity of interaction within ‘maintained’ over ‘sporadic’ 
groups was higher. This suggests tha t either different or more intricate skills 
are required in order to maintain a friendship once initiated.
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Friends, Peers and Exclusion
There is a strong implication that friendship is highly im portant in a child’s 
emotional and social development. Peer acceptance is also considered 
fundamental to psychological growth according to Harry Stack Sullivan 
(1953).
Thus,
group acceptance and successful friendship experiences are 
both essential to healthy adjustment and development, but
they ......  are based on different substrates of underlying
interpersonal skills Interestingly, Sullivan predicted that,
because children's need for a friend developed later than the 
need for group inclusion, successful friendship experiences 
might offset to some degree negative effects of earlier 
difficulties in peer acceptance (Asher e t a l , 1996:368).
Notably, Sullivan suggested that friendship could counter earlier experiences 
of rejection by the peer group. Perhaps children who tu rn  to groups / 
individuals considered ‘anti-social’ for peer acceptance and friendships would 
concur with this statement. As a consideration for counselling psychologists 
working with children labelled as delinquent, aggressive or anti-social it may 
be important because
friendship can offer children the opportunities to understand 
the feelings, ideas and perspectives of another person, and 
appreciate the views and concerns of another child.(Dunn e t al, 
2002:622)
This understanding is an important developmental task in early childhood 
and one that may be particularly challenging for children who have been 
excluded. However, the idea that children develop a need for friendship after
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their need for peer group acceptance is not as linear as described above. As 
Howes demonstrated, children identify each other as friends by the time they 
reach school. Opportunities for developing friends will be enhanced on the 
basis of being accepted into a peer group, but a more complex relationship 
exists between the two constructs. For example Schwartz e t a l (2000) found 
that
children who experienced punitive, harsh, stressful and 
potentially violent home environments in the preschool years 
were likely to emerge later as targets of m altreatm ent by 
peers. However, the association between these aspects of early 
home environment and victimisation in the peer group was of 
higher magnitude for children with a low number of 
friendships (p647).
It should also be kept in mind that some children with low peer acceptance 
scores have friends and not all high-accepted children have friends (Parker & 
Asher, 1993). Therefore, it is not enough to teach children with low peer 
acceptance the skills that children with high peer acceptance have; ra ther it 
is necessary to look at the components of stable friendships of children. 
Research on social skills training is of limited use here: repeatedly these 
studies look solely towards teaching the skills necessary for group acceptance 
despite research demonstrating that the most effective buffer against 
loneliness is having a friend, not group acceptance (Parker & Asher, 1993). 
Poor peer acceptance is associated with increased loneliness in children as 
young as 5 years of age (Cassidy & Asher, 1992), demonstrating th a t children 
feel badly about this situation. Social skills training tends to focus on skills 
relating to getting along with others e.g. turn-taking, paying attention, 
listening. Coie and Koeppl (1990) in their review of such training suggest th a t 
whilst withdrawn children benefit from such skills, ‘aggressive-rejected’ 
children make few changes in their behaviour. Therefore, the skills related to
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maintaining a friendship may be more beneficial for counselling psychologists 
working with young children who have been rejected or form ally  excluded 
firom school because of their destructive/ disruptive behaviour.
Thus, why have social skill training programmes not utilised friendship 
maintenance skilhsets? Is this because it is not possible to teach these skills? 
Skills relating to being accepted or not appear clearer -  the child that 
‘bulldozes’ through a game rather than being able to wait their tu rn  is not 
going to be chosen frequently as a play partner. However, children (and
adults) do m aintain friendships with people that dominate them. This
highhghts tha t the features and course of a friendship rely on two
individuals, not one and it is within this dynamic that a friendship is
maintained. Furthermore there are positive and negative features of 
children’s friendships. Therefore it may be advantageous to look a t the 
descriptions and observations of ‘best friend’ dyads. This may offer an 
explanation of the positive characteristics of and skills underlying friendship 
maintenance.
The characteristics o f  a ‘best friend ' dyad and im plications for counselling  
psychologists.
In order for a friendship to be maintained shared experiences contribute to a 
shared history and a perception of investment in the relationship by both 
participants. "Thus, shared experiences are the crucible for friendship 
formation and probably play a large role in cementing friendships." (Asher e t 
a f 1996:390). Such an experience suggests that the ‘spirit of equality’ is at 
the heart of a strong fi’iendship. Friends participate as equals, in the general 
climate of reciprocity. Children excluded, with low self-esteem rarely 
experience feelings of equality amongst their peers. A therapeutic 
relationship that results in a child fostering feelings of self-worth and
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equality with peers would be one of trust and empathie non-judgemental 
interaction from the therapist.
Indeed,
....for brief moments, at least, good friendships fulfil the six 
conditions...however... the therapeutic relationship is seen as 
a heightening of the constructive qualities which often exist in 
other relationships.... (Rogers, 1992: 831).
This may be because an important skill, and one that is not necessary for 
peer group acceptance, is self-disclosure, which requires tru st (Howes e t a l 
,1992). Whilst explicit references to trust are initially mentioned during early 
adolescence and increase steadily thereafter, trust has its origins in earlier 
peer experiences (Buzzelli, 1988). This supports the idea of the two constructs 
weaving together for optimum social development and that it is not enough to 
encourage peer group acceptance in an excluded child. The counselling 
psychologist needs to look to means of fostering trust within the individual, 
through the therapeutic relationship and also through establishing such 
systems as ‘Buddying’. Whilst this is not a friendship relationship, the system 
is based on the idea of having one named support child who will act “as a 
friend” to help another child to integrate and gain confidence with other 
people. For some children who have experienced exclusion or bullying, the 
concept of tru st will be central to their re-integration into a peer group, and 
this is a concept that is not explicit in literature related to social skills 
training.
If children are to be successful in maintaining friendships they m ust be 
perceived as reliable and exhibit consistent willingness to spend time with 
their partner. Nonetheless, people disagree and argue and a key feature of 
the maintenance of a friendship is the ability to manage disagreements. This
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may require a child to manage such emotions as jealousy, rivalry, envy. 
Repeatedly in the literature it is seen that children with long-established 
friendships are able to manage conflict and are able to forgive in order to 
m aintain the friendship (Parker & Gottman, 1989). This also enhances the 
child’s satisfaction with tha t relationship as part of the shared experience 
and history. Forgiveness depends in part on the child’s assessment of the 
intention behind hurtful acts and the ability to separate intentions from 
consequences. There is a clear role for the counselling psychologist in working 
with children on skills, particularly in a cognitive-behavioural context for 
coping with disappointment. Dunn’s quote on page 13 refers to the 
interpersonal awareness tha t children develop in friendships. Such 
opportunities to understand the cause and effect of behaviour should be key 
therapeutic goals with young children.
For its maintenance children must conceive of a friendship as a relationship 
tha t transcends a specific context, and possess the social skills for initiating 
contact outside the setting where the children typically interact, for example 
going to a friend’s house after school. This requires confidence, to make an 
invitation and also the awareness tha t external considerations may make 
this untenable. Would a child with a great fear or experience of rejection be 
able to make this offer and cope with the uncertainty of the outcome? It 
seems unlikely. Therefore a therapeutic aim with children who have 
experienced exclusion could be to work towards enabling them to manage 
feelings of frustration, disappointment and rejection. Also, it may involve 
expanding their ability to look at a relationship across contexts, as durable 
and importantly, involving the continued interest of two individuals within a 
larger group. If consistent, reciprocal and dynamic interaction has not been 
experienced previously by the child, the modelhng of this in group or 
individual therapy may offer a means of enhancing the child’s abilities to self­
monitor and soothe their behaviour and emotions.
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Thus, looking at the skills related to maintaining friendship, we can see th a t 
whilst there is overlap, children will benefit not firom merely looking a t the 
unilateral experience of fitting into a larger group, but at the dynamic 
relationship of two individuals.
Conclusion
The focus of this essay has been to highlight the specific skilksets involved in 
being able to m aintain a friendship rather than develop better peer group 
acceptance. The literature suggests these have been overlooked in research 
on social skills training. Such training appears to have varying degrees of 
success, particularly with ‘aggressive-rejected’ children. In order to m aintain 
a friendship and develop a shared history, children must show confidence, 
persistence, reciprocity, self-disclosure and trust; be reliable and have the 
skills to manage conflict and to show forgiveness and diplomacy. These are 
not core skills to peer group acceptance, although there will be some overlap 
in skills between these two constructs. Without fostering some form of 
reciprocal experience, whereby the child is gaining the support and 
‘friendship’ of someone else, intense modelhng needs to be done to fit a child 
into a group. This may be attempted without the child having any emotional 
understanding of other children. Equally with no history of success of 
inclusion that could act as a motivator, it is argued in this essay, th a t 
therapeutic work where opportunities for developing understanding of others 
in role play and small groups would be of benefit to children who have 
experienced exclusion or rejection by peers for both their social and emotional 
development. Concurrently, the use of an individual therapeutic relationship 
to further model these interpersonal behaviours in a safe and trusting 
environment is recommended.
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The Kleinian concept of Envy and its place in the ‘real’ relationship.
Melanie Klein suggested that envy is a feeling or impulse th a t is 
constitutional and present from birth. I t is tied up with notions of love and 
hate, emptiness and inadequacy. Most of all envy is bound up with feelings of 
deficit. People envy what they perceive they do not have and to look upon 
another’s good fortune grudgingly leads to spite and criticism. The power of 
envy as a ‘base passion’ “is a most potent factor in undermining feelings of 
love and gratitude at their root” (Klein, 1957:176). A degree of envy is 
expected because of its constitutional basis. However, in this essay the 
unconscious process and experience of excessive envy will be explored firom its 
roots in the first part'object relationship with the mother’s breast. This 
primal object relationship is the basis for relative security and satisfactory 
development whereby introjection of good parts of the mother result in a 
sense of one’s own goodness. Where this development is disrupted, for 
example by a disturbance of the mother-child relationship, excessive envy 
may emerge.
The impact of envy on an individual’s relationships including the therapeutic 
relationship wiU be explored because
if at the earliest stage the good food and the primal good object 
could not be accepted and assimilated, this is repeated in the 
transference and the course of the analysis is impaired (Klein,
1957: 185)
Thus, when a deeply envious patient presents for therapy, certain 
interactional styles and behaviours may be borne out. In this essay it will be 
explored how for the patient a compromised relationship with reality exists 
and the therapist can experience violent and hateful attacks and a 
relationship characterised by unconscious contempt. W ithstanding this
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experience requires both awareness and understanding of the concept of envy 
as highlighted by Melanie Klein (1956, 1957). Firstly this will be reviewed 
and then discussed in terms of the resultant ways in which envy challenges 
an individual’s capacity for love. In working with these concepts within the 
transference and the reality or ‘real’ therapeutic relationship the importance 
of adhering to and making use of the boundaries of the analytic frame will be 
highlighted using examples from clinical practice.
The concept o f envy
Envy is the angry feeling that another person possesses and 
enjoys something desirable -  the envious impulse being to take 
it away or spoil it (Klein, 1956:212)
To the baby the mother’s breast is not only a source of nourishment it is life 
itself. The innate conflict between love and hatred is played out by the 
opportunity to have and to not have the breast. Indeed “...early emotional life 
is characterised by a sense of losing and regaining the good object” (Klein, 
1956:212). Threat of annihilation by the death instinct forms Klein’s (1957) 
primal anxiety and the ego, in service of the life instinct deflects this th reat 
outwards, initially to the primal object, the mother’s breast and mother. Envy 
surfaces where it is perceived that the good object (breast) is being retained 
and denied.
Other primal activities of the ego are gradual integration and the capacity for 
love. Initially, the defence of splitting preserves the good object away from the 
bad until such time tha t these part-objects can be re-integrated to form whole 
objects in the internal world.
Excessive envy, an expression of destructive impulses, 
interferes with this primal split between the good and bad
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breast, and the building up of a good object can not be 
sufficiently achieved (Klein, 1957:192).
For the young baby the capacity to differentiate between good and bad is now 
compromised.
Furthermore, Klein described how the destructive impulses of envy are 
channelled through projective identification. This is a process
 whereby parts of the self are split off and projected into
others which become identified with the projected self. The 
denigrated object is thus created by the projection of 
destructive and spoiling parts of the self (Harris 1965:166)
Whilst parts of the self are spht off and projected out there is a concomitant 
process of disintegration and fragmentation in projective identification 
preventing a tidy split between good and bad. Without this capacity to 
differentiate between good and bad overall reality is attacked. Contact or 
linking with reality is confusing and dangerous, thus the baby continues 
engaging in the unconscious primitive thinking Klein termed ‘phantasy’.
The processes described so far are typically features of the paranoid-schizoid 
position. Where excessive envy prevails, the transition to the depressive 
position at around 6 months, where feelings of loss and guilt can be 
assimilated, is undermined. Instead the manic defences of splitting, 
idealization and projective identification are primarily directed against the 
experience of psychic reality and feelings of distrust and suspicion prevail 
(Segal, 1988). This denial of psychic reality is maintained by strengthening of 
omnipotence in phantasy and further projective identification (Apprey, 1987). 
Relations to objects are established in terms of control, trium ph and contempt 
(Segal, 1988; Minsky, 1996). These continue to defend against the depressive
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position experience of valuing and depending on the object, because this 
would lead to the possibility of feelings of loss and guilt.
In the paranoid-schizoid position loss and guilt are experienced as 
persecutory anxiety. However, excessive envy also results in the early onset 
of feelings of guilt, which felt as persecutory anxiety engender further 
defences of projection and omnipotent denial. Thus a cycle can develop where 
the baby’s primitive sense of self is fused with their phantasy of omnipotence. 
Constant bad and destructive feelings have to be split off and projected out 
and the individual is left with a feeling of inner emptiness.
In psychotherapy, one aim in working with a deeply envious patient is that 
“the destructive and envious aspects of the self can be accepted and drawn 
back into the self’ (Minsky 1996:97). An essential part of this development is 
the relinquishment of omnipotence in order to be able to make contact with 
other people in a more realistic manner. Resistance to this process may be 
explored in terms of the incapacity for love.
Incapacity for love
It can be seen that in Klein’s theory there is a self-perpetuating and lasting 
destruction with envy. A good object is not built up and cannot be preserved 
internally to enable a person to withstand normal bounds of envy and hatred. 
I t may be suggested tha t love has been conquered by envy. Good internal 
objects are reliant on being loved to survive. Furthermore, if a child can not 
be gratified by the mother’s breast and take in her goodness then there is no 
basis for gratitude. “Gratitude includes belief in good objects and tru s t in 
them” (Klein 1956:215). It links with generosity and forms the basis for the 
ability to appreciate others and the capacity to give.
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Roth (1999) suggests that at an unconscious level the patient knows they 
don’t have the capacity for love and their world is structured to prevent the 
tru th  of this being made conscious. For this patient the omnipotent phantasy 
prevails and feeds itself through the attitude that all objects really exist only 
in the patient’s imagination, including the therapist. This phantasy is 
maintained through the attitude o f‘chronic mild contempt’ (Roth, 1999), often 
present in their sense of humour and a mild, seemingly appropriately 
sceptical attitude to analysis whereby interpretations about such concepts as 
‘weekends’, ‘ other patients’ and so on are not taken seriously. The patient 
doesn’t appear to really believe in these concepts but furthermore does not 
believe that the analyst does either. When this attitude is highlighted and 
challenged by the therapist the result may be catastrophic terror as the 
patient discovers tha t others are not as they create them or would have them 
be. Control has been challenged. Roth describes how a patient may respond 
with a violent verbal attack on the therapist as they ghmpse an internal 
object full of hatred. There appears to be no memory or internal 
representation of a therapist who was only moments previously helpful and 
caring. Such attacks can be shocking and the therapist must avoid 
retaliation. This may be developed through awareness of both these 
dynamics, and their own countertransferential response to destructive and 
powerful emotions.
With regards to the dynamics of envy in the therapeutic relationship it is 
useful to have an understanding of the concept of idealization. An idealized 
as opposed to a good internal object relationship acts as a defence against 
destructive impulse, envy and persecutory anxiety. This is because 
idealization of someone else involves parallel idealization of the self (Minsky,
1996). However, under the weight of reality idealization ultimately collapses. 
Therefore, idealization and contempt work together and prevent the
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establishment of internal security through the capacity for love. Thus Roth 
concludes ‘idealization is the opposite of love’ (Roth, 1999).
Fortunately for the patient and the therapeutic relationship, Klein (1957) 
suggests th a t the longing for the good object persists, an expression of the life 
instinct. Therefore, it can be stated tha t hope and acceptance m ust be present 
in the therapist. This can be difficult when experiencing a hateful and violent 
attack or with the vague scent of contempt floating around. The projection of 
this contempt can form part of the therapist’s countertransferential response 
and thus must be watched for. M itrani (1993) describes her feelings of 
irritation with a patient who “would linger at the door of my consulting room” 
(p69l) and who later described feeling lost over the weekend. Over the 
course of the analysis it became clear that it was not purely an issue of envy 
on the part of the patient. Rather his feelings of rejection and in part the 
feelings of irritation were coming from the little him who felt torn from the 
therapist. The patient’s childhood experience was found to echo this 
atmosphere of abandonment. This demonstrates how envy requires the 
capacity to recognise that something is good before wanting to spoil it and 
how the destructive aspects of envy can be enacted in both therapist and 
patient in the relationship. It also serves to distinguish between the concepts 
of envy, jealousy and greed.
Klein (1956) highlighted how envy and jealousy are different; jealousy 
involves more than one other person or object, for example one person may be 
jealous if they fear tha t something they have is about to be taken away. A 
child may be jealous of a sibling for taking their mother’s love and attention 
away. “Jealousy occurs when loss of the loved person is threatened by their 
forming a new attachm ent” (Storr, 1989:130) and comes from a position of 
love. Envy comes into play when thinking of an exclusive relationship, for 
example, mother and child. The child may feel that the mother has something
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good which they are being deprived of. This is separate to feelings of greed for 
the mother’s love, where the desire is to take in more and more goodness 
because with envy there is the desire to destroy the good.
These distinctions can be further understood in relation to the Oedipus 
complex, which Klein placed at an earlier time than Freud suggesting tha t it 
begins to develop as an integral part of the depressive position at around 6 
months old (Minksy, 1996). In the situation where the young child has 
developed the capacity for a whole-object relationships jealousy will feature. 
However, envy “is essentially experienced in terms of part objects” (Segal, 
1988:40). Furthermore, mourning for the loss of omnipotence and the 
parental relationship from which you are excluded requires the capacity to 
face the reality of a loss (Steiner, 1985). Negotiation of this loss enhances the 
working through of the depressive position with the capabilities of 
internalization, symbol formation and the drive to make reparation. If 
Oedipal desires are misrepresented, covered up or distorted then the young 
child has nothing to mourn. Reparative processes can not operate. Further 
cover-ups will be needed in order to continue this. Steiner (1985) explores 
how in the transference relationship, the therapist can be drawn into 
colluding with this cover-up, linking with Roth’s (1999) ideas discussed above 
about how the omnipotent phantasy of the patient counters reality and the 
devastation when reality is highlighted and the cover-up revealed. I t may be 
suggested tha t the therapist’s interpretative response is to offer something 
truthful because “there is something unmistakable about the tru th  when one 
hears it” (Ogden, 2003:604). Notions of tru th  may potentially imply power 
relations of the ‘therapist-as-expert’, however in the context of this essay it 
seems pertinent to think of the therapist as the representative of reahty, 
trying to meet and create a relationship with the patient based on whole 
object relations.
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Ultimately the therapist
  is concerned with the development of the capacity to
appreciate the complexity of reality, not to accommodate it, but 
to convert destructive projection into the creative capacity for 
empathy, and the acceptance of responsibihty (Minsky, 
1996:97).
In my own work with an envious patient I experienced the patient as unable 
to accept differences, for example, describing how “all women’ struggle with 
eating things they shouldn’t”. I experienced a strong pull to agree and collude 
with the patient’s ideas. When I didn’t, I found myself before a woman whose 
contempt for me and my ideas were clearly expressed. From her body 
language and in her verbal expression I was considered “clearly out of touch 
with the reality for women today”.
Where patients with eating disorders present with excessive envy this may be 
evidenced in their need to control what they take in, both in terms of food and 
the reality of the therapeutic relationship as described above. It may be 
useful to establish whether as young children these patients were given 
permission to cry. Where people were not allowed to cry, there were missed 
opportunities to learn how to express grief and anxiety. Thus “neither 
aggressive impulses nor depressive anxieties could sufficiently find an outlet” 
(Klein, 1957:186). Where this is missing it has been discussed th a t this may 
be experienced through the therapist’s countertransference as irritation and 
perhaps a disquiet or fear of the patient’s grief or anger. There is also the 
need to w ithstand being dismissed and rejected, without retaliation. Thus, in 
terms of working with the countertransference it may be useful to bear in 
mind tha t “the therapist’s appropriate love is expressed by m aintaining the 
boundaries” (Langs & Searles, 1980: 130).
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Boundaries and issues o f control
The provision of boundaries through the ‘analytic frame’ (Milner, 1952) 
allows a temporal and spatial framework for therapeutic work. Whilst the 
analytic frame is tied into the process of the relationship it is itself the 
constraints tha t enable this process; as such it has also been described as a 
facilitating environment or container (Bion, 1962). Its essence is creating a 
safe and consistent situation in time and space that allows for deviations and 
alterations, as will naturally occur both consciously and unconsciously, so 
that these may be interpreted as the transference relationship develops.
Klein (1956) claimed that primitive or excessive envy is re-enacted in the 
transference relationship:
The envious patient grudges the analyst the success of his 
work; and if his envious criticism has the effect of making him 
feel that the analyst and the help he is giving have become 
spoilt, the patient cannot introject the analyst sufficiently as a 
good object and cannot accept his interpretations with real 
conviction. He may also feel, because of his guilt about 
devaluing the help given, that he is unworthy to benefit by 
analysis (Klein 1956: 213).
It has been shown how the therapist may experience this in terms of having 
everything they say dismissed in a manner that feels mocked and rejected. A 
further example of how feelings of rejection may be projected in to and 
experienced by the therapist relates to the issues of time and taking breaks. 
The need to adhere to the time boundary is essential. The adherence to or 
deviation from the time boundary stimulates in the patient an unconscious 
phantasy about what it means to the therapist (Lemma, 2003). This phantasy 
relates to the internalised object relationship that is activated by the trigger, 
for example with an envious patient, the words “it’s time” may signify
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withdrawal, rejection and loss. In this situation it may be found th a t the 
patient keeps an eye on the time in order to end the session themselves, thus 
relinquishing the control of the therapist over the time frame boundary and 
preventing feeling rejected by the therapist. This was the case with the 
patient I worked with, described above, who would monitor the clock and at 
times interrupted me to end the session!
Overall for all clients, in the prospect of separation, for example a break in 
therapy for holidays or over weekends, increased dependence, ambivalence 
and loss may be experienced. However, breaks are* an integral part of the 
therapeutic relationship whether it is five times a week psychoanalysis or 
weekly psychodynamic psychotherapy. In working with an envious patient it 
may be found tha t the patient takes an extended break.
Conclusion
In this essay it has been seen how launching attacks on the therapist may be 
seen in terms of a manifestation of a defence against the unbearable feelings 
of envy. The therapeutic relationship requires a degree of dependency. Many 
people who suffer with excessive envy find feelings of dependence extremely 
difficult because of the notion that someone else has something they need -  so 
they replace tha t with a different need, for control. This enables them to limit 
their need for gratitude and can seek to undermine the reality of the 
therapeutic relationship. The envious patient may relate not in term s of 
dependency and integrity of the good object but in terms of self-created 
idealized objects. This narcissistic behaviour results in a loss of contact with 
external and internal real good objects. I t is the role of the therapist to work 
towards developing awareness of these processes. One means of achieving 
this is in terms of patient responses to time boundaries and breaks. The need 
to m aintain these boundaries as a means of ensuring tha t retaliation is 
avoided, or potentially recognised aims to ensure tha t the therapist continues
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to offer back to the patient an experience of appropriate empathy and love. It 
also provides a reference point to the external reality of the therapeutic 
relationship and access to the internal object relationships in their dynamic 
interaction with the therapist.
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Authority and certainty: Challenges to the therapeutic relationship in 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.
Discussion of the type and purpose of the therapeutic relationship in 
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) has developed over time (Wills & 
Sanders, 1997; Giovazolias, 2004). Whilst branches of the broad spectrum of 
cognitive behavioural therapies pay less attention to the relationship e.g. 
Ellis’s Rational Emotive Behavioural Therapy, models of CBT following from 
Aaron Beck’s initial theory have developed his idea of ‘collaborative 
empiricism’. Thus a review of Beck’s theory will be given to elaborate how the 
therapeutic relationship is considered when working in a CBT model. The 
essay will focus on offering both a clear definition of and understanding of the 
purpose of the therapeutic relationship or alliance from a CBT perspective 
centring on the concept of collaboration. The use of the terms client and 
patient are used interchange ably according to quotations fi-om the literature.
Attitudes towards authority and the use of systematic procedures or manuals 
will be explored as challenges to working in a CBT collaborative relationship. 
Incorporated into this are theoretical ideas from other therapeutic models e.g. 
Safran and colleagues’ work (Safiran & Segal, 1996; Safran & Muran, 2000) 
on interpersonal process and Barry Mason’s work on ‘safe uncertainty’ in 
systemic therapy (1993). An exploration of these concepts in both individual 
therapy and from a cross-cultural perspective when working in a CBT 
framework is provided.
Aaron B eck’s CBT model
Aaron Beck’s (1964, 1976) cognitive model of psychotherapy was initially 
focused on and developed firom working with patients with depression. He 
proposed tha t as people learn from their life experiences they form 
assumptions and beliefs about themselves, others and the world. This
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‘cognitive triad’ is subsequently used to further organise perception, memory 
and behaviour (Beck, 1964). Thus, Beck suggested tha t when a person is in a 
state of depression, their thoughts and perceptions are reinforced by their 
emotional state with a bias towards noticing and interpreting negative rather 
than positive events, which then reinforce feelings of sadness, loss, low self­
esteem. In this way a self-maintaining system can develop (Wills & Sanders,
1997).
Beck expanded this theory to suggest that
In the broadest sense, cognitive therapy consists of all the 
approaches tha t alleviate psychological distress through the 
medium of correcting faulty conceptions and self-signals. The 
emphasis on thinking, however, should not obscure the 
importance of the emotional reactions which are generally the 
immediate source of distress. It simply means tha t we get to 
the person’s emotions through his cognitions. By correcting 
erroneous beliefs, we can damp down or alter excessive, 
inappropriate emotional reactions (Beck, 1976:214).
Thus a clear link is made in CBT between meaning, thoughts and emotional 
reactions. The CBT model suggests tha t in order to understand and become 
aware of the rules of the ‘cognitive triad’ which may serve to “deceive and 
defeat” (Beck 1976:215) people must become aware of their thinking in 
particular situations. In my own practice with a 26-year old male patient who 
was verbally bullied by his father throughout his childhood it was seen tha t 
he had developed beliefs “I am a nasty person”, “Other people have it lucky”, 
“The world is full of winners and losers”. In social situations in adulthood he 
often finds himself unable to speak because of thoughts based on comparisons 
between him-self and others that reinforce his beliefs e.g. “You find it easier 
to talk than me and will soon get bored”. By becoming aware of this thought
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and the pressure the client put himself under to not be boring he began to 
connect the idea tha t this thought heightened his anxiety about speaking and 
his avoidance behaviours.
Beck proposed tha t once a patient can recognise that their thoughts are 
‘awry’ they can begin to substitute accurate over inaccurate judgements. 
Additionally, he asked his patients to observe and monitor feedback from 
other people on the changes they make to be able to evaluate whether these 
new behaviours / thoughts are more adaptive. Thus the rules or ‘core beliefs’ 
governing behaviour become open to modification. This theoretical approach 
draws on social learning theory (Bandura, 1977) based on the principle th a t 
people develop new skills such as learning a new language or a musical 
instrum ent through such processes as reinforcement and observation.
Indeed from its conception as a theoretical model, CBT has focused on the 
development of skills.
Basically this approach attempts to remove obstacles th a t have 
prevented the patient from profiting from experience and from 
developing adequate ways of deahng with their internal and 
external problems. Most of the patients have been blocked in 
their psychosocial development by certain maladaptive 
attitudes and patterns of behaviour. (Beck 1976:231).
Beck’s use of phrases such as ‘maladaptive attitudes’ have themselves been 
modified in CBT e.g. from having ‘faulty thinking’ to ‘unhelpful thinking’ 
(Giovazolias, 2004). However these early phrases, alongside the focus on 
skills development have left a legacy with regards to beliefs around the 
therapist’s role in CBT.
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The therapist’s  role and the concept o f collaboration
Beck highlighted the relative power differential of therapist and client roles 
stating
...psychotherapy can have the greatest impact on problems 
because of the considerable authority attributed to the 
therapist, his abihty to pinpoint the problems, and his skills in 
providing an appropriate systematic set of procedures (Beck 
1976:216).
And later,
...when the patient is so entangled in symptoms that he is 
unable to join in problem-solving, the therapist may have to 
assume a leading role. As therapy progresses, the patient is 
encouraged to take a more active stance (Beck et al, 1985:175).
Therefore in CBT the therapist’s role has traditionally been seen as one of 
authority, leadership, activity and the use of systematic sets of procedures.
Interested in verbal reports and observable change in thoughts, feelings and 
behaviour Beck moved away from his psychoanalytic training and the 
transference relationship. He emphasised the importance of a different type 
of relationship that he termed ‘collaborative empiricism’. The aim of this 
relationship was to help patients discover for themselves the self-maintaining 
cycle of thoughts, assumptions and beliefs and relationship between thoughts 
and emotions as described above. Beck highhghted that genuine therapeutic 
collaboration was essential for this discovery to take place by the patient:
It is not the therapist’s function to try to reform the patient; 
rather, his role is working with the patient against “f f , the 
patient’s problem (Beck, 1976:221).
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Cognitive behavioural therapists believe tha t by giving an explanation of and 
rationale for the treatm ent or approach, followed by clarification of the 
problem as perceived by the therapist and the joint setting of realistic goals a 
collaborative relationship will become possible. Initially in therapy the 
generation of hypotheses, experiments and homework tasks may be lead by 
the therapist but it is hoped that this direction will subsequently be taken up 
by the patient. The patient’s role becomes increasingly active and self­
directed, highlighting how the collaborative therapeutic alliance changes over 
time. Fluctuations in the strength of that collaboration over the course of 
therapy are to be expected (Horvath, 2000) but at the outset of therapy when 
the collaborative alliance is being established the therapist’s position is one of 
authority and power.
However, ‘to collaborate’ according to the Oxford Thesaurus (2001) can mean 
amongst other things either to “work together” or “to collude”. Hidden 
agendas are precluded and the therapist is invited to share their 
conceptualisation with the patient to agree upon clear goals for therapy 
(Beck, 1995). The implications for psychologists working from a CBT 
approach in working together and to avoid collusion with the client may have 
an important impact on the therapeutic relationship and agreeing and 
achieving these goals.
From the outset o f therapy: A uthority and uncertainty?
‘Core beliefs’ e.g. “I’m unlovable”, learnt in childhood have the potency of 
being deeply entrenched and emanating from a child’s eye view. CBT 
suggests tha t certain ‘conditional assumptions’ or rules for hving are 
developed in order to live with these core beliefs and as part of the self- 
perpetuating system, if these assumptions or rules are broken the core belief 
is activated. Conditional assumptions make demands th a t are impossible to 
live by, for example constant perfectionism or universal love and approval
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(Fennell, 1999) and when they get broken the uncertainty and insecurity tha t 
emerges creates anxiety. Systemic therapist Barry Mason (1993) describes 
this as being in a position of ‘unsafe uncertainty’. This refers to when a 
patient feels tha t they don’t know what to do, experiences high anxiety and 
insecurity and places great authority on the therapist’s role as the expert who 
can offer solutions. The patient’s goal for therapy in this context may be to 
find from the therapist a position of ‘safe certainty’ whereby they can live by 
new rules that will buffer against unexpected change or future insecurity.
Within the CBT tradition, Meichenbaum and Gilmore (1982) have 
emphasised the importance of the patients’ initial expectations of therapy 
and the therapist’s need for awareness of the role these play in creating 
resistance in the therapeutic alliance. If homework is not completed the 
therapist may firstly question whether the patient did not appreciate the 
rationale for the task  but also whether the patient has particular thoughts 
about the therapist’s role as a figure of authority e.g. “the therapist will have 
me sectioned if I admit to certain thoughts” or “the therapist really knows 
best / has the answer”? Exploration in the session of such thoughts is 
important to ensure that the collaborative relationship genuinely involves 
working together.
Furthermore, people continue to resist change if the perceived disadvantages 
and fears associated with it are not explored (Gilbert, 2000). Mason 
encourages both therapist and client to engage in a position of ‘safe 
uncertainty’ where fixed rules are rejected. Particularly in time-limited work, 
or using a manualised approach, fostering an enthusiasm or acceptance of 
‘safe uncertainty’ may be very challenging. However, it would seem th a t this 
concept fits with the CBT idea th a t becoming aware of one’s thought 
processes and interaction styles allows for the possibihty of changing these 
unhelpful ways of thinking and increasing flexibility. Mason highlights th a t
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we should not enter into the trap of equating a belief 
encompassing uncertainty with a view th a t we cannot own our 
expertise (1993:192).
The CBT concept of collaboration allows for differential power. Without 
removing the reality of a power differential through expertise and training 
there can also exist an acceptance of uncertainty, which Mason similarly 
describes as “a belief of authoritative doubt” (1993:192). In order to model 
this, the therapist needs to use their authority as someone wilhng to forgo 
assumptions rather than as some with the “right” answers.
Embracing uncertainty, however well modelled may be resisted by clients, 
particularly when feeling vulnerable or anxious. Furthermore, the client’s 
attitude towards the therapist as a figure of authority may reflect their core 
beliefs for example, unquestioningly accepting or being completely sceptical 
or rejecting of everything the therapist says. Between these two extremes lies 
a complex variation in relationship dynamics to authority which may result 
in therapy becoming stuck or repetitive patterns of interaction being 
developed. Whilst the importance of establishing and reviewing therapeutic 
goals can help to avoid an impasse it can also be seen tha t the beliefs and 
assumptions th a t influence the client’s perceptions, behaviours and emotional 
state are brought into the therapeutic relationship. Wills and Sanders (1997) 
highlight an example where a client’s core belief of ‘No one can help me’ 
resulted in the rationale for the approach becoming a sales technique 
resulting in a no-win situation where both therapist and client felt deflated. 
Therefore although CBT does place an emphasis on skills and providing an 
open rationale, interpersonal dynamics arguably play a vital part in therapy.
However, Jacobson (1989) cautions tha t the theoretical basis for using the 
relationship in CBT is not as clearly explicated as in psychodynamic theories
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and understanding the complexities of developing collaborative engagement 
may be missing. For example, in CBT literature relatively little attention is 
paid to the therapists’ thoughts, feelings and beliefs.
Safran and Segal (1996) differentiate between therapeutic interventions and 
the underlying mechanisms occurring at an interpersonal level. These appear 
to reflect the humanistic orientation towards spontaneity and the immediacy 
of here and now emotions alongside the psychodynamic ‘transference’ 
repetitive patterns of interpersonal interaction. For the therapist this means 
on-going internal self-reflection and awareness that the interpersonal aspect 
of different CBT interventions may vary and what is helpful with one client 
could be detrimental with another.
A n example from practice
In my own practice working with two different individuals who described 
themselves as ‘perfectionists’ I tried to apply the same experimental 
technique but with very different results. An experiment with one patient 
whereby 2 days of the week he would attem pt to reduce his expectations of 
others that they meet his ‘perfectionist’ standards offered him useful data in 
terms of the reactions of others and his own sense of satisfaction and 
relaxation a t the end of the day. We were also able to incorporate ‘non­
perfectionist’ expectations in to therapy sessions. This use of the relationship 
enhanced flexibility in the therapy regarding his expectations th a t I would 
provide him with perfect answers. We agreed to work together to try  and 
devise alternative plans and hypotheses thus creating a situation in which 
positions of ‘safe uncertainty’ were possible for both therapist and client 
because there were considered to be different options rather than  a 
dichotomous “right / wrong” way of thinking.
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Bolstered by what I perceived as the success of the experiment in being able 
to challenge perfectionist thinking I was keen to use this technique further. 
However, with another patient the therapy appeared to develop into a ‘no 
win’ situation when this was introduced. Again I invited the patient to try out 
changing their expectations of others on certain pre-arranged days and 
observe the impact of this on others and their own thoughts and feelings. It 
may be hypothesised that this second patient had a core belief of “I’m a 
failure” instilled in childhood. As a compensatory strategy to avoid 
experiencing this failure was the rule ‘Don’t try anything’. However, she also 
exhibited approval seeking behaviours with authority figures to avoid feeling 
judged and appeared to find her-self caught in life between doing things to 
try to please people and avoiding doing things. This tension was re-created in 
the therapeutic relationship despite the initial goal setting being clear and a 
collaborative alliance seemingly established. When the experiment was 
discussed both therapist and client used language evocative of notions of 
failure and misattunement. On reflection I wonder if the experiment was 
offered based on the assumption that it had been useful before but really as a 
means of avoiding the tension and anxiety of feeling stuck. Furthermore, this 
appeared to collude with and reinforce the patient’s position in life.
Overall, in both situations it was the attention to the relationship in the room 
tha t created an opening for a shared experience of safe uncertainty and I 
could “fall out of love with the idea that solutions solve things” (Mason, 
1993:194). It also challenges the idea that providing a rationale and 
establishing clear goals are sufficient for therapeutic collaboration. Rather, it 
would seem that concurrent resistance to and willingness to engage in 
collaborative work are present throughout therapy.
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A  ‘system atic se t ofprocedures’ and working m u ltfcu ltu ra lly  in  prim ary care 
As an evidence-based outcome focused therapy, which is structured and time- 
limited CBT is viewed positively in primary care settings (Mynors-Wallis & 
Gath, 1998). Furthermore the cognitive behavioural approach incorporates 
specific and manualised approaches for patients with a range of different 
conditions, for example Fairburn on eating disorders. Wells on anxiety and 
Blackburn on depression (Wills & Sanders, 1997).
Equally, one of the changes in the theoretical assumptions underpinning CBT 
is the move away from the idea tha t there is one objective reality th a t people 
either perceive accurately or distort (Safran & Segal, 1996). It has been 
suggested in this essay that the purpose of the collaborative relationship in 
CBT is to create a suitable environment from which psychological change 
through the use of specific techniques to advance and re-enforce specific skills 
can occur. The aim is for the patient to develop the resources to cope with 
current and future problems for themselves. Assessment for CBT in primary 
care includes checking for symptoms of depression such as negative 
evaluations alongside psychological mindedness and motivation for change. 
Through having the patient tell their story such judgements are made by the 
therapist. Whilst story telling is probably a part of all cultures, the 
interpretation or meaning of specific events may vary across cultures and it is 
precisely the meaning of events that forms the basis for CBT work and 
change. The therapist needs to be aware of and take into account the 
differences in cognitive styles and value systems that people may hold 
because
principal causes of alienation include class, culture, language, 
nationality, ethnicity and the substantial interaction between 
these factors that wifi often be present together (Bhugra &
Tantam, 1998:241).
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This further highlights the importance of the CBT therapist incorporating the 
cognitive, interpersonal aspects (Safran & Segal, 1996) and ‘authoritative 
doubt’ (Mason, 1993) in the collaborative relationship to ensure tha t their 
own value system is not being enforced on the client.
Conclusion
In CBT the therapeutic relationship and therapist warmth, genuineness and 
unconditional positive regard are considered necessary but not sufficient 
features for psychological change (Horvath, 2000; Safran & Muran, 2000). 
Rather it is suggested that the collaborative relationship is the platform from 
which to test reality through hypotheses and experiments tha t require the 
patient to take risks in terms of changing entrenched patterns of thinking 
and relating. The importance of creating a therapeutic space from the outset 
in which the therapist can elicit client expectations of therapy and dispel 
myths is central to the model’s possibility of change and a genuinely 
collaborative encounter. Furthermore, working with both authority and 
uncertainty to create possibihties and hypotheses may lessen the therapist 
trying to challenge or make premature assumptions about the client’s value 
system or experience of reality. This essay has attempted to demonstrate how 
viewing difficulties in the therapeutic relationship as part of the work rather 
than needing to be resolved before the real therapeutic work can s ta rt reflects 
both developments in CBT theory (Safran & Segal, 1996; Wills & Sanders, 
1997; Safran & Muran, 2000) and self-reflective practice.
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First Year Placement: A workplace setting
November 2002- August 2003
My first year placement was in an occupational health counselling service. 
This was a workplace setting for a large transport organisation in South East 
England. An adult client group (aged between ISyears and 65years) were 
referred to the counselling service either through self-referral, manager 
referral or via the medical staff of the occupational health department. The 
service offered generic and traum a counselling for employees with a range of 
presenting problems. A large percentage of referrals related to workplace 
stress, incidents of violence, physical and verbal assault or alleged 
harassm ent and work related disputes. Referrals were also made with regard 
to non-work related issues such as bereavement, family stress and 
relationship breakdown. Clients’ difficulties ranged from mild to moderate 
mental health problems. Issues of safety, for example concentration and risk 
assessment regarding ability to work were important aspects of the 
assessment with employees engaged in some public service aspects of the 
organisation.
The counselling team consisted of counselling psychologists and counsellors 
trained and working within the humanistic tradition and client-centred 
model. Specialist counsellors in traum a and drug and alcohol addictions 
formed a part of the team. For generic counselling, 6 sessions of therapy 
were offered, with the possibility of referral onwards via contact with the 
client’s General Practitioner. The service also offers group and work-based 
support, teaching and stress management.
My responsibilities included the delivery of generic counselling to individual 
clients who had already been assessed when initial contact with the service 
was made. This was to ensure professional and public safety with regards to
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the health and safety policies and procedures of the organisation. Meetings 
within the occupational health department allowed me to learn about and 
understand the unique position that the workplace counselling setting has in 
terms of offering support to both an individual and the workplace and 
organisation at large.
I was also involved in training days and seminars where case presentations 
were made and departmental issues within the organisation discussed e.g. 
confidentiality in the workplace and the impact on the therapeutic 
relationship. Supervision was offered weekly, informed by the person-centred 
model and latterly incorporating a humanistic-integrative stance in thinking 
about centrality of the client’s subjective experience and autonomy. Over the 
course of the placement, flexibility with some clients in terms of the length of 
therapeutic contract was made. I worked with clients for between 6 and 24 
sessions. For referrals onwards some psychometric tests were used, for 
example the Beck Depression Inventory. Clients were also requested to 
complete psychometric assessments at the outset and ending of therapy for 
evaluation of the therapy and overall service.
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Second Year Placement: An NHS Psychotherapy Department
September 2003 - August 2004
My second year placement was in an outpatient psychotherapy departm ent in 
a general hospital in South East England. The department comprised a 
consultant psychiatrist and psychotherapist, an adult psychotherapist, 
trainee psycho dynamic therapists, a trainee psychiatrist and a family 
therapy team. This team consisted of a family therapist, a trainee family 
therapist, a clinical psychologist, the consultant psychotherapist and me.
The service offers long-term psychodynamic weekly psychotherapy (twelve to 
twenty four months) and family therapy from a systemic, integrative 
perspective. Family therapy is offered in groups of three sessions, typically 
three weeks apart. There is no prescribed time frame for the therapeutic 
contract. The service is offered to adults with severe mental health problems 
and their families.
Referrals of adult patients (aged ISyears to 65 years) were made to the 
department via the GP or community mental health team. Clients presented 
with a range of moderate to severe mental health problems including 
psychotic episodes, depression, eating disturbances, bereavement and sexual 
abuse. The consultant psychiatrist or adult psychotherapist reviewed and 
assessed clients on initial referral for either individual or group 
psychodynamic therapy. The family therapy team also reviewed initial 
referrals and sent questionnaires for completion to enable some information 
to be collated before the assessment session.
My responsibilities were to provide individual therapy and work as a member 
of the family therapy team. I received weekly individual supervision from a 
Kleinian psychoanalyst. I also received weekly supervision alongside a senior
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house officer training in psychiatry, from the consultant psychotherapist, who 
practiced from a psychodynamic perspective. This supervisor also offered me 
supervision and feedback as part of the family therapy team for my 
therapeutic work with a family as the therapist in the room and as part of the 
reflecting team. Feedback and supervision was provided by all members of 
the family therapy team. All sessions were videotaped and role plays 
conducted in order to learn about and develop my skills in systemic thinking 
and styles of therapy.
I attended training days and weekly seminars where mental health 
professionals within the trust presented case material on a range of child, 
adolescent and adult clients and client populations.
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Third Year Placement: An NHS Primary Care Group
September 2004 - August 2005
My third year placement was in a primary care setting in central London. 
The counselling service is based within the GP surgery. Trainee counselling 
psychologists offer up to 6 sessions of CBT informed psychological therapy. 
The supervisors are 2 chartered clinical / counselling psychologists, who are 
based off site. This meant that on my days in placement I was the only 
psychologist in the surgery.
I worked with adult clients, with an age range of 18years to 80 years old, 
referred by their GP. Clients’ psychological problems ranged from mild to 
moderate and most commonly were referred for symptoms of depression and 
anxiety. Chents presented with a range of issues including bereavement, 
sexual abuse, relationship difficulties and psychosomatic problems, including 
dermatological conditions. In working with this multicultural client group, 
issues regarding age and physical health were also central concerns.
My responsibihties were to offer psychological and risk assessments to clients 
referred to the service. Referrals onwards or engagement in individual short 
term therapy were made. Individual supervision was provided weekly using 
the CBT model.
A further responsibility in the placement was to offer consultation and 
support to GPs in working with individuals and families with regards to 
issues affecting mental health. In particular, consultation with regards to 
individual patients was made in terms of crisis management and some of the 
factors involved in the maintenance of psychological problems across the 
lifespan.
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Team meetings were held monthly or bimonthly to discuss issues pertaining 
to the service and work within the surgery, such as safety and risk 
assessments, verbal and written communication with GPs and other medical 
staff. Case presentations were also made within the counselling team.
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Final Clinical Paper -  A personal journey towards integrating theory, 
research and practice.
This paper reflects upon my experience of training in Counselling Psychology. 
The aim is to present the route I have started to take in thinking about my 
own integrative approach to therapeutic work. The content will include the 
interplay of learning (and unlearning) in my academic studies, therapeutic 
practice and through my supervisory relationships and personal therapy. 
Reference will be made to the experience of writing this paper alongside the 
temporal dimension incorporating theory taught on the course and 
corresponding chnical practice in humanistic, psychodynamic and cognitive 
behavioural therapy settings.
O’Brien (2004) suggests tha t the starting point for integration is therapeutic 
practice, whereby integration is conceived as
Offering an individual therapist a choice of the approach that 
works best for her and her client for which she has a 
theoretical rationale and some evidence of its effectiveness 
(O’Brien, 2004:22).
Furthermore, as a profession, counselling psychology
continues to develop models of practice and research which 
marry the scientific demand for rigorous empirical enquiry 
with a firm value base grounded in the primacy of the 
counselling or psychotherapeutic relationship (Division of 
Counselling Psychology 2005:1).
The centrahty of the therapeutic relationship in counselling psychology 
alongside the need for practice availing of research and empirical evidence 
was the aspect of the profession that attracted me the most. Over the course
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of training this has highlighted the key importance of taking responsibility 
for making clear explicit therapeutic contracts with clients. Working within 
the humanistic values that this upholds, it has also focused my thinking 
about how to utilise theory and research without becoming prescriptive. An 
open-minded stance alongside the need for clarity and accountable practice 
challenges for me the notion that the ‘scientist-practitioner’ constantly 
searches for a symbiosis between their practice and research (Long & Hollin, 
1997). It would seem for me tha t it is the point of tension between the two 
that encourages or acts as a catalyst to both further self-reflection and 
conceptualisation of work with a client. Examples from practice will be 
presented to support this idea. These help me to think about eclecticism and 
integration as processes rather than positions to be arrived at, with the aim 
of standing against a single-approach mentality that may engender “a closed 
theoretical system” (Hollanders, 1999:486). In order to look at my journey as 
a trainee I will take a chronological path, starting with my position at the 
outset of training.
My first degree in ‘Early Childhood Studies’ incorporated infant and child 
developmental psychology and I continue to be interested in the social 
phenomenon of childhood as a historical and social concept alongside 
individual child development. Just prior to the course I read 'The cradle o f  
th o u g h fh y  Peter Hobson (2002). This explores the idea that the development 
of thinking is borne out of interpersonal relations. Whilst choosing to tra in  in 
working with adults, I started training comfortable in the stance th a t 
relationships in early life are crucial and informative of later experience.
In relation to therapeutic work, this interest led me to the research of Daniel 
Stern (1985). He proposed that the infant is an active participant in the 
interaction alongside the importance of the mother’s affective attunem ent to 
her infant and suggested ‘affect attunem ent’ the clinically core feature of
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intersubjective relatedness. Subsequently, Orlinsky et al (1994) 
demonstrated tha t the change processes in human development in infancy 
and childhood have a great deal in common with those operating in the 
course of therapy. Through their review of research on therapy outcome and 
progress they suggested
As a whole and in its several parts, the bond of relatedness 
between patient and therapist seems to be a central factor both 
in individual and in group psychotherapies (Orlinsky et al 
1994: 27).
M aterial from therapeutic relationships will be presented below to illustrate 
something of the interpersonal encounter and psychological theories which 
have informed my development as a practitioner. At the outset of each 
section (per year) I present a quote from the literature which I feel 
encapsulates an aspect of the theory central for me. I will conclude the paper 
thinking about the concept of power in the therapeutic relationship. Please 
note tha t all m aterial regarding clients has been anonymised and only details 
considered necessary included.
Year One
Person-centred counselling is only partly about feelings; it 
would be more accurate to say that person centred counselling 
concerns itself with clients as persons, and tha t includes 
feelings, but also thoughts, experiences, ideas, fantasises and 
other sensations (Merry, 2002:12).
My first year of training was based in an occupational health departm ent of a 
large organisation, with a humanistic supervisor. The value of this placement 
was the opportunity to work with a broad range of clients in making and 
sustaining therapeutic relationships based on the core humanistic principles
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of unconditional positive regard, congruence and empathy (Rogers, 1951). I 
believe tha t the non-directive stance and respect for client autonomy tha t this 
requires was an important foundation for my therapeutic practice. However, 
coming from a background where giving advice and information had formed a 
large part of my job, engaging in this new professional role, I felt unprepared 
and daunted by how to shift into a new way of being. As a result I felt 
extremely deskilled. I worked very hard to try to develop my listening skills. 
On reflection I can see that the skills I was actually using were my thinking 
skills. Whilst hstening to a client I would often be thinking about what they 
were saying. This meant that when I spoke I would often say something from 
my own perspective and not the chent’s. This increased my anxiety and I 
tried even harder to listen (but through thinking) in order to “get it right”.
I respected and believed in the humanistic conditions and model and whilst 
at times I felt encouraged, deep down I lacked confidence in my ability. My 
way of coping with this was to turn  to and rely upon psychological theories. 
Something clicked for me when reading Rowan’s 'The R eality Gamê. M ahrer 
(1989) describes the inhibition of the emergence of the self in childhood when 
parents take control of or direct the child’s thoughts and attention. The 
importance of not echoing such an experience in the therapeutic relationship 
is an im portant part of the responsibility of working in a humanistic 
framework (Rowan, 1998). Over the course of the first year, I started to move 
from feeling intimidated about ‘how to do this’ to building tentative 
confidence and trust that by being present I could be a resource to a client. 
This was modelled in my supervisory relationship and through this 
relationship I grew in confidence.
I started to feel that my sensitivity and willingness to hear the client’s 
perspective was centrally important. I developed some confidence in utilising 
this stance working with a 34 year old female chent referred with depression
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over the course of 12 sessions. The client was encouraged to talk  about the 
impact of the emigration of her parents, with whom she reported having a 
good relationship. At this time she experienced feeling inhibited in conveying 
her feelings to her parents. In therapy we explored the changes occurring 
including e.g. the loss of her family home in the UK and through this she was 
able to move from seeing the problem as something external happening to 
her, to reflecting upon her own feelings of loss.
Towards the end of my first year of training the issue of power in the 
therapeutic relationship was experienced with increasing complexity. Power 
here refers to the “relative capacity to cause people to do things” (Steiner, 
1974:214), and is seen as unequally distributed in individuals in society. At 
times I found myself feeling drawn into patterns of behaviour th a t my 
supervisor helped me to understand and think about using the transactional 
analysis concept of the drama triangle (Karpman, 1968). The drama triangle 
describes patterns of interaction and behaviours from 3 positions or roles. 
Victim, Rescuer and Persecutor. In wanting to be helpful and present (Merry, 
2002) it became clear that I was engaging in the rescuer role by trying to 
provide answers to a client’s questions about the recent deception within and 
subsequent end of a romantic relationship. The client stated th a t she did not 
really want to acknowledge that the relationship had ended and in 
supervision we noted that perhaps I was trying to do the thinking for her, 
ra ther than thinking with the client. This resulted in my becoming complicit 
in maintaining her position of not acknowledging or experiencing the loss.
At the end of my first year of training, whilst I was able to acknowledge the 
rescuer role of the drama triangle, I did not think that I was taking a 
‘persecutor’ role and not utihsing the core conditions. The nature of what may 
be called the transference/ countertransference relationship (Clarkson, 1993) 
needed greater attention.
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Year two-'
At its core, psychoanalysis is about the vagaries of desire, our 
recalcitrant renunciations and the inevitability of loss. It 
shows us that we can be our own worst enemy. As a 
movement, psychoanalysis may be besieged by theoretical 
splits, but everyone agrees on one thing: conflict is inevitable. 
(Lemma, 2003:4).
My second year placement was situated in an out-patient psychotherapy 
departm ent of a general hospital with two supervisors. One supervisor is a 
Kleinian psychoanalyst; the other a psychodynamic psychotherapist who is 
also part of the systemic family therapy team that formed a part of the 
placement. The opportunity to discuss this latter supervisor’s experience of 
working within both these paradigms was extremely valuable in terms of 
beginning to think about models tha t felt to me to be in Kuhn’s (1970) terms 
‘incommensurable’.
The move into year two was exciting. The existence of unconscious processes 
which are both significant and organised and expressed differently fi*om 
conscious processes (Mitchell, 2003) e.g. no concept of time encouraged me to 
think about the layers of possible meanings in communication. The theory of 
Wilfi-ed Bion around the development of thinking and attacks on linking 
(1962, 1967) helped me to think about my own thought processes, bodily and 
felt sensations in the therapeutic session. The need to ask myself why I 
wanted to say something called upon my ability to monitor and track this 
alongside attending to my client’s verbal communication. For someone who 
uses thinking to cope with anxiety this provided me with a theory and the 
space to utilise one of my strengths. It gave me insight into how I use my own 
thought processes in the consulting room to both positive and negative effect.
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A negative effect worthy of mention is that by focussing heavily on thinking 
processes I can ignore the expression of feelings, which has a t times colluded 
with a patient’s denial and fear of their emotions. Furthermore, I continued 
to use thinking as an in-road to understanding, at times too soon, too 
prematurely. Indeed the opportunity to work with patients for 10 months was 
invaluable in allowing me the space to slow down, listen and build a 
relationship. I gained trust in my ability to hsten and stay more with what 
was happening in the room.
A positive aspect to thinking using psychodynamic theory is my skill at 
monitoring my own thought and bodily sensations. This offered rich insight 
into the possible lived experience or unconscious processes of my clients. 
Moving from thinking about the external world to thinking in terms of the 
internal world I felt engaged with a process that felt very comfortable and 
natural. I felt increasingly able to relax and observe both myself and my 
clients and this in tu rn  allowed me to feel more attuned to my clients.
Working with individual clients throughout the duration of the placement 
and thinking about the therapeutic relationship, Melanie Klein’s concepts 
were a welcome, fascinating and daunting means of informing my 
understanding of chent work. Klein’s concept of splitting describes the 
patient’s need to deny, split off and reject parts of themselves th a t they are 
unable to acknowledge or cope with because of the anxiety stemming from a 
fear of being overwhelmed by destructive impulses (Klein, 1946). This anxiety 
is also the driving force for psychological development (Lemma, 2003) with 
the primitive defence of projective identification (Klein, 1946) acting as a 
means of communication. An individual projects these persecutory anxieties, 
in the hope that the recipient can contain and withstand them. However, this 
can result in the recipient feeling overwhelmed and/or controlled. The concept 
of projective identification helped to make sense of and inform my work in
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year two. In particular this concept was useful regarding the centrality of the 
therapeutic frame and the maintenance of boundaries in the therapy. An 
example of this in my practice is presented below.
The client, a 44 year old man referred with depression, attended weekly 
sessions. He reported limited or no contact or connection with his parents or 
siblings and experienced difficulty understanding the impression or impact 
that he made on other people. In sessions he talked without any indication of 
or expression of his feelings with the result of using concrete or exact 
language without the nuances of meaning that often form part of verbal 
communication. The challenge to stay with this confusion and concreteness 
rather than try to decode it was an important part of my learning to work 
with my own countertransference and desire for clarity. Furthermore it felt 
that labels like depression were a means of trying to decode the feelings. I 
tried to link experiences in my mind, for example drawing on M alan’s 
triangles of insight (1979), but not knowing what to say I oscillated between 
feehng rejecting when staying silent or getting a ‘concrete’ response to my 
comments, feeling rejected or helpless.
The use of projective identification as a means of communication, to create a 
sense of ‘oneness’ or perhaps ‘affective attunem ent’ was explored in 
supervision. Feeling compelled to say something can be considered indicative 
of projective identification (Lemma, 2003) and noting the micro-details of 
sessions allowed me to learn to monitor times in which I might ‘act out’ in the 
countertransference or retaliate to defend against this confusion by lengthy 
explanations or questioning. My ability to tolerate ambiguity was called 
upon.
Shortly into the therapy, I started to notice tha t a repetitive pattern  of 
interaction was occurring at the end of sessions. The client would s ta rt to tell
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a new story just before the end of the session, which I would then need to 
interrupt to end the session. I experienced myself as a persecutory bad 
therapist rejecting and pushing out the client when he had more to say. I 
found this very uncomfortable and my body tensed with my unvocalised 
annoyance. Initially I found myself ending the sessions in an apologetic tone. 
Again supervision offered me a means of understanding why this was 
unhelpful and ultimately for my benefit rather than the client. I found such 
comments extremely valuable in making sense of what happened for me in 
the consulting room. It was uncomfortable to think of powerful ‘negative’ or 
‘destructive’ emotions and processes. I was able to understand my body 
tension, my irritation and the fact I started to using long ‘summaries’ as a 
way to stop the client talking right at the end of the session. In terms of my 
personal and professional life I found that psychodynamic theories spoke to 
me, in a way and a language tha t felt natural and useful.
Thus in engaging with psycho dynamic informed therapy I was invited to 
think about the unconscious communication, repetitive patterns of relating 
and transference/countertransference qualities of the therapeutic 
relationship. These also informed my thinking about the issue of power in the 
therapeutic relationship which I will return  to later.
During year two, I was also involved in weekly family therapy sessions, both 
as the therapist in the room and as part of the reflecting team behind a one 
way mirror. The team included a systemic family therapist, a trainee family 
therapist, a clinical psychologist and a psychodynamic psychotherapist. 
Inclusion in this team was experienced as integration and eclecticism ‘in 
action’ and a rich source of information about the interests, focus and 
conceptualisations practitioners’ make of client material.
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In working with one family consisting of a 20 year old ‘identified patient’ and 
her parents, some of the challenges around the transition of leaving home 
and independence from parents were explored. The ‘identified patient’ was 
referred with depression and described as having borderline personality 
disorder. This label raises controversy regarding diagnosis and questions 
about appropriate treatm ent (Tyrer, 2004) and it was not a term used within 
the therapy. Systems theory is interested in how the family system 
experiences a problem rather than the labelling of one member.
Over the course of the therapy it was established tha t the expression of anger 
in the family had been experienced as inhibited throughout the identified 
patient’s childhood. I found myself repeatedly struggling against what I 
perceived as a system (family) determined not to express any anger. 
However, the non-verbal tension and anger felt as though they were 
everywhere in the room. When the tension was for me at times unbearable 
(which often manifested itself in me as a headache) I found myself asking 
questions to try and move forward. I worked very hard and felt myself to be 
going round in circles rather than asking ‘circular questions’! (Tomm, 1987, 
1988).
Systemic therapy accepts the premise of multiple meanings in any given 
situation and encourages therapists to take a stance in which all voices are 
heard, without getting drawn into siding with one person or speaking for 
them (Napier & Whittaker, 1973). The therapist must allow a struggle to 
take place. As the therapist in the room, I observed sudden and dramatic 
shifts in affect and the presence of the team acting as observer-participants 
helped to monitor this. This context provided a safe structure in which the 
family could explore new ways of communicating feelings and experiences 
that had become overwhelming. The team’s presence also acted as a means of 
monitoring and reflecting back this process in the room. Eventually, having
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acknowledged some of the process within the room, the struggles, the 
questions and the non-verbal anger, a shift was noted. The struggle to move 
beyond a locked system of interaction in the therapy room resulted in 
changes in patterns of relating within the family both in the room and 
outside. My own therapeutic pattern of relating also fundamentally shifted. I 
finally realised that if I tried to do all the thinking then nothing shifted. 
Rather than just knowing this cognitively I now knew it experientially.
A focus for the therapy may be understood as trying to enable the family to 
move towards a position described by Mason (1993) of ‘safe uncertainty’. This 
exists where fixed rules and ‘right answers’ are rejected in favour of curiosity 
of the different and varied possibilities th a t client and therapist create 
together, indeed it is:
....a framework for helping people fall out of love with the idea 
tha t solutions solve things (Mason, 1993: 194)
Towards the end of my second year I became aware of the relative value of 
both psychodynamic and systemic work and the different techniques 
employed e.g. reflexive questioning and structural or practical tasks in family 
therapy (Burnham, 1986) as opposed to the more quietly reflective stance and 
transference interpretation (Bollas, 2002). I became interested in articles 
integrating different psychoanalytic models and systemic theories, to try  to 
make sense of the tensions and differences I perceived (e.g. Brodie & Wright, 
2002; Donovan, 2003; Akister and Reibstein, 2004; Dalios, 2004.).
In writing this paper I continue to experience the tension of these two 
potentially valuable means of ‘being’ and ‘doing’ in the therapeutic space. 
Reflecting upon my second year of my training it has become clear th a t the 
richness and diversity of this placement gave me self-discipline 
therapeutically. I learnt to really think about the words I wanted to use and
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why, the confidence to trust in the therapeutic process and the knowledge 
that ‘not knowing’ is a position allowing for new possibihties, client autonomy 
and integrity. I continue to be interested in both the inherent differences and 
common factors, e.g. in both models being encouraged to pay attention to the 
minutiae of what was happening in the room.
Year three
Although cognitive therapy -  like psychoanalysis -  emphasizes 
the meaning of events, it is concerned with conscious rather 
than hidden symbolic meanings. (Beck, 1976:318)
My third year placement took me to a primary care setting offering 6 sessions 
of CBT focussed therapy. As I was the only psychologist working on my days 
in placement and being exposed to a new model, I experienced quite a culture 
shock and the model resulted in me feeling extremely deskilled. The bridge of 
incorporating systemic techniques based on Socratic dialogue whilst working 
individually assisted the transition, but the main challenge with CBT is a 
conflict with the model. Whilst I am interested in thought processes and the 
conscious meanings people attribute to their experiences, I am now aware 
tha t in my own life I use thinking as a ‘defence’ or resource against anxiety 
and tension. This means that in focussing on types of thinking, I can 
rationally discuss them without affect or change. Furthermore, the CBT 
model incorporates a comfortable relationship with the medical model, 
diagnosis and psychopathology. For me this makes hearing the hum an in the 
voice of the client when working fi-om a CBT perspective an on-going 
challenge.
In the primary care setting I have worked with an ethnically diverse client 
population, ranging in age from 20years to 80years. Respect for the cultural 
values and awareness of my own / the client’s assumptions and beliefs has
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highlighted the challenge of combining a respect for the client’s perspective 
with a directive therapist stance and the western and individualised 
attitudes inherent in many medical / CBT models. This was exemplified in 
working with a 29year old male client referred by his GP for his symptoms of 
depression. This client had been resident in the UK for several years, but 
grown up in the former USSR. Attitudes towards the expression of anger and 
gender roles were discussed and the impact of cultural differences explored. 
The client described his struggle to find a means of clarifying and creating a 
‘fit’ between his original and host cultures. Furthermore, the client’s 
experience of being a man who had been physically attacked by his wife 
compounded this struggle to cope with the psychological stress tha t 
‘acculturation’ (Berry, 1980) brings. Gilbert’s work around shame (1997) 
proved a useful tool in beginning to think about this client’s interpersonal 
and cultural struggles. Most of all, I found that in working with this chent I 
was very conscious of being a white British woman. I picked up on feehngs of 
‘being privileged’. I found it extremely difficult to challenge the thoughts and 
assumptions that this client expressed th a t were unhelpful to him (e.g. you 
shouldn’t ask firiends for help). I pondered over each word I used and felt very 
much in a position of power and at the same time powerless. On reflection in 
writing this now, I reahse that I felt silenced in the room. In some respects 
this was mirrored in the placement by being constrained to 6 sessions. Whilst 
with some clients this proved a useful time frame, with others I experienced 
myself ending when really I felt we were just engaging and finding a shared 
language.
Over the course of the placement I started to find aspects of CBT to inform 
rather than structure my short term therapeutic work. In working with a 
male client aged 26 years who reported high levels of anxiety in social 
situations we identified together the way in which he became inhibited in 
conversations by his own ‘inner voice’ of perfectionist thinking. The use of the
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therapeutic relationship to role play and explore the Ghent’s interpretations of 
other’s behaviour provided a safe environment in which to practice some of 
the skills he started therapy believing he was “totally unable to do”. I 
explored in supervision how therapy might act as a catalyst and engender 
hope in the start of a process tha t could be continued beyond therapy. Over 
the course of the placement I also drew upon theories such as Transactional 
Analysis. This has been an important theory underlying my research projects 
throughout the course and in thinking about power in relationships (Steiner, 
1974).
Conclusions' Power and the therapeutic relationship
In training as my fears of not being ‘good enough’ ebbed and flowed, coping 
with these uncomfortable and anxiety provoking feelings fluctuated 
accordingly. Whilst learning about models and theories began to im part a 
sense of security there has also been a shift in my ability to cope with the 
spontaneity and uncertainty of the encounter between me and my client. 
Moreover, I remain aware of my ability to think for rather than  with my 
client and the dangers this brings in reducing the efficacy of therapy and as a 
means of avoiding uncomfortable or anxiety provoking moments in the room.
Thinking about the therapeutic relationship has encouraged me to consider 
the roles tha t the therapist and client assume in relation to each other and 
the concept of power within this. The presence of both a ‘transference’ 
relationship as described in psychodynamic therapy and the ‘real’ aspects of 
the relationship in humanistic therapies suggests that in each new 
relationship people draw on previous experience but also acknowledge the 
uniqueness of the encounter between them (O’Brien, 2004).
I wish to conclude this paper thinking about the contract for therapy, power 
and the therapeutic relationship because as therapists:
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I t is our responsibility to invite the patient to examine 
critically the power he wishes to attribute to us rather than 
taking it at face value, or avoiding an uncomfortable 
exploration about this by setting up the therapeutic 
relationship in such a way that it pretends there are no 
differences between therapist and patient. (Lemma, 2003:14).
Rollo May (1972) highlights 5 types of power in relationships. The two 
potentially relevant in thinking about the contract in a therapeutic 
relationship are ‘integrative powe:^ and ‘nu trien t power’. N utrient power is 
used for the benefit of the other (but who is not considered an equal), whereby 
a nurturing position is taken up through circumstances or roles. This calls for 
an “awareness of the changing climate of relationships” (Hartley, 1995:351) 
whereby one may need to stop a role before it spills over into meeting your 
needs instead. The example of the overprotective mother comes to mind, 
removing the child’s (or client’s) autonomy. Acknowledging the need to 
establish and m aintain the boundaries and time frame for therapy seems to 
have some fit with this role.
Integrative power is described as “power with the other person” (May 
1972:109) characterised by mutuality and respect as equals. No th reat of 
subjugation is perceived or intended and it would seem tha t informed consent 
to therapy through clear and open contracting is also a means of 
acknowledging the reality of this aspect of the relationship between therapist 
and client.
Thinking about the therapeutic relationship in terms of nutrient and 
integrative power has been helpful in reflecting upon my conceptualisation of 
my role in therapeutic relationships because I wonder whether at times I
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have confused the one with the other or been ‘out of tune’ with my client’s 
perception of our relative roles?
Moreover,
The patient often looks to the psychotherapist not only for 
effective support in his fight against neurosis, but also for 
access to secret knowledge which will enable him to solve all of 
life’s problems (GuggenbuhkCraig, 1971:38).
GuggenbuhkCraig (1971) highlights the Jungian concept of the wounded 
healer and the difficulty faced in accepting polarities, leading to repression 
and projection onto others. In the case of the wounded healer the projection of 
the patient ‘pole’ needs to be accepted back by the healer in order to begin to 
enable the patient’s own healer ‘pole’ to emerge. Guggenbuhl-Craig describes 
how this bringing together of the two sides requires flexibility, open- 
mindedness and a willingness to see the shadow side (or that part th a t is 
both individually and/or collectively unacceptable to us). This brings me to a 
further aspect of my training which I feel is central to my professional 
development and identity, personal therapy.
Personal Therapy
Throughout the course, my own personal therapy has provided on-going 
support, insight and anchoring into the realities of the therapy relationship 
firom the client perspective. I can acknowledge my frustration th a t my 
therapist has not shared the secret knowledge Guggenbuhl-Craig highlights 
above! However, not being able to or expecting to be able to solve all of life’s 
problems has had a liberating effect on my capacity to reflect upon and 
appraise how I think about ethical, ‘good enough’ practice, my experiences 
during training and across my life. Certainly the experience of being a client 
demonstrated how precarious and scary it can feel, even in a well-established
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and secure relationship. However, not having my therapist do the work for 
me has given me the strength to take steps to change locked patterns of 
behaviour, to learn and unlearn.
Concluding..... thoughts....
The myriad of different and at times conflicting psychological theories, 
discussions and experiences in supervision over each year of training has 
encouraged me to reflect upon the purpose of psychological therapy. Orbach 
(2000) asks ‘does an autonomous person develop or is the self always in ­
relationship?’ In thinking about integration I am interested in the process of 
assisting a client in being able to make an informed choice about an aspect of 
hfe or problem, and in particular the option to move away from unhelpful 
repetitive patterns of relating. I hope that this will increase the potential for 
‘integrative power’ to occur in relationships in everyday life.
Overall, training, personal therapy and indeed writing this paper have all 
progressed my thinking about how:
When two people meet, the totality of their psyches encounter 
each other; conscious and unconscious, spoken and unspoken, 
all have their effect upon the other (Guggenbuhl- Craig,
1971:48).
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‘Once upon a time in the land of p sy c h o th e ra p y ...A  tale of myths and fairy 
tales in psychotherapeutic theory and practice.
Summary
From Oedipus to Snow White, the uses of myths and fairy tales in various 
psychotherapeutic theories and practice are explored.
Key words and phrases used in h terature search -
fairy tales, myths, psychodynamic, Bettelheim, humanistic, Berne,
psychotherapy, counselhng, psychology, practice, theory, research.
e.g. Critique and fairy tales, unconscious and fairy tales, meaning and myths
/ fairy tales, Jung, Berne, Transactional Analysis and fairy tale, feminist and
fairy tale, narrative and fairy tale, using fairy tales, gender and fairy tale,
relationships in fairy tale, child development and fairy tale.
* NB ■ Included for PsychD not journal requirements.
Appendices 
A ■ Use of Self
B - Notes for Contributors for Journal of Critical Psychology,
Counselling and Psychotherapy.
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Charles Dickens:
‘Little red riding hood was my first love. I felt that if I could have married 
little red riding hood, I should have known perfect bliss’.
8 0
Not only ‘once upon a time in a land far far away’ but across a range of 
subjects (e.g. literary analysis, history, anthropology, psychology, sociology 
and women’s studies) the traditional fairy tale is the subject of analysis and 
enquiry. I t is also used as a means to report upon and reflect themes in 
history, religion and across cultures. The fairy tale as a form of folklore has 
thus been given different definitions over time and for different purposes. 
When used in the psychotherapeutic literature fairy tales have tended to be 
both specific and localised, differentiating the fairy tale firom other fantasy 
stories. Equally, whilst fairy tales have been compared with myths 
(Bettelheim, 1976; Zipes, 1988; Hohr, 2000) in comparison to other forms of 
stories, e.g., non-fantasy based tales, fairy tales and myths are considered 
more similar than different (Cook, 1969).
Considering the contradictions, historical inconsistencies and specificities 
across different definitions and subjects (Zipes, 2002), the definition used in 
the current research reflects the focus and examples used within the 
psychotherapeutic theories. It is hoped that this creates a focal point and 
clarity within which to explore the themes and conflicting approaches 
therein. Thus, fairy tales are defined as fictional stories either created or 
strongly influenced by oral traditions. Their plots feature stark  conflicts 
between good and evil. They have a simple and formulaic structure and 
while each culture and geographic region of the world has its own body of folk 
tales and fairy tales, certain themes and motifs tend to be repeated across 
many cultures and time periods. Universal human emotions such as love, 
hate, courage, kindness, curiosity and fear are embodied and enacted in fairy 
tale stories through the characters encountered. Abandonment, loss and 
personal growth are frequently portrayed.
The most important defining criteria in the current research are th a t the 
stories are set in a fantasy, timeless world and that all characters are
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unambiguously good or bad. The hero or heroine embodies the moral ‘good’ 
characteristics, at the expense of more complex, ambivalent characters seen 
in other fantasy stories. Whilst other children’s (and adult) literature may 
incorporate some of these aspects, typically the characters are more complex 
and the stories set in a particular place and /or time for example, JK  
Rowling’s Harry Potter stories and some of the feminist revisions of fairy 
tales (e.g. Hughes, 2003). Traditional fairy tales are typically read within a 
certain age bracket. The more complex the story, characters and narrative, 
the more likely it seems that the potential age of reading and psychological 
impact could be too fluid, varied and diverse to be able to do justice to the 
research in the space available.
In this research the definition chosen and the positioning of the researcher 
within a western culture has led to a focus on specific fairy tales as told by 
such authors as the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Anderson and Basile. 
These tales express the morality and ideals of the authors and culture of a 
historical period, e.g. the early 19^  ^ century with the Brothers Grimm. They 
are typically based in and may be seen to promote a world based on specific 
white. Western, European Christian attitudes, stereotypes and beliefs which 
the current research in no way seeks to validate or support implicitly or 
exphcitly.
This literature review seeks to explore the varied psychological theories 
around the importance of, impact and use of fairy tales on psychological 
development and in psychotherapeutic theories. Within this, there is an 
awareness of the morality, moral teaching and ideals inherent in traditional 
fairy tales. Within the simple story format is a clear message, good must (and 
does) overcome harm  and evil through for example obedience, kindness, 
generosity, caring for others, not being selfish or vain. Some early teachings 
about moral responsibility towards one self and others, for example through
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hard work (The 3 pigs) can be seen, as can the negative portrayal of self 
seeking egotism (Wicked stepmother) in other stories. From this perspective 
fairy tales appear to include predominantly a rational, rule based ‘rights and 
wrongs’ code of conduct. The main concern with these moral messages are the 
manner in which they contain stereotyped attitudes towards marriage, 
negative portrayals of the non-nuclear family set-up, ethnic and racial 
singularity and the promotion of youth, heterosexuality and class acceptance. 
In the 21®* century this does not reflect current society. Thus, this research 
seeks to explore the psychotherapeutic literature regarding both the potential 
benefits of reading traditional fairy tales, as described in some psychological 
theories (such as object relations) alongside the potential negative exclusion, 
sociahsation and promotion of stereotypes and prejudices described and 
explored in other theories (such as the feminist literature).
The basis for this literature review is th a t psychotherapists and theorists 
from a variety of perspectives have shown an interest in fairy tales. Within 
different psychotherapeutic approaches they have been used to provide 
examples of theories, e.g. Eric Berne’s work on scripts, Bruno Bettelheim’s 
work on child development. As will be seen in this review, fairy tales have 
also been used as ‘tools’ in therapeutic practice and furthermore, seem to 
ofier what might be termed a ‘general function’ in terms of connecting 
therapist and client together, as they engage writer and reader.
To this author’s knowledge there is no systematic research on the efficacy of 
using myths and fairy tales in psychotherapy. Information exists on how they 
can be applied in dramatherapy (e.g. Chesner, 1995), script analysis (e.g. 
Caracushansky & Giampeitro, 1987), dream analysis (e.g. Mackewn, 1997), 
and Jungian interpretation (e.g. Stevens, 1994), but it is uncertain whether 
this constitutes evidence-based practice. In the current psychological 
environment, where taken-for-granted knowledge is viewed increasingly
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sceptically (Gergen, 1985), why is it taken-for-granted that myths and fairy 
tales are useful analogies, descriptions, exemplars and tools in the world of 
psychotherapy? Indeed what is so special about the fairy tale tha t makes 
their use so widespread and yet unresearched? To attem pt to answer these 
questions this review will examine how myths and fairy tales have been used 
by some of our ‘cultural heroes’ (Ekstrom, 2002) of psychotherapeutic 
theories. A review of the use of myths and fairy tales in some psychodynamic, 
humanistic, family therapy and narrative/ social constructionist theories wiU 
be made. This review does not seek to justify the specific theories 
themselves. Rather it is hoped tha t it will highlight any rationale for the use 
and application of myths and fairy tales or areas for further research.
Psychodynamic theories use of myths and fairy tales.
Freud- Oedipus and beyond.
Freud was fascinated by Greek mythology. He valued the concept ‘to know 
thyself as inscribed on the temple of Apollo at Delphi. Indeed a “guiding 
principle of psychoanalysis is that knowing oneself requires knowing also 
one’s unconscious and deahng with it” (Bettelheim, 1982:24). Freud appears 
to have used myths such as the story of Oedipus as inspiration for this:
The meaning of the term ‘Oedipus complex’ is symbolic. Like 
all the metaphors Freud used in his writings, this term is 
valuable primarily for its suggestiveness and referential 
richness. I t is a metaphor operating on many levels, since it 
alludes to other metaphors by its overt and covert references to 
the myth and the drama. Freud chose it to illumine and vilify 
a concept tha t defies more concise expression (Bettelheim,
1982:21).
Importantly, Oedipus did not know what he was doing when he killed his 
father and married his mother. Indeed it was his greatest desire to make it
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impossible for him to harm his parents. Freud believed tha t we are unaware 
of the desires we have about our parents. However, although these complex 
and ambivalent feehngs about our parents are unknown we continue to be 
motivated by them and through our unconscious, feel guilty for them. When 
the repressed hostility against the parent of the same-sex and longing for the 
parent of the opposite sex at last becomes accessible to conscious recognition 
we can take action to avoid the terrible consequences of these feelings and 
move forward in hfe.
Correspondingly, a crucial part of the Oedipus myth is tha t as soon as the 
unknown is made known the hero purges himself and the consequences of his 
deeds disappear. His process to the discovery of the tru th  about himself is one 
of the central issues and is reflected in the main features of Freud’s Oedipus 
complex. More than ten years passed between Freud's first mention of 
Sophocles’ tale of Oedipus in a letter to his friend Wilhelm Fliess and his 
actual naming of the ‘Oedipus complex’ in a publication (Bettelheim, 1982). 
Oedipus's struggle to get at the hidden tru th  could be seen as mirrored in 
Freud’s working through of his theory of the Oedipus complex.
Whilst his use of the myth of Oedipus to inform and exemplify his theory of 
sexuahty is most well-known, it is not the only time that Freud referred 
directly to mythology. Other examples were used when he felt tha t the story 
would be familiar to his readers and could communicate to them the 
intricacies of his novel and controversial ideas regarding his theories of 
sexuahty and unconscious dynamics in development. For example, the story 
of Amor and Psyche in his essay ‘The Theme of the Three Caskets’ (1913) 
analysed:
the unconscious motives that may explain the frequently 
evoked image of the always fateful choice among three: three 
caskets in The M erchant o f Venice, three daughters in K ing
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Lear.....2ücià three sisters of whom Psyche was the most 
beautiful (Bettelheim, 1982:12).
The number three is given importance in religious and secular circles and is a 
recurring theme in literature. For example in the fairy tale of the same name. 
Snow White is tempted three times by her step-mother. The tale of Amor and 
Psyche describes the deep attachm ent of a mother to her son and also the 
mother’s extreme jealousy for the girl her son loves. Whilst the Oedipus 
complex ends tragically, the tale of Amor and Psyche has a happy ending. 
Bettelheim (1982) suggests that the young girl’s surpassing of the m ature 
woman accords with a natural conflict of the generations and thus a happy 
conclusion is reached.
Whilst his use of mythology remains more evident Freud did also make 
mention of fairy tales in relation to his theory of sexuality:
A knowledge of infantile sexual theories in the shapes they 
assume in the thoughts of children can be of interest in various 
ways -  even, surprisingly enough, for the elucidation of myths 
and fairy tales (Freud, 1991:378).
Freud wrote ‘On the sexual theories of children’ in 1908, but did not 
illuminate further this idea about fairy tales therein. In the article he talks 
about a primary interest in childhood being ‘where do babies come from’? 
Freud argues tha t children come to realise that a baby comes out of their 
mother’s stomach, and in relation to the current review suggests:
When, in later childhood, the same question is the subject of 
solitary reflection or of discussion between two children, the 
explanations probably arrived at are that the baby emerges 
from the navel, which comes open, or tha t the abdomen is slit
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up and the baby taken out -  which was what happened to the 
wolf in Little Red Riding Hood. (Freud, 1991:384).
Therefore it can be seen that Freud made detailed use of myths to illustrate 
his ideas and provide a rationale to his theory of the ‘unconscious’ and the 
dynamic role it plays in childhood development. He drew upon literature with 
special meaning for him to try to convey his ideas to others, e.g., in describing 
the symbolism of dream interpretation he drew on the collective symbols 
found in myths and fairy tales (Freud, 1900). However, it would appear tha t 
overall Freud did not speak much of fairy tales, using them sporadically but 
without the specific rationale invested in mythology for his theory of 
sexuahty and the search for personal truth. This is but one of the differences 
between Freud and Carl Jung, who had a more focused use of fairy tales to 
expound his theory.
Jung- Archetypes and Im agery
One of Carl Jung’s most significant contributions to psychology is his concept 
of the ‘collective unconscious’ (Stevens, 1994). The collective unconscious, 
described as the ‘true basis of the individual psyche’ (Jung, 1927), is 
composed of instincts and archetypes. Jung’s view of instincts as drives 
corresponds with Freud, but he moved away from Freud with his ideas about 
archetypes. Here he started to draw more explicitly on fairy tales. Jung 
believed tha t fairy tales were rich in archetypal images. Archetypes may be 
defined as:
innate neuropsychic centres possessing the capacity to initiate, 
control, and mediate the common behavioural characteristics 
and typical experiences of all human beings (Stevens, 1994:33).
Furthermore, Jungians believe “the symbolism of fairy tales can be used to 
represent the individuation process or the redemption of the feminine or
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masculine” (Aldridge & Horns-Marsh, 1991:154). Jung’s process of 
individuation occurs whereby personal experience leads to the activation of 
the archetypal potential, or the fusion of the universal with the individual. 
Therefore archetypes “are common to all humanity, yet nevertheless manifest 
themselves in every human being in a way peculiar to him or to her” 
(Stevens, 1994:35).
Analytical psychology contributes to child development and education in 
several areas, including the importance of fairy tales and mythology (Von 
Franz 1977, 1970; Aldridge & Horns-Marsh, 1991). Importantly, Jung 
suggested tha t people are closer to archetypal experiences in childhood and 
therefore it is not appropriate for adults to interpret fairy tales for children. 
Rather, children should read them themselves and be encouraged to write 
their own such stories, because archetypes reveal themselves as images and 
emotions (Fordham, 1953), and in dreams (Knox, 2001). Indeed, myths and 
fairy tales are a means by which archetypes become manifest and articulate 
to the conscious mind. Thus it can be seen that Jung had a less constricted 
use of myths and fairy tales than Freud, linking them to his process of 
individuation, with a less systematic relationship to the original story than 
Freud.
Jung’s constructive approach employs the technique of amplification through 
which both the analyst and patient associate a dream image or symbol with 
similar images found historically in myths and fairy tales, along with the 
personal and cultural life of the individual (Hyde & McGuinness, 1994). 
Unlike Freud, Jung was clearer in linking symbols in fairy tales for use in 
interpreting dreams and focused on the manifest aspect of the dream. He did 
not believe tha t it was distorted but rather a direct expression of the 
unconscious, expressed uniquely in symbols, “...the dream is a spontaneous
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self-portrayal in symbolic form, of the actual situation in the unconscious” 
(Jung, 1954: 505).
Therefore, for Jung, the language of dreams and the language of fairy tales 
and myths were comparable. In response to the question ‘where do 
archetypes come from?’ Jung said “It seems to me that their origin can only 
be explained by assuming them to be deposits of the constantly repeated 
experiences of humanity” (Jung, 1954:70). Thus, according to Jung, myths 
and fairy tales can help us to connect both with the past and with the 
unknown within ourselves. Therefore his use of myths and fairy tales is made 
across the lifespan. In contrast Bruno Bettelheim, a child psychotherapist, 
looked at the uses of myths and fairy tales specifically in child development.
Bettelheim - The unique role o f the fa iry tale in  child development.
In his book ‘ The Uses o f Enchantm ent’, Bruno Bettelheim offers the most 
comprehensive use of and rationale for fairy tales in a psychotherapeutic 
theory. He hoped to demonstrate to adults the unique importance fairy tales 
play in helping children because “each fairy tale is a magic mirror which 
reflects some aspects of our inner world” (Bettelheim, 1976:309) and “...if 
children were reared so that life was meaningful for them, they would not 
need special help” {ibid-^. Bettelheim draws on Freudian theory, including 
the Oedipus complex and believed that fairy tales offer the opportunity for 
the child to experiment with hidden and forbidden impulses. Through re­
reading the same fairy tales children can be seen as working through their 
predominant unconscious anxiety.
Moreover:
For a story truly to hold a child's attention, it must entertain 
him and arouse his curiosity. But to enrich his life, it must 
stimulate his imagination; help him to develop his intellect
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and clarify his emotions; be attuned to his anxieties and 
aspirations; give full recognition to his difficulties, while at the 
same time suggesting solutions to the problems which perturb 
him....In all these... no thing can be as enriching and satisfying 
to child and adult alike as the folk fairy tale. (Bettelheim,
1976:5).
Bettelheim reasoned that fairy tales are more satisfying than all other 
children’s stories because uniquely they s tart at where the child is in their 
psychological and emotional development. His hope was tha t a full 
understanding of the special merits of fairy tales would induce parents and 
teachers to assign them a more central role in the care and education of 
children. Like Freud, Bettelheim believed that bringing content from the 
unconscious into conscious daydreams and fantasies allows the child to deal 
with their unconscious anxieties.
It is here tha t fairy tales have unequalled value, because they 
offer new dimensions to the child's imagination which would be 
impossible for him to discover as truly on his own... 
[Indeed]....Fairy tales carry important messages to the 
conscious, the preconscious, and the unconscious mind, on 
whatever level each is functioning at the time. (Bettelheim, 
1976:6,7).
According to Bettelheim, the message tha t fairy tales convey to a child is th a t 
a struggle against severe difficulties in life is unavoidable and th a t by 
meeting the unexpected one masters all obstacles and emerges victorious; for 
example, many fairy tales begin with the death of a parent. "It is 
characteristic of fairy tales to state an existential dilemma briefly and 
pointedly.... All characters are typical rather than unique" (Bettelheim, 
1976:8); for example the witch occupies a central position in the vast majority
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of fairy tales. She acts as a threat to the hero but crucially is an embodiment 
of unsavoury characteristics within our selves -  vanity and jealousy being 
two in the case of the wicked step-mother in Snow White. Bettelheim 
highlights the importance of the role of the witch, as firstly, the role most 
vested with magical powers within our imaginations and, secondly, as a 
“reincarnation of the all-good mother of infancy and the all-bad mother of the 
oedipal crisis” (Bettelheim, 1976:94).
Furthermore, as has been mentioned above regarding the Oedipus myth, 
insurmountable problems beset the characters and the outcome is negative. 
However, Bettelheim reasons tha t similar concerns played out in fairy tales 
demonstrate tha t successful outcomes are possible through the courage to 
face the struggle of self development. He gives an account of how the fairy 
tale story of Snow White extends the understanding of and rationale for the 
Oedipus complex, looking at the relationship between Snow White and her 
step-mother and Snow White’s developing maturity, id and superego 
development.
Bettelheim makes a clear distinction between myths and fairy tales. In myths 
the hero is presented as a figure one ought to emulate, but is unique, unlike 
any other person much less an ordinary mortal like you or me. By contrast, 
events in fairy tales are often unusual but are presented as ordinary, as 
something tha t could happen at any time. Overall “mythical heroes offer 
excellent images for the development of the super ego, but the demands they 
embody are so rigorous as to discourage the child in his fledgling strivings to 
achieve personality integration" (Bettelheim 1976:39). Therefore unlike 
Freud or Jung, Bettelheim imputes a distinction between fairy tales 
(predominantly ego and id development focussed) and myths (superego 
demands).
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Furthermore,
As with all great art, the fairy tale’s deepest meaning will be 
different for each person, and different for the same person at 
various moments in his hfe. The child will extract different 
meaning from the same fairy tale, depending on his interests 
and needs of the moment. (Bettelheim, 1976:12).
Similar to Jung’s directive to adults, Bettelheim believed that children must 
come to understand and use fairy tales without adult instruction:
even if a parent should guess correctly why his child has 
become involved emotionally with a given tale, this is 
knowledge best kept to oneself. The young child’s most 
im portant experiences and reactions are largely subconscious, 
and should remain so until he reaches a much more mature 
age and understanding (Bettelheim, 1976:18).
However, unlike Jung, Bettelheim does not posit that children are closer to 
the symbolic value of fairy tales than adults»* rather children will only take on 
conscious awareness of the meaning of the fairy tale as they mature. The 
fairy tale acts as a route towards greater self awareness.
Therefore, psychoanalytic use of fairy tales holds fundamentally th a t it is the 
child's own mastery of meaning which is crucial to his development. 
Bettelheim used fairy tales to illuminate his theory of how this m astery of 
meaning can be optimally achieved:
The fairy tale is therapeutic because the patient finds his own 
solutions, through contemplating what the story seems to 
imply about him and his inner conflicts at this moment to his 
life. The content of the chosen tale usually has nothing to do 
with the patient's external life, but much to do with his inner
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problems, which seem incomprehensible and hence unsolvable.
(Bettelheim, 1976:25, italics in original).
Bettelheim’s extensive focus on fairy tales has encouraged both support and 
criticism in research and practice. Hohr (2000) suggests tha t fairy tales are 
literary forms of games and are often adapted into children’s play, because 
they allow the child to try out roles knowing the outcome and thereby 
reducing anxiety. However, this play is at the overt behaviour level and it 
may not be possible to verify the presence of unconscious developmental 
processes within this fantasy play.
However, Hohr argues that “narrative structures...are the tools by which we 
close the gap between the sensorial input and the abstract concept” (Hohr, 
2000:96), thus supporting Bettelheim’s suggestion tha t children use fairy 
tales at a time when they need to bring order to the inner chaos of their 
minds. The fairy tale speaks to the emotional rather than rational part of the 
developing personality. Hohr also argues that “the combination of both 
simplicity of form and complexity of content makes the fairy tale a powerful 
tool for perception of and reflection on emotions” {ibid- 89). Therefore, like 
Bettelheim, he argues for the use of fairy tales in schools.
Crain, D’Alessio, McIntyre and Smoke (1983) offered experimental support to 
Bettelheim’s claims that fairy tales are thought provoking and meaningful to 
children. For 15 minutes, groups of three children aged 6-11 years listened to 
the reading of a fairy tale (10 groups), a ‘trivial’ story (10 groups) or watched 
a cartoon (5 groups). The fairy tale. The Grimm Brother’s ‘The Goose Girl’ 
was chosen in order to avoid the children in this group being distracted by 
prefabricated images of more well known tales e.g. through the Disney films. 
In two different experiments (with different children) the children in the fairy 
tale group “seemed lost in their own thoughts” (Crain et al, 1983:13) a t the
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end of the 15 minutes, in comparison to the other children who returned to 
their active play activities. In the first experiment Pulaski’s concentration 
scale was rated by 4 judges, noting the behaviour according to the 
distractibility of the children from their subsequent play task  (playing 
dominoes), according to outside stimuli such as noise, other toys and adults in 
the room. Correlational and non-parametric statistical analyses were 
computed to avoid author bias in comparing the different groups of children 
(Crain et al, 1983). It was found that the fairy tale groups showed less social 
play than the other groups, being less interactive. In the second experiment, 
the groups were judged by the story teller and independently by 3 
experimenters who were unaware of the aims of the study and did not know 
which story the groups of children had been exposed to. The judges were 
asked to observe and note three particular behaviours, looking at the adults 
in the room, standing up and moving around and talking to the other children 
in their group. Each of the groups of 3 children who had heard the fairy tale 
were consistently rated to have behaved in these 3 ways significantly less 
than the groups of 3 children who heard a trivial story or watched a cartoon. 
The authors conclude that these findings add support to Bettelheim’s claim 
that fairy tales are meaningful for children and provide them with im portant 
inner experiences that absorb them in their own thoughts.
Other researchers have challenged some of Bettelheim’s claims. For example 
Bettelheim not only argued tha t fairy tales offer children a view of the world, 
he also suggested that they echo children’s conceptions of causality. However, 
cognitive research suggests that six-year-olds understand tha t is impossible 
to change from one kind of being to another, for example, from frog to prince 
(Harris, 2000). Subbotsky (1994) showed tha t 4 to 6 year olds are aware th a t 
occurrences in real life and fairy tales are different e.g. it is not possible to 
travel back in time.
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Thus, contrary to Bettelheim’s claims, fairy tales may engage 
children not because they coincide with children's magical 
conception of the world but because various emotionally 
charged twists to the plot - such as the magical transportation 
of a central character ■ violate that conception. Indeed, as 
Subbotsky’s results indicate, children come to appreciate the 
special conventions of fairy tales (Harris, 2000: 171).
Harris goes on to speculate tha t fairy stories might have a special emotional 
impact on children precisely because they embrace nonstandard causal 
sequences. This imputes a strong cognitive psychology focus on how children 
might process information rather than why fairy tales themselves are of 
value to children or in psychotherapeutic theories. However, it is im portant to 
note because it adds to the significance tha t we can ascribe to knowing what 
might be happening in the child’s social and cognitive development and 
Bettelheim’s claims regarding the value of fairy tales therein.
Overall, it would appear that cognitive psychology and correspondingly, 
cognitive therapy, which does not appear to draw on fairy tales, may take a 
positivist approach to research. However it can be seen from this review th a t 
the use of fairy tales in psychodynamic theory supports a phenomenological 
approach to understanding intrapsychic processes. This has been furthered 
by the work of Sheldon Cashdan, applying an object relations and self 
psychology perspective to the theoretical and practical application of fairy 
tales in psychotherapy.
Object Relations and S e lf psychology
Melanie Klein (1932) does not talk extensively about fairy tales in relation to 
either her theories or her therapeutic practice with young children. However, 
in describing her theories, later authors (e.g. Gomez, 1997; Moxnes, 1998;
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Cashdan, 1999) have used analogies to fairy tales to provide examples of her 
concepts, for example ‘sphtting’:
The urge to make sense of chaos leads the baby to order his 
experience by splitting or dividing it into what he feels is good 
and what he feels is bad experience. These two categories are 
then widely separated from each other, and kept far apart. The 
wicked witch and the fairy godmother of fairy tales are the 
good and bad aspects of mother as she is thus perceived and 
divided (Gomez, 1997:37).
Splitting occurs in Melanie Klein’s (1946) paranoid schizoid position. In 
many fairy tales the unknown is symbolised by a wood / forest. Once in the 
forest, there will be an adventure and we may encounter good and bad. 
Therefore journeys symbolise self-discovery (Rizq, 2003). This is not a journey 
that a child follows once»' rather the self doubts and troublesome tendencies 
come back and hence children re-read fairy tales as part of an on-going 
process, just as the paranoid-schizoid position can be revisited throughout 
life.
In 'The witch m u st diê  Cashdan (1999) explores Klein’s focus on the role of 
the female primary caregiver and correspondingly the defences of splitting, 
projective identification and introjection. For example
By transforming splits in the self into an adventure th a t pits 
forces of good against forces of evil, not only do fairy tales help 
children deal with negative tendencies in the self, they pay 
homage to the pivotal role that mothers play in the genesis of 
the self (Cashdan, 1999:28).
In contrast male figures tend to play more minor parts and it is only in 
certain versions of stories that the male character is given a heroic role or
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features at-alL—This-is opposed to Greek myths where it is predominantly 
male characters in central roles; “fairy tales are about women and the 
im portant role they play in the child’s emerging sense of self’ 
(Cashdan, 1999:29).
He further suggests:
Self theory focuses on aspects of the personality that threaten 
to undermine a child’s intimate connection to others, 
particularly parents and peers. Much of what takes place in a 
fairy tale accordingly mirrors the struggles that children wage 
against forces in the self tha t hamper their ability to establish 
and sustain meaningful relationships (Cashdan, 1999:12-13).
Like Bettlelheim and Jung, he maintains not explaining fairy tales to 
children, because “a fairy tale’s psychological mission., [is in] ..resolving 
struggles between positive and negative forces in the self’ (Cashdan, 
1999:15). By unconsciously projecting parts of themselves on to different 
characters intrapsychic struggles are played out and tensions resolved. 
Indeed “fairy tales are the psychodramas of childhood” Ubid-ll).
Overall, Cashdan argues that fairy tales
help illuminate what goes on in psychotherapy, especially as it 
relates to patients’ efforts to reconcile childhood feelings -an d  
failings. On more than one occasion, I have drawn on fairy 
tales to help a patient gain insight into conflicts tha t derive 
from envy, greed, vanity, or other childhood “sins” (Cashdan,
1999:19).
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Here the focus shifts from using fairy tales to add colourful examples to 
complex theories to applying the use of fairy tales within the therapeutic 
context.
Overall, it can be seen that several of the key figures in psychodynamic 
psychotherapy and their adherents use fairy tales to highlight their 
particular concepts. The rationale in psychoanalytic thought for drawing on 
mythology and fairy tales appears to be largely related to the belief in the 
importance of unconscious dynamics and there appears to be an assumption 
tha t in the use of fairy tales one is creating a shared reality, be it for dream 
interpretation or understanding developmental processes.
Indeed, thus far some of the symbols or themes in fairy tales which may be 
seen to contribute to their longevity have been highlighted. It is suggested 
that some of the traditional fairy tales may contain general themes with 
regards to our psychological vulnerabilities and the fear of abandonment. 
Fear of acting out, e.g. sibling rivalry and envy (Cinderella), greed (Hansel 
and Gretel), or vanity (Snow White) and then being punished (abandoned) for 
it, is perhaps reflected in a reassuring and safe story format. How does this 
relate to how other approaches have made use of myths and fairy tales?
Other approaches’ use of myths and fairy tales.
In this section. Transactional Analysis, Family therapy, dramatherapy. 
Gestalt therapy, feminist and narrative approaches will be reviewed. These 
seemingly disparate theoretical orientations share a key feature for the 
purposes of this review, a move away from a focus on the individual to 
incorporate social and interactive processes. Trained psychoanalytically, but 
considered within the humanistic tradition, Eric Berne’s work on scripts in 
Transactional Analysis starts to bring the social influences alongside 
intrapsychic processes on individual development into focus.
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Berne- Characters in  fa iry tales and the role o f the script
A script is an ongoing life plan formed in early childhood under 
parental pressure. It is the psychological force which propels 
the person towards his destiny, regardless of whether he fights 
it or says it is his own free will. (Berne, 1975:32).
Berne (1975) suggested that our life scripts are chosen from fairy tales tha t 
serve as answers to a child’s questions e.g., ‘who am I?, ‘what happens to 
someone like me?’. Like Bettelheim, Berne felt that the child unconsciously 
chooses the fairy tale that best helps them make sense of their life situation. 
Berne further believed tha t this was because children identify with the 
characters with regards to the roles they play in life as well as the internal 
struggles tha t they must overcome. Indeed, Berne thought th a t fairy tales 
assisted children because the fantasy aspects of the story highlighted ‘social 
tru ths’ relevant to the child’s hfe. Fairy tales are read at around the age tha t 
the script is developing and by the age of 6 years the script, which includes 
ancestral elements is evident. In referring to the ancestral aspects of scripts, 
particularly from grandparents, Berne draws on Jung’s work with 
archetypes. This has been further investigated by Hartm an (1980), applying 
mythical themes to different scripts.
Following a Bernian approach, Caracushansky and Giampeitro (1987) use 
fairy tales in therapeutic practice. This is to facihtate a client’s developing 
autonomy to be able to move beyond their script because “our impression is 
tha t many tragic life scripts resemble fairy tales without the happy end” 
(Caracushanksy & Giampeitro, 1987:278). They believe chents need to 
complete developmental tasks not learned at the typical age. To complete a 
given task, the therapist requests the client pick a fairy tale. This can be used 
to draw out the client’s fantasies and dreams and elucidate the role of the
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therapist in the client’s script (Caracushansky & Giampeitro, 1987). Like 
psychoanalytic theorists, Caracushansky and Giampeitro (1987) do not 
believe in telling a child (or client) what a fairy tale means. They also argue 
that there is no single technique for the use of fairy tales in psychotherapy. 
Rather, depending on the developmental task missed, different fairy tales 
may assist in therapeutic work and have different meanings for different 
clients.
Therefore, Transactional Analysis theorists argue tha t in the course of their 
everyday development and socialisation children learn about the world and 
the ‘characters’ within it through fairy tales. Every script has ‘winners’ and 
‘losers’ or frogs and princes and throughout life we encounter people who 
fulfil script roles for us and vice versa. One interesting development in 
Transactional Analysis which drew on the roles played is the drama triangle 
(Karpman, 1968). The three roles of the drama triangle, played out from the 
‘adapted child’ position are Victim, Rescuer and Persecutor. Karpman argued 
that:
fairy tales help inculcate the norms of society into young minds 
consciously, but subconsciously may provide an attractive 
stereotyped number of roles, locations and timetables for an 
erran t life script (Karpman, 1968:39).
Karpman both uses fairy tales such as Cinderella to clarify his theory and 
brings in the option of using fairy tales as a therapeutic technique, asking the 
person to highlight their favourite fairy tale and looking at the characters 
which encompass their drama triangle roles. This is because it mirrors 
childhood experience, when children learn through play different possible 
roles and as such develop and integrate their social roles and preferred 
drama triangle positions. Therefore, in Transactional Analysis it is believed 
that “fairy tales carry warnings and models of behaviour” (Newton, 1991:3).
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Karpman's work may be seen as a shift from a theoretical to a more political 
line of reasoning in as far as the place of fairy tales in theory / practice offers 
a route to the socialisation of children. Similarly, family therapy focuses on 
roles and dynamics within particular groups.
Fam ily Therapy
Whilst the use of fairy tales to expound theories of family therapy does not 
appear widespread, both theoretical and practical use has been made of them 
in the literature. As with the ancestral script component, Dalios (1991) talks 
of family myths in the history of the family that affect structure, behaviour 
and communication patterns over time. Byng-Hall (1998) defines the ‘family 
script’ in terms of the pre-defined roles that family members play. A crisis is 
evoked if a family member behaves in a way inconsistent to their family 
mythology (Androutsopoulou, 2001). This link of person, to role, to society is 
echoed in Moxnes’ (1998) fusion of Bion’s (1961) basic assumptions of groups 
and his own theory of group archetypal fantasies or ‘deep roles’ which draw 
on fantasy and fairy tale characters to explore individual roles within group 
dynamics.
In family therapy practice, Robinson suggests fairytale-like family dramas 
offer the opportunity via fantasy to deal with existing family conflict, along 
with individual unconscious conflict from the past. She suggests fairy tales 
can be used at an introductory workshop in family therapy:
presenting first a linear interpretation and then a family 
systems view allows the conceptual heart of systems theory to 
be clarified and compared with the linear / medical model of 
development and dysfunction. (Robinson, 1986: 387).
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She describes her own use of the story of Snow White in this respect. In  this 
tale although the stepmother may be beautiful there comes a day when Snow 
White is more so. Robinson’s linear interpretation refers to Oedipal rivalry, 
as did Bettelheim. However on reflection it would appear closer to the story of 
Amor and Psyche detailed above because of the inter-generational jealousy 
and envy. In terms of systems theory, role plays with the group as each of 
Snow White’s family allowed techniques to be discussed with regard to step- 
family dynamics and family silence over issues such as the death of Snow 
White’s mother. Robinson concludes tha t the enthusiasm and vitality of the 
groups and the degree of engagement in the task suggests
tha t for participants wanting an introductory overview, the use 
of fairy tales as a tool in enactment helped them to assimilate 
the basic principle of a systems approach to families (Robinson 
1986:392).
She further concludes that the family might be given a particular tale to 
read, sculpt or role-play according to either which tale is preferred or avoided 
by the family when undertaking the initial assessment.
Therefore fairy tales may be used because they offer ease of expression of 
complex concepts and capture the imaginative enthusiasm of the 
participants. This is also documented as the rationale in dramatherapy.
D ram atherapy and Gestalt.
Dramatherapy draws on a body of theoretical knowledge and practical 
approaches, including symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934) and 
psychodrama (Moreno, 1946). Many British dram atherapists also see the 
concepts of Carl Jung as most relevant because his definition of therapy 
focussed on the latent creative possibilities within the patient (Jones, 1996).
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Whilst many key figures in dramatherapy began their work with children, 
“fairy tales offer a rich resource for dramatherapy work with both children 
and adults” (Chesner, 1995: 158) and convey different meanings according to 
the developmental stage of child and adult. Chesner (1995) describes group 
therapy with adults with learning disabilities using the story of Cinderella. 
The therapists chose which aspects of the story to emphasise in accordance 
with group dynamics. The opportunities arose to explore pertinent themes in 
Cinderella including bereavement and sibling rivalry, without calling on 
direct personal stories.
Peris’ (1951) Cestalt therapy with adults draws on the value of enactment or 
drama in therapeutic work. Hill (1992), in her work with female clients with 
eating disorders, draws explicitly on fairy tales in order to use guided 
imagery and Cestalt techniques, whereby the client role-plays a character 
within the story. She notes that the most popular fairy tale with this client 
group is Cinderella and believes that fairy tales are useful as projective 
instrum ents whereby “what the client can not say about herself, she can 
verbalise about fairy tale characters” (Hill, 1992: 585). Furthermore, fairy 
tales can “serve as external structures upon which the eating-disordered 
client can project her desired identity and draw self-control” (Hill, 1992:584). 
Therefore by ‘being’ Cinderella novel thoughts and sensations can be drawn 
out and explored, and ultimately it is hoped incorporated into the lifestyle of 
the client.
Therefore, there is a link between family therapy, dram atherapy and Cestalt 
use of fairy tales as tools for enactment of roles and situations in the 
therapeutic context. Such roles can be portrayed in positive or potentially 
negative ways, as discussed by feminist theorists.
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F em inist perspective and a move towards Social Constructionism  
In 1985, a selection of tales marking the 200th anniversary of Jacob Grimm’s 
birth, contained roughly a quarter with the central theme as difficulties with 
step-family constellations. However, Church (1999) interviewed stepmothers 
about their experiences of jealousy and envy and found that
in contrast to the powerful and vengeful stepmothers in fairy
tales, these mothers felt powerless.... [and]  in our current
construction of the good mother, there is no room for jealousy 
and envy. Women are supposed to have only loving, benign 
feelings towards children (Church, 1999:15).
Therefore, “wicked stepmothers in fairy tales represent negative cultural 
attitudes towards women” { ib id l^ . Whilst it has been suggested th a t the 
tales were told by women to the Grimm brothers, it is also noted th a t they 
were adapted to emphasise “patriarchal authority and the Protestant ethic by 
implying the need to domesticate women and to achieve success through 
industry and cunning....” (Zipes, 1988:114). Over time they continue to be re ­
shaped and may be seen as historical and social creations and “artistic 
products of a dialectic process” {ibid- 115).
Church noted tha t whilst the feehngs presented by stepmothers were 
jealousy and envy, the dominant themes in their narratives were “feelings of 
being not regarded and of being left out of important relationships” (Church, 
1999:12). This fits with feminist relational theories about the centrahty of 
relationships to women (Jordan, 1997).
Some modern critics have claimed that the negative portrayal of the step­
mother is misogynistic (Watson, 1995). Here, fairy tales are seen as offering 
stereotypes and representations of roles tha t boys and girls are propelled into 
in society. Moreover, the happy ending of fairy tales reflects gender
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stereotyping because the heroine usually does very little except ‘sit, wish and 
wait for marriage’ (Turkel, 2002) and as such is much less active than 
psychoanalytic writers have suggested above. Many heroines, for example. 
Sleeping Beauty are passive victims; with the hero, a big strong male, who 
appears and rescues the heroine from her fate. Thus, fairy tales may contain 
institutionahsed messages concerning gender roles inculcating culturally 
dominant assumptions about male agency and female passivity.
Much has been written in the late 20*  ^century and early 21st century about 
the impact of fairy tales and stereotypical attitudes and restrictions on 
women particularly through mass media (e.g. see Chinen, 1996, Douglas, 
1994; Haase, 2004). I t seems tha t less focus has been paid to the impact of 
stereotypes and the reinforcement of other moral ideals and behaviours 
expressed in fairy tales such as the promotion of marriage and 
heterosexuality, youth and racial inequalities. The message th a t beauty and 
goodness relate to ‘skin as white as snow’ is not only promoted in Snow 
White. Obedience and the desire for ‘social chmbing’ rather than social reform 
(Zipes, 2002) have been part of the critique of the stereotypes within the 
sociohistorical literature. Given the use of fairy tales in therapy, more 
research regarding the impact and imphcations of these stereotypes on the 
therapeutic relationship and in challenging assumptions and beliefs could be 
a valuable addition to the psychotherapeutic literature.
Overall, to date it appears to be the central importance of women and mother 
figures in fairy tales that has been noted in the psychotherapeutic theories, 
and where a sharp divide can be seen. Theories of individualism and 
unconscious dynamics within the psychoanalytic tradition present a different 
impact in comparison to the portrayal of social gender stereotypes and the 
communication of negative self images within feminist theory. This may have
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an impact in respect of the caution with which fairy tales may be used in 
therapeutic practice.
The role of stories more generally in psychotherapy draws on social 
constructionist or symbolic interactionist perspectives whereby the ‘self is not 
the core of individual development but a consistently evolving presentation to 
the world in relation to the ‘other’ encountered (Gergen, 1985; McNamee & 
Gergen, 1992). This theoretical orientation could incorporate a feminist 
perspective on fairy tales and has been apphed generically in narrative 
approaches to therapy (Unger, 1998).
N arrative Approaches
Narrative psychology has its roots in the philosophies of phenomenology and 
existentialism and many of the key figures have their backgrounds in 
psychoanalysis or family therapy (McLeod, 1997). These influences can be 
seen across the therapeutic approach, for example, family myths are revealed 
in stories and this ‘narrative’ approach feels most comfortable because 
Most of us begin our encounters with stories in childhood. 
Through fairy tales, folklore, and family stories we receive our 
first organised accounts of human actions. Stories continue to 
absorb us as we read novels, biography, and history... And 
possibly because of this intimate and long-standing 
acquaintanceship, stories also serve as critical means by which 
we make ourselves intelligible within the social world (Gergen, 
1994:185).
Therefore, “narrative is... the mode of communication and representation 
that best captures the experience of temporality, of living in time” (McLeod, 
1997:34). As opposed to a metaphor, a narrative structure emphasises order 
and sequence (Bruner, 1986). Furthermore, like Goffman’s (1974)
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dramaturgical approach to interaction, a story is created between a teller or 
actor and their audience. Thus, the ‘self is “removed from the head and 
placed within the realm of social discourse” (Gergen, 1985: 271).
Cooley proposed tha t the development of self-consciousness 
and self reflective awareness among children remains 
dependent on the relationships they share with others, 
especially relationships with immediate family members or 
others to whom we attached significance, such as a children's 
playgroup (Crossley, 2000:14).
The opportunity to role play characters from fairy tales mentioned earlier 
also seems to be imphcit here where the focus is on the development of 
interpersonal relationships. However in contrast to the psychoanalytic ideas 
of individualism, an individual’s concept of the self is not a solitary 
phenomenon (Cooley, 1922). Indeed self-expression is explicitly tied into the 
concept of the ‘other’. Society and the individual are seen as constantly 
interacting entities. The individual’s imagination is viewed as central, for 
example, in imagining how others view them and responding and negotiating 
their way in the world accordingly.
The basic principle of narrative psychology is that individuals 
understand themselves through the medium of language, 
through talking and writing. It is through these processes th a t 
individuals are constantly engaged in the process of creating 
themselves. The focus on meaning in interpretation is of 
extreme importance (Crossley, 2000:10).
A goal of narrative therapy is to create a narrative that the person can live by 
from life-stories that are often confused, painful and incomplete (McLeod, 
1997). Therefore, in contrast to Freud’s search for truth, narrative therapists 
see a distinction between narrative and historical truth. Telling a story is
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viewed as a social act, fitting with the traditional folklore telhng of fairy 
tales. Indeed people do not tell only their individual story, but are reflecting a 
broader cultural narrative.
Narrative theorists have argued (McLeod, 1997) that in a western culture 
characterised by individualism and a sense of the ‘bounded’ self, shame is the 
ultimate threat, to be avoided, minimised or suppressed. White and Epston 
(1990) refer to externahsation, the process of separating the person from the 
problem. They argue tha t this removes the pressures of blame and 
defensiveness and has its origins in family therapy, using ‘relative influence 
questioning’ in order to open up other ways of seeing the problem (McLeod, 
1997).
In contrast to the common cultural and professional practice of 
identifying the person as the problem or the problem as within 
the person, this work depicts the problem as external to the 
person. It does so not in the conviction that the problem is 
objectively separate, but as a linguistic counter-practice that 
make more freeing constructions available (Roth & Epston,
1996:5).
Therefore in narrative therapy, the central task for therapist and client is the 
retrieval of meaning. They are co-constructors (McNamee & Gergen, 1992) 
and as such the therapist can take a ‘not knowing’ stance (Anderson & 
Goohshian, 1992), whereby the chent not the therapist is viewed as the 
‘expert’. This appears to link with the psychoanalytic argument against 
telhng children the meaning of fairy tales as described above. The freedom or 
imperative of using one’s own mind or imagination brings these seemingly 
disparate theories together. The disparate aspects are more evidenced in 
respect of notions of individualism and the ‘bounded’ autonomous self and 
concepts o f‘tru th ’.
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In narrative approaches no clear distinction appears to be given importance 
between myths, fairy tales and other forms of story. Therefore whilst the 
concept of hnking stories to psychotherapy has gained prominence in some 
circles, it appears to be related to the structural and possibly emotive 
components of the narrative rather than the genre per se.
Conclusions 
A note of caution.
In the majority of cases it is impossible to know whether a 
person did actually fall under the spell of ‘Little Red Riding 
Hood’ or any other fairy story when they were four or five 
years old. All that can be known is that as an adult they find 
tha t the story somehow makes sense of the course their life has 
followed. A fairy story or other mythic story may be more a 
way of making sense now  than it is a developmental event 
then. The fairy story remains emotionally significant for the 
person, but in a less deterministic manner. (McLeod, 1997: 60, 
italics in original)
Therefore, further investigation into how both children and adults make 
sense of fairy tales may be useful in understanding the importance, themes 
and narratives that are attached to them. The emotional significance of the 
fairy tale to the individual and across generations may reflect a process of 
individual development and/or socialisation into the dominant culture with 
potentially positive or negative implications.
This review sought to look a t how myths and fairy tales have been used in 
psychotherapeutic theories and practice. In general it would appear th a t for 
psychotherapists and theorists, the myth or fairy tale offers an engaging
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example of their view of individual development and/or complex concepts 
within their theory. Indeed it is not necessary to hold our faith in scripts, the 
paranoid schizoid position or Oedipal dilemmas to see how the imagination is 
tapped by the use of myths and fairy tales to exemplify these concepts.
Freud, Bettelheim and Berne focus on the importance of myths and fairy 
tales specifically in processes of childhood development. However Jung, 
Cashdan and practitioners in transactional analysis, family therapy, Cestalt 
and dramatherapy apply fairy tales to their work with adults. The techniques 
with which fairy tales are applied vary, but one theme appears consistently, 
the fairy tale engages the imagination of the client and offers a means of 
working therapeutically together. It is interesting to note that these 
therapists (e.g. Robinson, 1986; Hill, 1992; Chesner, 1995) concur with the 
idea of unconscious dynamics, and the potential role of these between the 
client or child and the fairy tale. Indeed in answer to the question posed at 
the beginning of this review ‘what is special about fairy tales over other forms 
of story?’ it can be concluded that they infer a connection to unconscious 
dynamics. Therefore, in suggesting the theoretical and therapeutic value of 
fairy tales, “the choice we have available to us is .... between an insistence 
that there is no such thing as an unconscious and a commitment to 
befriending it” (Lemma-Wright, 1995:95).
Jung highlights the importance of the culture, current and past with his 
concept of the collective unconscious. This review has shown th a t over time 
increasing reference has been made to the potential use of fairy tales as 
agents of socialisation and in instilling stereotyped roles into children 
(Karpman, 1968; Turkel, 2002). The role of the cultural and social world of 
the child has challenged how fairy tales might be used in therapeutic 
practice. Feminist and social constructionist references to fairy tales raise 
questions not only as to the role of fairy tales in child development, but also
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in working with family members who have taken on a role such as a ‘step­
mother’. Family therapists e.g. Robinson (1986) have used fairy tales to draw 
out some of these stereotypes or unspoken interpersonal dynamics.
Equally, Karpman’s (1968) work within transactional analysis demonstrates 
the early socialisation roles potentially open to children. However, where 
fairy tales have been applied in transactional analysis practice 
(Carachusanky & Giampeitro, 1987) it is noted tha t their use is to challenge 
some of these earlier experiences, to confront the individual’s script. 
Therefore an awareness of both the advantages and potential constraints of 
using fairy tales is evident.
A further tension exists between psychoanalytic authors such as Cashdan, 
who places a central focus on the importance of women in fairy tales as 
opposed to the feminist perspective, whereby women are portrayed within 
negative stereotypes (e.g. Church, 1999; Turkel, 2002). For the purposes of 
this review, it may be concluded that whilst there is a clear distinction 
between psychoanalytic and feminist perspectives on the potential benefits of 
fairy tales in child development, they do agree in their potential influence, 
positive or negative.
Finally, the format of the story with a beginning, middle and end is common 
across approaches to psychotherapy and many books about techniques and 
theories of psychotherapy use exactly tha t format (e.g. Mearns & Thorne,
1999). Therefore, it would seem that beyond just being applied in narrative 
approaches to therapy, we are trained to apply narratives and story formats 
to our lives and therapeutic practice. However, when drawing upon 
specifically fantasy and fairy tales there is a tendency to explore less 
systematically verified concepts, for example the role of unconscious
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dynamics where a commitment to such concepts remains unfalsifiable 
(Spinelli, 1994; Mullan, 1999).
Therefore, it is taken-for-granted tha t fairy tales are useful analogies, 
descriptions, exemplars and tools in the world of psychotherapy because of 
their specific ability to tap into the imagination of the reader or concur a 
shared meaning to explore the client’s currently lived world. Such attraction 
to ‘magical’ connotations appears to reject positivist notions of tru th  in favour 
of personal interpretation and meaning, for which the use of the imagination 
is crucial.
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Appendix A ■ Use of Self
This section will seek to tell the tale of the author’s perspective on the process 
of carrying out the literature review on the uses of myths and fairy tales in 
psychotherapy. It seems fitting to follow the narrative format of a beginning, 
a middle and an end.
The Beginning
Once upon a time, at nursery and primary school, I loved having fairy tales 
read to me. I also read them to myself and played fantasy games based 
loosely on them with my best friend. Moving on two decades, I remember tha t 
time fondly. As I looked back on it though I wonder, what did I gain then 
tha t filled me with enthusiasm to study fairy tales now?
Over the course of this research my answer to this question changed 
somewhat. Initially my interest stemmed fi'om 2 areas, firstly the role of the 
imagination in childhood and secondly, the importance of stories, both tha t 
are told to children and those tha t they create. Having worked in the field of 
autism for some time I was aware of how central the imagination is to coping 
with the complexities and uncertainties of life. I was interested in how the 
imagination develops and it’s contribution in our interpersonal lives. I had 
studied courses in educational, developmental, social and cognitive 
psychology and wanted to look at something specific to counselling and 
psychotherapy.
Browsing in a bookshop at the beginning of the course I encountered Bruno 
Bettelheims’ book, ‘ The Uses o f Enchantm ent'. The title drew me in and on 
reading the book I was offered a theory of what was happening to me when 
my friend and I were reading and playing together. As I did not have the 
commitment to Freudian theory that would be required to fully adhere to
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Bettelheim exclusively, a literature review was born. I would explore the 
theoretical assumptions underlying the uses of myths and fairy tales in 
psychotherapy, Bettelheim and beyond.
The Middle
As the months passed so the review started to change and my relationship 
with it perhaps crystalises the notion of the interpretative enquiry, self and 
other in relation. Initially my interest was in childhood, but I started to see 
how fairy tales are applied in working with adults and famihes. Out of 
periods of total confusion, came moments of clarity. Rather than  committing 
further to Bettelheim’s theory, I found myself drawn to both Jung and in 
particular the work of the transactional analysis theorists. Fortunately, I did 
not have a particular hypothesis or theory that I wanted to prove. Instead I 
experienced the process of reading and investigation as one leading me 
deeper into exploration of different and at times contradictory psychological 
theories. However, eventually, seemingly disparate theoretical orientations 
appeared to be suggesting similar ideas or at least to be drawing on similar 
concepts. The ‘Unconscious’ gained increasing prominence.
Although there is limited systematic research supporting the use of myths 
and fairy tales in psychotherapeutic theory and practice, in the process of the 
literature search a broad range of examples of theory could be drawn upon. 
Ultimately examples were chosen for their most comprehensive or 
contrasting uses, for reasons of narrative flow and space. A representative 
sample, rather than ‘complete world picture’ was offered.
During the course of my research, I started to question the concepts of ‘tru th ’ 
and ‘fact’. A positivist epistemology did not seem to suit my interpretative 
framework. I was not reviewing systematic research ‘facts’. A
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phenomenological approach and an increasing commitment to social 
constructionist ideas of reahty and evidence ‘felt’ more appropriate. I came to 
feel tha t perhaps it was not possible to establish what had been happening all 
those years ago. However, I could hold it as a narrative truth, th a t it was 
meaningful to me.
The End
As I came to the end of the research I started to think about where I was in 
relation to the beginning of the enquiry. One particular shift stands out, my 
development in thinking about notions of what constitutes ‘tru th ’. I started to 
engage with complex but persuasive ideas around this. Moreover, I feel tha t I 
have gained a broad knowledge of not only some psychological theories but 
also some of the processes of their development. I am also left with a 
commitment to ‘befriending the unconscious’ to use Lemma-Wright’s (1995) 
phrase.
I am still in contact with my friend and now we tell each other stories of our 
everyday lives. Our friendship remains and the interaction and relationship 
of my ‘self to my friend’s ‘other’ remains strong. Whether we helped each 
other with our internal struggles for the mastery of meaning or learnt our 
social roles in the world perhaps remains unknown. Furthermore, it seems 
tha t there is a heavier presence of literature than empirical research 
available to use in answering this. Further exploration of the meanings 
individuals attribute may be useful in investigating the interest and value of 
fairy tales in psychological development and psychotherapeutic practice.
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Appendix B — Overleaf.
Notes for contributors, Journal of Critical Psychology, Counselling and 
Psychotherapy.
NB -  The format of the research project has been changed from tha t 
identified in the notes to maintain styhstic consistency across the Portfolio.
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“Nobody likes the baddies”: A qualitative study using content analysis to 
explore children’s interest in fairy tales.
Summary
Exploring the perspectives of young children interested in fairy tales, using 
theoretical concepts and themes derived from psychoanalytic, humanistic and 
feminist psychological theories.
Appendices 
A - Use of Self
B ■ Information sheet for participants
C ■ Ethical approval letter from University of Surrey
D - Interview Schedule
E ■ Consent form
F - Drawings by child participants
G ■ Interview transcript with one child participant and mother
H - Notes for Contributors for Journal of Critical Psychology, Counselhng
and Psychotherapy.
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Fairy tales like myths are magical stories, rising above the constraints of 
reality into the realm of fantasy and imagination. Differences between myths 
and fairy tales are well documented and generally it is agreed tha t myths are 
concerned with collective values whilst fairy tales, with their happy endings 
are seen to reflect individual struggles and goals (Bettelheim, 19761 Hohr,
2000). The fairy tale as a symbolic, fantasy story for children is the focus of 
interest in the current study. Traditionally fairy tales were told to and by 
adults, with many overlaps between traditional tales from countries across 
Europe. Revisions were made from early oral ‘peasant’ narratives through 
middle class, aristocratic tales told by women to those written down by men 
to incorporate the social imperatives of the time; for example the Grimm 
Brothers’ 19*^  Century Protestant work ethic (Zipes, 1988). More recently, 
adaptations for the screen reflect the 20*  ^ century influence of American 
attitudes to life and values, whilst still reflecting underlying individual 
struggles (Cashdan, 1999). Thus socially constructed characters in fairy tales 
embody either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ moral characteristics or norms.
Over time psychotherapists and theorists from a variety of perspectives have 
shown an interest in fairy tales. Within different approaches they have been 
used to provide examples of theories (e.g., Eric Berne’s work on scripts; Bruno 
Bettelheim’s work on child development) and have also been used as ‘tools’ in 
therapeutic practice (Robinson, 1986; Chesner, 1995). A review of the 
literature (O’Sullivan, 2003) highlighted several themes within the 
psychological theories.
Psychoanalytic writers (Bettelheim, 1976; Freud, 1991) and analytical 
psychology theorists following a Jungian tradition (von Franz, 1977; 
Crowther et al, 1998) emphasise the importance of symbolism and the role of 
the unconscious. In particular, Bettelheim (1976) offers a comprehensive 
analysis of the central importance of the fairy tale in assisting children in
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their psychological development. In ‘The uses o f enchantm ent Bettelheim 
(1976) explores a broad range of fairy tales in respect of psychological 
conflicts in childhood. He suggests tha t the fairy tale is like a “magic mirror 
which reflects some aspects of our inner world” (1976:809) and th a t re­
reading of the same story reflects the child’s working through of their 
predominant unconscious anxiety. Since characters in fairy tales struggle 
with the unavoidable and universal dilemmas of life they tend to be typical 
rather than unique»' Bettelheim argues tha t this means th a t fairy tales 
impact on several levels simultaneously and overall, “...to enrich his life, it 
[the fairy tale] must stimulate his imagination; help him to develop his 
intellect and clarify his emotions” (1976:5).
As part of this process Bettelheim raises the importance of the child’s 
individual meaning and suggests tha t “the child will extract different 
meaning from the same fairy tale, depending on his interests and needs of the 
moment” (1976:12). In adopting a psychoanalytic understanding of the 
importance of fairy tales the child’s own mastery of meaning is most crucial 
to his/ her development. Furthermore, “the content of the chosen tale usually 
has nothing to do with the patient’s external life, but much to do with his 
inner problems” (Bettelheim 1976:201).
Object relation theorists such as Cashdan (1999) view the inner problems 
tha t fairy tales reflect with a particular conceptual interest. They focus on the 
central importance in fairy tales afforded to the primary caregiver suggesting 
tha t these stories reflect the importance of women in young children’s lives 
(Gomez, 1997). Splitting of the all-good mother into the fairy godmother and 
the all-bad mother into the wicked witch may be seen as an externalisation of 
inner conflicts for the child. Furthermore the generic naming of the ‘fairy 
godmother’ or ‘wicked stepmother’ make them conducive to projections
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(Cashdan, 1999). Thus, fairy tales reflect the process of sustaining 
meaningful relationships through their symbolic representations.
A recurring theme within fairy tales is the presence of the number three, 
with three versions of something or three people appearing in the vast 
majority of traditional stories. For example Snow White is tempted by the 
Queen three times) Goldilocks encounters three bears. Bettelheim (1976) 
argues tha t the number three is a symbolic reference to the self. Irrespective 
of the number of siblings the most basic family constellation places the child 
as number three) “the three-times-repeated behaviour reflects the child’s 
position in relation to his parents, and his reaching for his true selfhood” 
(Bettelheim, 1976:263). Such symbolism is further delineated in Jungian 
analytical psychology, which for reasons of space cannot be further elaborated 
here.
Berne’s (1975) work on life scripts develops the idea of the interplay of 
relationships on individual development. Scripts serve to answer the child’s 
question: ‘who am I and what happens to someone like me?’. Berne suggests 
that by the age of 6 years the child’s script is already evident and th a t in its 
development children draw on and unconsciously choose the fairy tales th a t 
help them make sense of their life situation. Each script has ‘winners’ and 
‘losers’ and throughout life we encounter others who fulfil script roles for us 
and vice versa. Fairy tales viewed in this theoretical framework offer 
children models for interpersonal behaviour by identification with characters 
in terms of their roles in fife.
Developing Berne’s theory of scripts within the transactional analysis 
approach, Karpman (1968), describing the ‘drama triangle’ of victim, rescuer 
and persecutor suggests
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fairy tales inculcate the norms of society into young minds consciously, 
but subconsciously may provide an attractive stereotyped number of 
roles, locations and timetables for an errant life script. (Karpman, 
1968:39).
More recently it has been proposed within social constructionist approaches 
that “...stories... serve as critical means by which we make ourselves 
intelligible within the social world” (Gergen, 1994:185). Fairy tales are a 
particular story genre and the stereotyping of roles within fairy tales referred 
to by Karpman links with the ideas stated earher that fairy tales have been 
reshaped in respect of changing cultural norms over time. An example 
highlighted within feminist critiques of fairy tales develops this idea in 
relation to the death of a parent and subsequent interactions of step-families. 
It has been suggested that jealousy and envy characterise the “wicked 
stepmothers in fairy tales [and they] represent negative cultural attitudes 
towards women” (Church, 1999:16). Furthermore, feminist critiques of fairy 
tales highlight how they promote stereotypes and gender socialisation roles 
where the heroine does very little except ‘sit, wish and wait for marriage’ 
(Turkel, 2002). The passivity of the role of women is exemplified by 
characters such as ‘Sleeping Beauty’. The only female character in a fairy tale 
that exerts power is the ‘wicked’ stepmother, witch or queen (Watson, 1995).
In summary, internal developmental conflicts and anxieties, individual 
interpretation by the child, interpersonal relationships, roles within families 
and culturally reinforcing gender stereotypes may all influence the 
importance of fairy tales to children. It is also interesting to note th a t from 
psychoanalytic interpretation to social constructionist readings, the 
imperative is ‘do not explain or impose on children the meaning of fairy tales’. 
Thus freedom of individual meaning links these often disparate theories.
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Whilst theoretically stimulating, concepts such as the unconscious and 
symbolic representation can be elusive to the process of systematic research 
(Fonagy, 2000). In the current psychological environment, taken-for-granted 
knowledge is viewed increasingly sceptically (Gergen, 1985). Cognitive 
psychologists have researched certain aspects of fantasy and child 
development, for example demonstrating that 4-6year olds are able to 
distinguish between conventions of real life and fantasy such as not being 
able to travel back in time (Subbotsky, 1994) Harris, 2000). An experimental 
study by Crain et al (1988) involved investigating the behaviour of children 
after hearing a fairy tale and concluded that these children were more 
involved in their own thoughts than the control groups, observing behaviours 
which rated them as more ‘subdued and self-absorbed’. Furthermore, Hohr 
(2000) considers how fairy tales are adapted into children’s play, suggesting 
tha t here children try out different character roles in play situations, thereby 
lowering unconscious, intrapsychic anxiety.
The present study aims to explore and present a theoretically enriched 
understanding of individual children’s attraction to fairy tales. Three 
research questions were highlighted. Firstly, based on the psychoanalytic 
theories, is it possible to observe indications of intrapsychic unconscious 
anxiety through the play of the child? Secondly, as highlighted in the 
transactional analysis theories, is there a link between the character or 
personality description of the child and their preferred choice of fairy tale? Is 
their interpersonal behaviour indicative of this character? Thirdly, do 
children with an interest in fairy tales show gender stereotypical behaviours 
as raised in the feminist literature?
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Method:
Design
A qualitative study aimed to encompass the child’s individual perspective 
alongside an insight into the child’s experience through discussion with their 
primary care-giver. This raised several methodological issues. The quahtative 
nature of the study aimed to represent and understand the experiences of a 
specific group of children whilst the rationale for the study is based on 
psychological concepts and theory, including an emphasis on unconscious 
material. Therefore several data sources were used (verbal interviews, 
drawings, play and non-verbal communication on video recordings). The 
researcher’s own orientation towards psycho dynamic theory assumes a 
commitment to concepts such as the unconscious and previous knowledge and 
experience of infant observation using Bick’s Tavistock model (Reid, 1997) 
also informs the researcher’s perspective. The grounding of the study in 
existing psychological theories suggested a methodological approach using 
content analysis would be most appropriate.
In order to ensure the relevance and coherence of the findings, triangulation 
of both visual (videotape and drawings) and verbal (transcribed interviews) 
data was incorporated. This allowed a constellation of forms of data per 
participant, to enhance the richness of the study.
P articipants’
In order to allow a detailed exploration of individual accounts the sample size 
was small. Children were recruited through contact with parents known to 
the researcher with similar aged children. No participants were previously 
known to the researcher and an explicit statem ent regarding confidentiality 
was made at initial contact.
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Participants were 4 children with a strong interest in fairy tales aged 
between 5 and 7 years and their mothers. The age criterion was set to ensure 
the cognitive developmental capabilities of the children would enhance 
validity of the interview with the child, given the more limited 
communicative abilities of pre-schoolers in comparison to school age children 
(Greig & Taylor, 1999). It also reflected the developmental criteria within the 
psychological ideas in the literature. All children in the study attend 
mainstream school.
The child’s interest in fairy tales was ascertained in terms of how much time 
the child spent reading, watching or playing fairy tale themed stories, from 
traditional tales such as the Grimm Brothers through to animation films. An 
interest in the more traditional (book) versions was required in order to be 
eligible for the study. An information sheet (Appendix B) was offered to 
ensure tha t the adult participants understood the nature of the investigation 
and the anticipated use of the data. A verbal explanation of the tasks was 
given to the children and they were informed that they could end the 
conversation at any point. A copy of the ethical approval letter from the 
university of Surrey ethics committee is attached in Appendix C.
The participants live in south east England and the children are being raised 
in a western culture. All names and any identifying features have been 
changed to ensure anonymity.
Data collection :
Data were collected from the children and their parents and the entire 
interview was recorded on videotape. The children were asked firstly to tell 
the story of their favourite fairy tale using small coloured bricks supplied by 
the researcher. They were then asked to draw a picture of their favourite 
character or scene from the story again using materials (paper, colouring
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pencils) provided by the researcher. This was to ensure tha t all children were 
given the same starting tools to create something personal. Pictures were 
requested to reduce the reliance on verbal data and based on the assumption 
tha t pictures are useful sources of unconscious material (Case & Dailey, 
1992).
The third source of data was an interview with the primary care-giver. 
Parents were asked to fill out a genogram of three generations in order to 
place the child in their family context. The interview schedule comprised 
three parts, covering the child and other family members’ interests in stories 
and fairy tales) the child participant’s other relationships, for example peer 
friendships, and a review of any major events during or potentially affecting 
the child’s life. The interview schedule (Appendix D) was created specifically 
for the study, based on the concepts and themes of interest highlighted in the 
hterature review. The total interview time per family was one to one and a 
half hours. All interviews were videotaped and transcribed verbatim. The use 
of videotape also allowed for the children’s non-verbal communication to be 
noted in subsequent analyses.
Analytic strategy:
The research utilises a form of content analysis, the data display model 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). This is based on an empiricist epistemological 
stance, where “the main methodological principle is tha t of a discovery of 
valid representations by using inductive reasoning” (Lyons, 2000:270). Such 
inductive reasoning suggests that “lawful relationships can be discovered 
fi'om detailed qualitative data obtained in naturalistic contexts” (Lyons, 
2000:274). The data display model was chosen for the current study because 
it attem pts to apply rigour and transparency to the process of analysis and 
places emphasis and value on the role played by theory, attempting to go 
beyond description of the data to explanations of patterns and relationships
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(Lyons, 2000). It acknowledges “the historical and social nature of 
knowledge, along with the meaning making at the centre of 
phenomenological experience” (Miles & Huberman, 1994:429).
Analysis involved three interlinking processes. Initially, data reduction was 
achieved through two means, coding the data and identifying themes. Coding 
categories can be created a priori from existing theories or on an emergent 
basis, from the contents of the transcripts (Pauli & Bray, 1998). In the 
current study the categories for coding the data were created a priori and 
then reviewed and adapted, allowing pattern coding (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). This involved grouping initial codes together as themes and then 
patterns emerged, firstly from the concepts in the psychological theories and 
subsequently during analysis of the data collected. Repeated referencing back 
to the original research questions and theoretical concepts aimed to ensure 
the relevance and quality of each category code to the study and its 
epistemological stance. Each category in the coding frame has a clear 
definition and is considered as separate from the other categories within the 
overall firame. A copy of the coding firame, including definitions of the 
categories is presented overleaf.
The interviews with the child participants and their parents once transcribed 
verbatim were subject to repeated reading and review to identify ‘objects’ or 
specific units of meaning, firom phrases, sentences and general themes within 
the interviews. These ‘objects’ were assigned to the 7 categories comprising 
the coding frame.
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Coding fram e /  Categories-' (Including deûnitions)
Rising above time and space / fantasy
* Material highlighting the fantasy nature of the stories, where the laws of external 
reality are suspended. Such a feature relates also to ideas of ‘escapism’.
Symbolism / Number three
* Where children or adults explicitly mention without direct questioning a symbolic 
image or direct reference to the number three. Each symbolic reference should relate to a 
feature in the fairy tale.
Stimulate the imagination / develop intellect / clarify emotions
*Reference to aspects of cognitive development / functioning that may be enhanced by 
reading and playing fairy tales, such as being noted for having a very active imagination.
Intrapsychic aspect: Anxiety / conflict
* Where references are made to how the fairy tale acts as a comfort or aid to processing 
unconscious anxiety.
Interpersonal aspect: Trying out different roles / ‘Who am I?’ / Identifies with 
characters
* Do personality characteristics of the child as described by parent or observed by 
researcher, evidenced on video recording reflect the specific characters chosen by that 
child?
* NB. In terms of talking about relationships, given the age of children, not just the 
mother-child relationship, but also father, sibling and peer relations.
Societal aspect: Cultural norms / stereotypes / gender sociahsation / passivity of 
women
* Reference to gender motivated or stereotyped behaviour / motivation both noted in  
behaviour and language use.
Individual meaning
* Something personal to the child: “the child will extract meaning from the same fairy 
tale, depending on his interests and needs of the moment” (Bettelheim, 1976:12).
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The second process of data display analysis aims to move the focus of analysis 
from description to explanation (Miles & Huberman, 1994) Lyons, 2000). 
Data display presents the data in a condensed and focused manner, for 
example structured summaries and matrices. In the current study these two 
forms of data display are utilised. Firstly, per child, structured summaries of 
the concepts elicited are presented. These summaries incorporate themes 
coded from three areas, the child’s telling of the story, their drawing and any 
non-verbal communication observed by the researcher when reviewing the 
video recording. Direct quotations are presented in italics. The picture data 
were reviewed with reference to Malchiodi’s (1998) ‘ Understanding children's 
drawings' and ideas taken from the literature using a psychodynamic 
approach to art interpretation. Case & Dailey’s (1992) ‘The handbook o f a rt 
therapy'. Observations and analyses from the pictures were then subjected to 
coding within the coding frame categories. (Pictures attached in Appendix F)
Secondly, the data coded from the interviews with the parents is presented in 
a ‘matrix’. A matrix as a form of data display can “show reduced, focused, 
organised information on a single page rather than as an extended text” 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994:93), and is considered a useful form of data display 
in exploratory projects. The data are entered in the cells using direct 
quotations (in italics) and paraphrasing by the researcher. The data 
paraphrased in the cells reflect the ratings of repeated words or phrases 
based on the original coding of the data as described above. This condensed 
information aims to clarify the presence of concepts within the overall 
transcribed data that are directly related to exploring the research questions.
The third process in content analysis involves conclusion drawing and 
verification. Interpreting the displayed data through such tactics as 
“comparing and contrasting, examining negative cases, clustering, and 
identifying themes and patterns” (Lyons, 2000:275) allows a presentation of
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the overall themes and ideas presented per family to be compared with the 
existing psychological ideas in the literature.
Although it is a qualitative study, research using content analysis is 
evaluated using reliability and validity criteria. Validity can be derived from 
the validity of the categories employed in addressing the research questions 
and the extent to which the data is captured by the categories (Pauli & Bray,
1998).
Presenting the data in the two forms described aims to meet reliability 
standards. The cohesiveness and rehability of the coding categories can be 
explored by demonstrating the extent to which data per category fits 
together. It is hoped that the data extracts presented enable readers to assess 
their persuasiveness (Elliott et al, 1999) and enhance the overall coherence of 
the study. Secondly, the aim of the study is to explore theoretically 
determined concepts and it is deemed useful to quantify categories to aid in 
highhghting potential patterns, commonalities and differences across 
individuals or families.
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Results
Firstly, structured summaries are presented for each child. A description of 
each child is given in order to place their experience in context, using data 
from the interview with the parent. Examples of the categories in the coding 
frame are highlighted from the child’s play, their picture and non-verbal 
communication) category titles are presented in bold type.
For reference all pictures are included in Appendix F. One interview 
transcript is included in the Appendix to the Portfolio as an example of the 
verbal data collected.
Secondly a matrix of data from the parents’ interviews is presented according 
to the concepts coded in relation to their child’s interest in fairy tales.
Structured Summaries 
Tom
Tom is 7 years 6 months, the eldest of 4 children. His younger brother died 
aged 7 months, when Tom was almost 3 years old. Subsequently, he has two 
younger siblings aged 3 years and 7 months. Tom’s parents have been 
together for 11 years and married in 2000. Tom sees his cousins frequently 
and enjoys holidays with his extended family. After his brother died, his 
mother reported that Tom stopped developing and appeared to shut down. He 
has now caught up develop mentally and is doing well at school) a grief 
counselling team assessment concluded tha t he had gone through a process of 
grieving for his brother. Tom reads and watches fairy tales in the school 
hohdays.
Tom chose the story of Snow White and the seven dwarfs. His favourite 
character is Dopey because “he m akes me laugh”. During the interview Tom 
was easy-going and engaging) whilst focused on his play he was totally
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unphased by interruptions or the activities of his younger siblings and was 
gentle and firm in his contact with them when they risked disturbing the 
bricks in his play. Tom also showed a desire to get things right and spent 
several minutes deciding on which bricks to use at the start of his play.
Two sections of Tom’s play are highlighted below to demonstrate his non­
verbal communication. Both of these are coded into the category of ‘individual 
meaning’. This is because they appeared important to him on the basis of 
changes in his eye contact. During his play, Tom made httle eye contact with 
me. He explained what he was doing with the characters whilst remaining 
focused on the bricks. However he made eye contact on two clear occasions. 
Firstly, Tom looked at me when he said “and she kisses them on the head”, in 
relation to Snow White sending the dwarfs off to work. There is no further 
eye contact as he enacted this with the bricks. He clicked the Snow White 
brick against each dwarf brick once except for Dopey, he clicked this brick 
twice very quickly and then put it to the end of the line saying “...D opey goes 
round and round and back through the Researcher-' “So he gets lots
o f k isses” Horn: “A bout 3.... and then she won’t  k iss him  tha t time, so o ff to 
work they go, ho, ho, ho”.
The second time Tom made eye contact was when he described putting Snow 
White into the glass casket. He then turned to put the brick to his right. He 
moved all the dwarf bricks around Snow White in the casket and sat with his 
back to me and the camera. Occasionally, his head turned as he described the 
story so tha t he could see me out of the corner of his eye. He stayed in this 
position from the time that Snow White was in the casket to the end of the 
story, approximately two minutes. It was hard to see what was happening 
with the bricks and it felt as though I was being excluded. He ended his story 
by moving the bricks further away into a small area of the floor enclosed 
between the wall and the sofa. As he said “happily ever a fter”, Tom bent over
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the bricks so that his body was almost touching them. He then spent several 
seconds looking at the bricks before calmly collecting them all together and 
turning to face me.
A coding of ‘symbolism / number three’ is given to the three repetitions of the 
same phrase on three occasions in a section of Tom’s play. These are the only 
times he repeats phrases in his play or conversation. Tom re-enacted the 
scene where the dwarfs fight against the wicked witch on the cliff top using 
the floor and the sofa: “....then  they a ll go up and they push her down, they  
all push her down, they all push her down, right and she, she (moves behind  
the sofa) she falls down, th a t’s  the end o f her, she’s dead, risrht she’s dead, 
she’s  dead’.
In drawing his picture (Appendix F) Tom used the full page to draw Dopey’s 
face. Gardner’s (1980) stages of children’s drawing development suggest 
children typically aged 6-9years use size to emphasise importance and 
correspondingly body parts considered unimportant are ignored. The 
‘interpersonal aspect’ coding was given because the smile on the drawing of 
Dopey frames his face as a very happy and open one. There appears to be a 
clear representation of happiness in the big smile and wide eyes of Dopey as 
drawn by Tom. Tom’s mother noted tha t there is something particularly 
important to Tom about characters who make him laugh, beyond whether 
they are considered the ‘good’ or ‘bad’ ones. He is also described as having a 
good sense of humour by his mother.
Carla
Carla is 6 years 5 months. She is the youngest of 4 with 3 older brothers, 
aged up to 18 years old. Her parents live together and are not married. 
Carla’s father runs his own company and her mother does not work. Both of 
their families live locally and she has lots of cousins. Her mother did not feel
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that there have been any major events tha t have affected Carla specifically. 
Her father’s sister died last year but her mother did not note any changes in 
her behaviour. Carla hkes to pretend play fairy tales with her friends and has 
several dressing up costumes. She reads fairy tales at bedtime with her 
mother.
Carla chose the story of Aladdin and Jasmine from the Disney animation for 
her play and picture, which her mother felt was motivated by the recent 
purchase of a ‘Jasmine headdress’ the day before our meeting. However Carla 
could not choose a favourite story and her mother commented th a t “she 
dresses up in  a ll the different costum es”. During the interview Carla 
presented herself in a complex and slightly contradictory way. She appeared 
anxious, wanting me to prompt her and take the lead in her play. At the same 
time her tone of voice was very clear and with repeated permission given to 
make the story her own, Carla relaxed into her play. She was very active 
during her play, moving around frequently. She appeared distracted by the 
presence of the video camera glancing directly at it several times and then at 
her mother. She became more focussed and calm in the play activity once she 
turned her back to the camera and was still facing me.
Carla did not establish her characters at the beginning of the play. Rather 
she picked out characters as the story proceeded and used the bricks on top of 
one another to delineate height. However, each time she wanted to move 
them they fell over. This interrupted her flow and spontaneity and made the 
task harder for her. However, she was very determined and persevered with 
her story.
The concepts coded are firstly the ‘rising above time and space’ aspect of her 
story where there is a contrast between the setting for story where there are 
“lots o f gold colours and i t ’s  quite dark” to the actual setting of the play
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activity which is very light. Over the course of her play, Carla became less 
focussed on external factors, such as the video camera and became more 
engaged in her play activity.
An ‘interpersonal aspect’ coding was given where on two occasions Carla 
mentions tha t the aspect of the characters she likes best are their clothes, 
plus she then described her favourite part of the story being when the genie 
gives Jasmine new clothes. The central theme for her in the story is the 
clothes and being able to dress up as the characters. Her mother reported 
that pretend play and dressing up with her female friends is im portant to 
Carla.
A ‘societal aspect’ coding was given because Carla’s central character of 
Jasmine is remarkably passive throughout her play. ''Aladdin comes and
takes her around on his magic carpet. the baddie comes and takes
Jasm ine a way... The bad man threw  her o ff the castle the genie comes and
then he m akes Jasm ine p re tty  and gives her new  clothes’". Her character of 
Jasmine is the focus of attention but only reacts to what the male characters 
do.
Furthermore, a ‘societal aspect’ coding was given to her picture. Carla does 
not depict a scene, placing her characters on the page without reference to 
the ground line of the page. Jasmine and Aladdin are given clear gender 
characteristic differences in terms of ‘make-up’, jewellery and outfits e.g. she 
does not colour the male character’s trousers, but gives specific details such 
as the belt buckle to Jasm ine’s outfit, supporting a focus on the ‘look’ of her 
character. She then drew the magic carpet and a tiger in her drawing to set 
the scene for her characters.
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Maria
M aria is 5 years llm onths. She is the middle child, with 8 year old and 3 
year old sisters. M aria’s cousins live locally and see each other regularly. Her 
father is a surveyor and her mother works in a school. Her mother felt tha t 
the only major event in M aria’s life was the birth of her younger sister, but 
she did not note any clear changes in her behaviour at the time. M aria’s 
relationship with her older sister has always featured centrally in her life and 
her mother noted that Maria is highly motivated to be hke her older sister. 
Maria is advanced developmentally in her reading and reads fairy tales 
frequently. She has several dressing up costumes, including Sleeping Beauty 
which she wore for our meeting and enjoys playing fairy tale games with her 
friends.
Maria chose the story of Sleeping Beauty, who is her favourite character and 
her long-standing favourite story. During the interview M aria was very 
placid. She was quietly spoken and there was no animation in her tone of 
voice or physical behaviour whilst telhng her story. During the interview 
with her mother M aria sat on her mother’s lap. She responded to questions 
put to her but did not volunteer information. She focused her attention on 
her Sleeping Beauty doll. She laid her on the table, initially putting her hand 
over the doll’s face for approximately 10 seconds. She then stroked the doll’s 
hair. She does not pick the doll up, only touching and smoothing the doll’s 
hair and face. At the same time her mother is interm ittently smoothing 
M aria’s hair.
In this interview coding of this m aterial between the two categories of 
‘interpersonal’ and ‘societal aspects’ was challenging. M aterial appeared 
interlinked and undifferentiated between the two categories, both clearly 
reflecting the role M aria presents and gender stereotypes in the data such as
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glitter and pink dresses and the passivity of the character promoted in the 
fairy tale. M aria’s mother described her as “very much a girlie g irl....she’s  
very k in d  and content, she never asks for anything”.
A coding of ‘interpersonal aspect’ was given to M aria’s favourite part of the 
story when the princess is born and there is a party to celebrate. Sleeping 
Beauty is described as “beautiful, wise and k in d ” andi Maria sits up straight 
and smoothes her own hair as she says this. There is also a ‘societal aspect’ 
coding given to the description that Maria offers about liking Sleeping beauty 
“because she is  beautiful”. In her telling of the story Sleeping Beauty is 
clearly admired for her beauty and it is her curiosity tha t causes her to “fa ll 
asleep for a 100years un til the prince ûnds her”. Therefore it is not a positive 
experience for the character of Sleeping Beauty to be self-directed and there 
is no presentation of her as an assertive character.
The interlinking of the categories is most clearly exemplified in the m anner 
in which M aria draws her picture and both codes were deemed appropriate to 
M aria’s picture»' she appears to draw a combination of herself and her 
character. In drawing her picture Maria looked at all the coloured pencils and 
then started by drawing Sleeping Beauty’s head. She then made her only 
comment during her drawing, asking for the brown pencil. She proceeded to 
draw Sleeping Beauty’s hair. In this action she coloured Sleeping Beauty’s 
hair the same as her own. Both the picture in her book and her doll which are 
next to her depict Sleeping Beauty with blond hair. She then colours the eyes 
blue, which is in contrast to her own. Having completed the picture she later 
points this out saying “Ik n e w  she had blue eyes”. No mention is made of the 
hair colour difference by Maria or her mother. Her mother commented tha t 
“she norm ally draws an extra pa ir o f  shoes” and one way of understanding 
this is tha t perhaps Maria is drawing a character whose feminine, high- 
heeled shoes she can step in and out of. Whilst Maria does not draw two pairs
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of shoes in this drawing she does use the entire page to draw Sleeping 
Beauty. In children's drawings the size of a human figure is highly significant 
(Hammer, 1958) and “based on the assumption that children express 
themselves symbolically through drawings and that they are creating a self- 
image” (Malchiodi, 1998:116).
Kate
Kate is 5 years 8 months, the eldest of 2 children. She has one younger 
brother aged 23 months. Her parents have been married for 8 years. A 
daughter 2 years prior to Kate’s birth was stillborn. Both Kate’s parents are 
from large families. Both parents work and Kate has lots of cousins tha t she 
sees often. She is in her first year at school and enjoys playing pretend play 
games with her friends, particularly 'm um s and dads’. Kate reads fairy tales 
with her parents and brother at bedtime. Her mother felt that the only major 
event in Kate’s lifetime was the birth of her brother, for which they used 
specific books about being a ‘big sister’ to help prepare Kate for this event. 
When her brother was born her mother noted that Kate was disappointed 
that he was not up playing immediately, but coped well with the transition.
Kate chose the story of the three pigs and her favourite character is the third 
pig. During the interview Kate made frequent eye contact with her mother 
and me. She did not look at the video camera at all. When Kate sat down to 
her task she mirrored my seating and arm position. In starting her play Kate 
was quietly spoken but direct in choosing the bricks for her play and in her 
dialogue. Her tone of voice was clear and, although quietly spoken, she 
appeared reserved in the company of a stranger rather than lacking 
confidence in her ability to do the task. Kate relaxed into the task, moving 
around more when the character of the third pig was introduced and she 
spent longer building his house»' she became most animated in her play when
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the wolf tries to come down the chimney of the third house, laughing when 
“he came down the chim ney and burnt h is bottom!... and then he ran away 
(moves w olf brick away quickly)”.
The predominant category coded is the ‘interpersonal aspect’. Kate’s favourite 
character is the third of the three pigs known as the ‘good pig’. This character 
builds his house of brick so it does not get knocked down by the wolf and Kate 
used more bricks to depict this house than the other two. She then places her 
three pig bricks behind it. The third pig’s role is that he protects his brothers. 
There are repeated references to sibling relationships and roles within 
families in the interview with Kate’s mother. For example, Kate is motivated 
to read stories with particular relationship constellations and one of her 
longstanding favourite tales is Hansel and Gretel, which her mother felt she 
hkes “because o f  the whole brother and sister thing, and is  th a t a big brother 
or a little  brother, and w hat’s the role there, who’s  in  charge k in d  o f
thing. She would have liked  a big brother h e r se lf  and often asks
about when I  was little  with m y older brother”.
Kate shows no overt interest in characters such as Cinderella, and when her 
mother has offered to read them, Kate has declined, describing them as 
'boring’. Kate’s mother’s family enjoy telhng stories and create “...th ese  huge
fa iry tales, with some sort o f superhero and there’s  always a v illa in  and
she [Kate] always wants to hear stories about tha t from m y  m other and  
sister”.
Kate’s mother described her as a perfectionist “she’s  very highly strung, i f  she 
can’t  g et i t  right, gets very frustrated.....she likes everything ju s t so ....and  
she gets annoyed a t herself i f  she can’t  do things for herself, she wants to get 
i t  right, com pletely perfect the û rs t tim e”. Kate’s personality does not reflect 
any gender stereotyping or passivity.
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For her picture Kate drew the ‘good pig’, the wolf and a large yellow house 
with balloons on the chimney. In both her play and her drawing the size of 
the strong house is visibly large and she wanted to “draw them  celebrating 
the house”. Kate draws both the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ characters but not the other 
pigs and for this reason a coding of ‘symbolism /number three’ was given to 
her drawing. The house in both Kate’s play with the bricks and in her 
picture are large and the one in her picture very brightly coloured. She has 
drawn a scene with the sun and the sky, which is considered developmentally 
advanced (Golomb, 1990»' Malchiodi, 1998) and representative of the capacity 
for symbolic thought and expression.
Themes across data
Table one (on page 150) presents the phrases used by parents in the 
interviews describing the children.
All the children were described by their parents in terms of personality 
characteristics which were evocative of their favourite characters. Tom was 
described as having a great sense of humour and “complex, like a ll the dwarfs 
really”. Carla was described as “a happy conûdent little  g irl” sxA  M aria was 
also described in terms of her gender. Kate was described as being a 
perfectionist and her favourite character gets things right the first time. 
None of the children were described in ways tha t contrasted with the 
character they chose. This was the category most highlighted by the parents.
These descriptions were largely supported in the pictures. Tom and M aria 
drew individual characters representative of the themes of humour and 
femininity respectively. Carla and Kate drew more characters in their 
pictures. There was a stronger focus by their parents in term s of their 
familial circumstances e.g. Carla is the only girl with 3 older brothers and her 
picture depicts clear gender differences. Kate was the only child to draw a
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scene with sunshine, skyline, both good and bad characters and a large 
house, with no gendered characters.
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Discussion
This research has provided an exploratory study into children’s use of fairy 
tales, grounded in the psychological ideas described in the literature. The 
sample chosen for this study was small and the results need to be interpreted 
in respect of this. All the children have a strong interest in fairy tales. It is 
not the intention of the current study to extrapolate findings to all children 
who enjoy fairy tales. Larger studies in this area would be welcomed
M ethodological considerations
The methodology using the 7 coding L'âme categories for data analysis was 
found to be well matched to all data collected. Gaps exist in the matrix cells 
where parents did not report relevant data and the most fi'equent gaps in the 
matrix reflect the categories drawn from the psychoanalytic themes. 
Furthermore, given the complex nature of the data, reflecting all of the 
potential intrapsychic, interpersonal and social aspects, certain extracts could 
be coded into more than one category. Decisions as to coding were made with 
reference to the specific language used by the participant and whether the 
predominant focus related to the child’s personal characteristics, relationship 
styles or broader culture. Transparency of the analytical process aimed to 
reduce the limitation of potentially ambiguous and overlapping extracts and 
such extracts are presented in the study for the reader to assess. In further 
studies a review of the language used in the interview schedule may assist in 
differentiating these concepts more clearly at the outset of data collection.
A further limitation of the current study is tha t the data were analysed by 
only one researcher. The perspective and interests of the researcher have 
been presented in order to allow clarity of the analytic process within a 
qualitatively informed study. The method including definitions of the coding 
categories was clearly stated to enable rephcation of the study (Elliott et al,
1999). Whilst there are no inter-rater reliability score, analyses of all verbal
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and picture data were discussed with the research supervisor to assess their 
persuasiveness.
Themes
All parents highlighted their child’s vivid imagination and referred to 
comments made by the child’s teacher in this respect. However across the 
data from the children and their parents the predominant theme coded was 
the interpersonal aspect category. This was the only category with data coded 
from each child and parent. The definition of this category was informed by 
the theoretical work of Eric Berne (1975). He described how children choose 
the fairy tales tha t help them make sense of their interpersonal identity and 
thus offer models for behaviour, at both conscious and unconscious levels. 
Thus in his theory of script development, he suggests that the personality 
characteristics of the children and their relationships with family and peers 
reflect the characters they prefer to read about. Although all the children had 
a favourite character, within their chosen fairy tale, different characters 
appeared to reflect different aspects of their personalities.
Berne’s theory imputes an unconscious component and difficulties in 
researching unconscious dynamics are well documented (Minsky, 1996; 
Fonagy, 2000). One of the questions posed in the current study echoed the 
focus on unconscious processes in the literature. Of the four children Tom’s 
non-verbal behaviour was most notable in this regard. His non-verbal and 
verbal communication subtly changed at certain points in his story, namely 
receiving love from the ‘good’ female character and the death of the ‘bad’ 
female character. The individual meaning of this would involve speculation 
which is deemed inappropriate in the current study: however it is included to 
highlight the potential for further exploration of this area.
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Kate’s mother referred to her daughter asking questions about ‘what happens 
to baddies’ some time after reading or watching fairy tale stories. She also 
acknowledged that Kate responds to stories in different ways depending on 
her mood. She was the only parent to highlight the particular distinctions 
over time in her daughter in terms of the processing of the story tha t may 
occur. M aria’s mother noted that Sleeping Beauty is recurrently im portant to 
her daughter, which perhaps supports Bettelheim’s claim that children re­
visit stories depending on their need of the moment.
The “unconscious construction of identity does not disclaim the vital 
significance of social and cultural factors” (Minsky, 1996:9) and the third 
question posed in this study is whether children who show an interest in fairy 
tales show gender stereotyped behaviours. These can be seen in two of the 
three female participants. Carla and Maria show the broadest interest in the 
feminine characters such as Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella and Jasmine. They 
were both described using language such as “... has always been a girlie girl, 
she loves the g litter and p in k ’. Feminist hterature (Turkel, 2002) suggests 
that children are exposed to gender socialisation in fairy tales and such 
stories serve to promote passivity in females. The other female participant, 
Kate, does not show a preference for stories with a predominant female or 
passive character. She did not exhibit gender stereotyped behaviours or a 
preference for such stories and likes stories with several key characters such 
as Hansel and Gretel or non-gender specific characters such as the three pigs. 
Furthermore, her mother did not use gender stereotyped language during the 
interview. Tom’s mother acknowledged gender distinctions and mentioned 
that Snow White is a story that may appeal to boys because of the presence of 
the dwarfs whereas '‘...som ething like Cinderella i t ’s more o f an appeal to 
girls because i t ’s a rags to riches sort o f thing with the handsome prince... ”.
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Im plications for counselling psychologists
This study highlights several issues for counselling psychologists. Fairy tales 
have heen used in psychotherapeutic practice with particular client groups 
(e.g. women with eating disorders, Hill, 1992) and have also heen employed to 
draw out stereotypes and unspoken dynamics within families (Rohinson, 
1986). Working in these ways, fairy tales may be offering a story on which to 
project personal feelings and experiences. This has certainly been the 
rationale for their use with adults with learning disabilities (Chesner, 1995). 
In working therapeutically with children the findings of the present study 
suggest that counselhng psychologists would need to attend to the 
simultaneous levels of conscious and unconscious processing th a t the fairy 
tale may touch upon. As tools for engagement and a means of creating a 
shared story some of the characteristics and events enacted in the child’s 
telling of a fairy tale may have resonances for those in the child’s own life. A 
larger study in this area would he welcomed to develop this idea further.
Fairy tales have also been used to elicit adult client’s scripts (Caracushansky 
& Giampeitro, 1987) to explore the pressures and strategies employed by the 
client in growing up and identify possible alternatives for the future. The 
current study does not seek to validate or invalidate any psychological 
theories. Fairy tales are used across psychological theories to engage the 
imagination of the reader (O’Sullivan, 2003). In the current study it can be 
seen tha t in childhood fairy tales engage the imagination hut may also offer 
sociahsation and identity models that the child is not in a position to 
question. Throughout life we are encouraged to create narratives for our lives 
and, in working with adults it may be useful to explore whether fairy tales in 
childhood were important and could be useful tools to explore the client’s 
beliefs about themselves and their interpersonal relationships. Within such a 
practice sensitivity to and reflection on the language used could he utilised to
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reduce the potential for gender and role stereotypes heing ignored or re­
enforced in the therapeutic relationship.
In this study the children who show a preference for the ‘passive’ female 
characters are also identified using gender stereotypical language by their 
parents. A study looking at the gendered use of language around roles within 
families may he useful to further understand children’s attraction to fairy 
tales, assuming circular causality (Minuchen, 1974). Do particular stories 
inform and mould them in a constantly evolving presentation to the world 
depending on the ‘other’ encountered (Gergen, 19851 Unger, 1998) and is it 
possible to further understand the unconscious dimension of these dynamics 
in childhood, e.g. the influence of the family ‘script’ (Byng-Hall, 1998)? I t is 
hoped tha t answers to such questions would further inform counselling 
psychologists of the possible advantages and pitfalls of using fairy tales as 
examples of psychological theories and as practical tools.
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Appendix A -Use of Self
In 1976, Bruno Bettelheim published ‘The uses o f enchantm ent’. I t was also 
the year I was horn. Twenty eight years later, a woman, trainee counselling 
psychologist, engaged in personal therapy, and conducting the current 
research project I read the section from Bettelheim’s book about my own 
favourite fairy tale. Bettelheim wrote the words before I was born but they 
resonated with dynamics and conflicts central to my own life experience, 
however uncomfortably. I deliberately had not read that section of the hook 
before collecting data for this research project, focusing instead on the 
general themes across fairy tales in the book. This was to prevent consciously 
or unconsciously heing biased towards either the theory or in terms of the 
choices the children made, prematurely looking for or ignoring particular 
patterns. Now in reflecting on this process I can see how my own choice of 
fairy tale fits in to this enquiry. I was a fan of Goldilocks. Bettelheim 
discusses this as a story of identity, a search for a place of belonging. This 
resonated for me. However, for the purposes here I will discuss what I 
brought and how my identity has formed a part of this research process.
Although none of the child participants chose my favourite story, all fairy 
tales are the story of a journey. This is often symbolised by being lost in a 
forest (Rizq, 2003). Personal challenges, hardship, pain and loss m ust be 
faced to reach the journey’s end and dilemmas around identity and 
interpersonal relationships are central to the psychological and theoretical 
interest in fairy tales. The use of qualitative methods of inquiry called for the 
open and reflexive use of the identity of the researcher in the process and 
highlights both the relationship between the researcher and participants and 
researcher and data. Originally the study was going to employ the use of 
interpretative phenomenological analysis (Smith, 1996) as a method of 
analysis. However, as a researcher engaging with this method it felt as
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though the journey had taken a wrong path  and I was lost in the forest. I felt 
frustrated as I did not feel that the method was helping me to draw out and 
explore the data. Once upon a time I had written a literature review and it 
became clear that the starting point of the research was the themes in the 
literature; they grounded the research with a focus and gave the journey 
meaning. A change of methodology was required and the move to using 
content analysis channelled the analysis in a new direction.
Indeed using content analysis or more specifically, the data display model 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994) offered a map to the terrain and perhaps a means 
of finding a route out of the forest. Although my personal investment in this 
topic was a commitment to the role of fairy tales in assisting unconscious 
dynamics I needed to use the broader themes and incorporate the range of 
ideas available to me to make sense, order, pattern and theme the varied 
data collected. This methodology felt as though it provided a structure hut 
allowed me to take a hroader and less personal, specific view of the data and 
prevented prejudices and personal dynamics from clouding the opportunity to 
see the data presented in front of me. I found this form of data analysis more 
suited to the analysis of different forms and types of material simultaneously, 
e.g. verbal, pictorial and visual.
The process of collecting the data was extremely satisfying. My background 
in working with children helped me to engage quickly with the child 
participants. I remembered how much I enjoyed working with children, their 
openness and fun. The children approached the tasks with the freedom to 
express themselves in a manner of their choosing and by using the same 
materials I felt that the child participant’s imaginations were brought centre 
stage. In contrast, asking personal questions of the parents was something I 
experienced very differently. I sometimes had a feeling of ‘prying’, whilst at 
other times the opportunity to discuss and think about their child’s
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background and make their own tentative links with their child’s choice of 
fairy tale seemed to he interesting to parents and correspondingly more 
comfortable for me. On reflection I feel that more than one meeting with 
each family would have potentially enhanced the richness of the data 
collected and I valued the use of the video equipment for subsequent 
observations of the non-verbal interaction. I was aware tha t coding of these 
observations was inherently subjective and hoped to present clear pictures of 
my observations to enhance the credibility of the study. I feel this also would 
have been more convincing if replicated over several meetings.
Interestingly as the process has evolved I have noted how my research this 
year has paralleled my experience in my therapeutic practice in placement. I 
worked with both psychodynamic theory and in a systemic family therapy 
team which encompasses a social constructionist philosophy. Engaging with 
and integrating the ideas of both approaches has been a challenge in both 
domains of research and practice.
Over the course of the project an interest in object relations theory has heen 
sustained and the arguments for viewing fairy tale characters as 
externalisations of internal objects continues to be a focus of interest. Initially 
this interest led me to pay less attention to the gender socialisation ideas in 
the literature. However, at this stage of my research the complexity of 
integrating both of these theories and the importance of both internal and 
external models has broadened and deepened my interest in the fairy tale 
genre. I hope that this will take my research interest in a hitherto unforeseen 
new direction.
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Appendix B - Information sheet for participants
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
Department of Psychology
Tel: 01483 689441
Title: An exploration of children’s interest in fairy tales: A qualitative 
analysis
Many young children love fairy tales such as Cinderella and Snow White. I am 
hoping to explore what children like about their favourite fairy tale. As a student at 
the University of Surrey on a training programme in Psychotherapeutic and 
Counselling Psychology I am required to carry out a study of relevance to 
psychological theory and development. The traditional fairy tales are long-standing 
favourites and I would like to explore what it is that young children pick up on in a 
particular story. There are no right or wrong answers.
The study would involve 3 aspects. Firstly the child would need to tell their favourite 
story using any toys or books in order to create fun in telhng the story. Afterwards 
the child will be asked to draw their favourite scene from the story they have just 
told. Thirdly an interview with one or both parents will be requested. This wiU 
involve talking about your child’s interest in stories and also general background to 
the child’s life in order to create a fuller picture of your child in their family. It is 
hoped that the study would involve about 90 minutes of your time and would be 
carried out in your home at a time of your convenience.
All children will be filmed telling their story in order to ensure an accurate record. 
This video will not be seen by anybody else. Video taping ensures that your child’s 
voice is not misrepresented and can be reviewed to look at the play involved, for 
example at which point in the story your child is most excited or engaged in telling 
the story.
The information gained will be presented in a manner whereby any identifying 
details will be changed in order to preserve confidentiality of information. The 
children’s drawings may be submitted and therefore it would not be possible to 
return these.
If you would be interested in discussing this study further please contact me: 
Joanna.osullivan@orange.net or via the university on the telephone number above. 
Further contact would not mean that you have to commit to the study at this stage. 
Thank you
Joanna O’Sullivan
Trainee Counselling Psychologist
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Appendix C — Overleaf
Ethical approval letter
University of Surrey Ethics Committee.
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Unis
Ethics Committee
14 June 2004
Ms J O’Sullivan 
Department of Psychology 
School of Human Sciences
Dear Ms O’Sullivan
An exploration of children’s interest in fairy tales: a qualitative analysis 
(EC/2004/11/Psvch1
I am writing to inform you that the Ethics Committee has considered the above protocol, 
and the subsequent information supplied, and has approved it on the understanding that 
the Ethical Guidelines for Teaching and Research are observed. For your information, and 
future reference, the Guidelines can be downloaded from the Committee's website at 
http://www.surrev.ac.uk/Surrev/ACE/.
This letter of approval relates only to the study specified in your research protocol 
(EC/2004/11/Psych). The Committee should be notified of any changes to the proposal, 
any adverse reactions, and if the study is terminated earlier than expected, with reasons.
Date of approval by the Ethics Committee: 14 June 2004
Date of expiry of approval by the Ethics Committee: 13 June 2009
Please inform me when the research has been completed.
Yours sincerely
Catherine Ashbee (Mrs)
Secretary, University Ethics Committee 
Registry
cc: Professor T Desombre, Chairman, EC
Dr R Draghi-Lorenz, Supervisor, Psychology
Appendix D — Interview prompts and schedule.
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research. I’d like to ask you a 
few questions about your family in order to create a picture of your child’s 
life. Before doing that though I’d like to draw a family tree.
Now I have a few questions I’d like to ask. There are 3 sections, we’ll start 
with talking about fairy tales and then move on to more general information 
about family life. If there are any questions that you feel uncomfortable about 
please ask and I’ll try to explain it, but there are no right or wrong answers.
Stories in the family
1. How long has X lik ed  ?
2. Did you like any particular stories as a child, your partner, other 
children in family?
3. When does X read / listen to fairy tales the most?- In the evening 
/before bedtime / weekends?
4. W hat in your opinion does X like best about fairy tales? The 
prince/princesses, the story, wicked witch.....
5. Do you work outside the house? If so, who is with the children when 
they a t home?
Other relationships
6. When did X start school?
7. Can you tell me about who (s)he plays with and is friendly with? Does 
he have a particular friend / game that (s)he likes to play?
Family make-up
8. Can you think of any major events in X’s life, like birth of sibhng for 
example moving house, bereavement, changing jobs. Not necessarily 
things tha t you would think he would know about but tha t have 
happened during his lifetime.
9. Can you tell me about when X’s brother or sister was born? -  W hat was 
life like at that time -  Was he excited / jealous?
10. What do you think are the most significant things tha t have happened 
in X’s fife? -  What changes in his behaviour were there?
Thank you, do you have any questions for me at this stage?
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Picture
* What do you like about this story?
* Is there a part of the story you like best? Are there any parts of the story 
tha t you don’t like?
* Do you have a favourite character? What is it you hke about them? Are 
there any characters you don’t hke?
* Picture
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Appendix E - Copy of Consent Form for participants
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
Department of Psychology
Tel: 01483 689441 March 2004
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to allow my child and I to take part in the 
study entitled: An exploration of children’s interests in fairy tales: A 
qualitative analysis.
I have read and understood the Information sheet provided. I have been given 
a full explanation by the investigator of the nature, purpose, location and 
likely duration of the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been 
given the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have 
understood the information given as a result.
I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and 
processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act (1998). Storage of personal data and transcripts wiU be 
separate.
I agree to the use of the video equipment to record. I understand tha t no 
materials, for example pictures can be returned to my child.
I understand tha t I am free to withdraw my child from the study at any time 
without needing to justify my decision and without prejudice.
I agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of the study.
Name of Volunteer ........................................  (parent)
......................................... (child)
Signed ............................................
Date .....................
Researcher Joanna O’Suhivan.
Signed...................... .....................
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Appendix F — Overleaf
Copies of Drawings completed by child participants
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Appendix G — Interview transcript with one participant and mother 
Included in appendix to portfolio.
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Appendix H — Overleaf
Notes for contributors, Journal of Critical Psychology, Counselling and 
Psychotherapy.
NB -  The format of the research project has been changed from that identified in the 
notes to maintain stylistic consistency across the Portfolio.
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Contributions
The concept of passivity in traditional fairy tales and adult women’s attitudes 
to gender and appearance
Abstract
Exploration of the concept of ‘passivity’ is made using adult women’s interest 
in literary fairy tales in early childhood. The study investigates whether 
women with preferences for ‘active-independent’ characters or ‘passive- 
dependent’ characters in fairy tales score significantly differently on attitudes 
to gender and appearance. Univariate (independent t-tests) and multivariate 
analyses (MANOVA) were run on preference for and identification with 
particular fairy tale characters and two sets of measures. One set of 
measures explores attitudes to gender roles and traditional stereotypes for 
men and women using the ambivalent sexism inventory (Glick & Fiske, 1996) 
and ambivalence towards men inventory (Ghck & Fiske, 1999). Another 
measure explores attitudes and awareness of norms and ideals regarding 
female appearance and body shape in adulthood using the socio-cultural 
attitudes towards appearance scale (Thompson et al, 2004). Findings suggest 
that changing trends regarding gender, attractiveness and physical 
appearance have occurred irrespective of degree of identification with 
traditionally ‘passive’ characters. However, preference for different 
characters may be related to later attitudes to appearance and attractiveness. 
Implications for further research and therapeutic practice are highlighted.
Key words -  fairy tales, gender, physical appearance, stereotypes, 
identification, counselling psychology.
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To set the scene...
Brothers Grimm-
“...And now Snow White lay a long, long time in the coffin, and she did not 
change, but looked as if she were asleep»' for she was as white as snow, as red 
as blood, and her hair was as black as ebony.
It happened, however, that a king’s son came into the forest.... He saw the
coffin on the mountain, and the beautiful Snow White within i t  He said
“Let me have the coffin....for I cannot live without seeing Snow White. I will 
honour and prize her as my dearest possession”....”
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Many adult women in western cultures were exposed in childhood to classic 
fairy tales such as Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel, Sleeping Beauty and Snow 
White. These traditional tales from European countries have been adapted, 
revised and told over generations. The formula of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ characters, 
struggles, romance and happy endings in the books and films of the 20^  ^
Century appear to reflect and perhaps promote certain themes or ideals. 
Indeed, from a psychological perspective the influence and importance of fafry 
tales on children’s emotional and social development have been discussed 
from intrapsychic, interpersonal and cultural perspectives. However, the 
longer term impact of this exposure appears to remain an area for research.
Bruno Bettelheim’s 'The uses o f enchantm enf (1976) offers the most 
comprehensive analysis of the importance of fairy tales on children’s 
intrapsychic, emotional development. His psychoanalytic focus includes an 
exploration of the potential impact of different fairy tales on aspects of 
psychological development. He states tha t the child’s choice of fairy tale at a 
given time reflects the predominant anxiety the child is grappling with. As an 
example of his theory, Bettelheim suggests that one reason for Cinderella 
heing the most popular fairy tale may reflect the complex constellation of 
feehngs associated with sibhng rivalry. Such feelings may relate to 
unconscious anxiety and jealousy regarding actual or potential siblings and 
peer relations.
The interplay of famihal relationships on individual development and the use 
of fairy tales was incorporated into Eric Berne’s (1975) work on life scripts 
within Transactional Analysis. The script answers the child’s question- ‘who 
am I and what happens to someone like me?’. Berne suggests th a t by the age 
of 6 years the child’s script is already evident. In its development children 
draw on and unconsciously choose the fairy tales that help them make sense 
of their life situation. Each script has ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ and throughout
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life we encounter others who fulfil script roles for us and vice versa. Thus, an 
ongoing life plan formed under parental pressure, the script is “the 
psychological force which propels the person towards his destiny, regardless 
of whether he fights it or says it is his own free will” (Berne, 1975-32).
Fairy tales viewed in Berne’s theoretical framework offer children models for 
interpersonal behaviour by identification with characters in terms of their 
roles in life. However “scripts are designed to last a lifetime” (Berne, 
1972:203) and be elaborated and developed with age, incorporating wider 
social and cultural norms. Analysis of the life script with regard to the social 
roles played in adulthood has heen explored using the drama triangle 
(Karpman, 1968). The three roles of the drama triangle are Victim, Rescuer 
and Persecutor. Karpman both used fairy tales such as Cinderella to clarify 
his theory and included fairy tales in therapy, asking clients to highlight 
their favourite fairy tale and looking at the characters which encompass the 
drama triangle roles and their movement from one role to another.
Steiner (1974) in 'Scripts People L ivê  incorporated the theory of the dram a 
triangle in relation to adult heterosexual romantic relationships and family 
life. Wyckoff (1974) further describes some potential gender stereotyped 
script roles for women and men. She highlights the difficulties inherent in the 
traditional ‘complementary’ gender differences, for example being competitive 
(a masculine trait) versus being nurturing (a feminine trait). These perceived 
complementary sex roles can conspire against and restrict the potential for 
genuine intimacy and communication by maintaining the differential power 
held by men and women in society and repetitive patterns of communication 
(Wyckoff, 1974).
Indeed, psychotherapeutic theories highlight the pervasive nature of early 
experiences and socialisation in potentially affecting the conscious and
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unconscious choices adults perceive. Alongside the theories of Transactional 
Analysis, the family therapy literature richly describes the varied 
communication styles and relative power differentials between heterosexual 
couples (Satir, 1967,* Dallos & Dalios, 1997).
From a feminist perspective it is suggested that children are exposed to early 
gender sociahsation through fairy tales which serve to promote passivity in 
females, exemplified by characters such as ‘Sleeping Beauty’. Indeed the only 
female character in a fairy tale tha t exerts power is the ‘wicked’ stepmother 
(Watson, 1995). The presence of the happy ending further
...reflects gender stereotyping because the heroine does very little 
except sit, wish, and wait for this goal. She has no control over 
her destiny and no active involvement in selecting or planning her 
future. These are “static” heroines, really passive victims. (Turkel,
2002:75)
Representations of traditional gender roles continue to permeate children’s 
literature (Kramer & Moore, 2001). Furthermore, it is suggested tha t the core 
content of gender stereotypes crystallises before 5 years of age and gender 
categories being visually salient are particularly useful to children (Bruner, 
Olver & Greenfield, 1966). However, social role theory (Eagly, 1987) suggests 
that where men and women occupy equivalent social roles, gender would 
become less meaningful (Zemore, Fiske & Kim, 2000). Thus the social roles of 
men and women, mirrored in traditional fairy tales may promote gender 
differential stereotypes at a critical age.
Moving from childhood to adulthood attitudes towards the opposite sex 
become more complex. For heterosexual romantic and intimate relationships, 
there are challenges to both males and females to find compatible social and 
emotional roles. Glick and colleagues (Glick & Fiske, 1996, 1997, 1999, Glick
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& Hilt, 2000) researched attitudes towards men and women in adulthood. 
They suggest th a t these attitudes reflect the complexity of not only hostile 
but also benevolent prejudice towards members of both the opposite and same 
sex. Interdependence between heterosexual men and women, and the desire 
for complementary roles influence the benevolent and accepting aspect of 
gendered prejudice.
It has also been suggested women can experience feeling ‘one-down’ to others 
where “the general body script for women is to meet the media image of the 
“beautiful woman”” (Wyckoff, 1974:169). Indeed the pursuit of beauty and 
attractiveness can occupy a central role in many women’s lives. The 
socialisation and influence of mass media, through television, films, music, 
books and magazines has been highlighted as the primary transm itter of 
messages regarding appearance and body shape to children and adults 
(Raphael & Lacey, 1992; Thompson et al, 2004). A content analysis of body 
image related messages in children’s media including hook and film versions 
of popular fairy tales was conducted (Herhozo et al, 2004). This highlighted 
that whilst these messages were more overt in films than hooks, across 
children’s media the fairy tales Cinderella and Rapunzel were most highly 
rated with such messages. Furthermore, beauty is associated with goodness 
and ugliness with evil and with many characters physical appearance takes 
precedence over other attributes. This is particularly true with female over 
male characters. The study also explored how such media influence may lead 
children to develop attitudes related to body image tha t result in unhealthy 
eating patterns and beliefs. This suggests tha t fairy tales may be promoting 
internalisation of the ‘thin ideal’ presented in mass media in W estern 
societies. Internalisation in this respect refers to incorporating or ‘cognitively 
buying into’ societal norms such that they affect behaviour in an attem pt to 
meet these standards (Thompson & Stice, 2001, Durkin & Paxton, 2002), e.g. 
excessive dieting and monitoring of physical shape.
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Therefore, the hterature suggests that fairy tales “emphasise such things as 
women’s passivity and beauty, [and] are indeed gendered scripts” (Baker- 
Sperry & Grauerholz, 2003:711). They may play a role in shaping beliefs 
about men, women, female appearance and body image at a formative age.
Furthermore, perhaps,
as women gain greater social status and independence, reliance 
on normative controls becomes more important to m aintain 
gender inequality at structural and interpersonal levels. In other 
words, as women’s status in society is enhanced, there is likely to 
be a greater reliance on normative controls via value constructs 
such as the beauty ideal (Baker-Sperry & Grauerholz, 2003:713).
The research on the impact of fairy tales to date appears to have focused on 
the nature of childhood preferences without examining attitudes in 
adulthood. The presence of traditional roles for males and females and white. 
Western stereotypes around attractiveness and beauty in fairy tales have 
been documented but the influence of these images on later attitudes remains 
an area for further research.
This continues to fit with research by Colher and Gaier from 1958! They 
highlighted that the psychological literature regarding folk and fairy tales 
was
chiefly theoretical and without reference to data from people who 
like the stories, to individual differences in taste, or to 
circumstances conducive to preference (Collier & Gaier, 1958:97).
A review of the literature (O’Sullivan, 2003) highlighted a continued lack of 
empirical research from a psychological perspective on preferences for and 
implications of fairy tales in childhood and adulthood. Colher and Gaier
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(1958) researched adult participants’ favourite childhood story to identify 
themes and preferred characters. The researchers noted sex differences in all 
areas of preference. Of the female participants the top preferences were 
Cinderella then Snow White. They further noted that
In the fairy tales most often chosen by women, the heroines 
....tend to be naïve, helpless and persecuted by some malevolent, 
older woman like a wicked stepmother, witch or bad fairy. Not 
through their own actions, but through those of unusual agents 
like a fairy godmother... they were protected from their 
persecutors. Finally, because of their beauty, virtue or suffering, 
they were rescued for all time by a prince of somewhat dim 
personality and with no other apparent function (Collier & Gaier, 
1958:99)
The women’s themes regarding preferred childhood story dealt chiefly with 
human relationships. Themes of adventure, self-reliance, assertion or 
mastery of the environment were infrequent and the women participants 
reported less activity, less solitude, less independence and less reliance on 
personal resources in their preferred stories in comparison with male 
preferences. A happy ending was significantly related to only the female 
preferred stories. The authors highlight “the cultural emphasis on feminine 
passivity-dependence and on masculine activity-independence” (Collier & 
Gaier, 1958:100). For both groups, past and present attitudes towards and 
preferences for their favourite story were considered consistent.
Attitudes to gender and feminine ‘passivity-dependence’ and masculine 
‘activity-independence’ have unarguably changed since 1958, with women 
taking on and attributing more active, instrum ental or traditionally 
masculine characteristics to themselves over time (Diekman & Eagly, 2000»’ 
Spence & Buckner, 2000). However, feminist critiques of fairy tales highlight
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how this dichotomy continues to be perpetrated in traditional fairy tales. 
Thus in the 21®* century the potential influence of these images on children 
and adults in a Western culture with broader social roles and behaviours 
appears to be an area for further exploration.
A previous study by the current researcher (O’Sullivan, 2004) utilised content 
analysis in exploring children’s reported interest in fairy tales. One of the 
questions in this study enquired whether there was a link between the 
character or personality description of the child and their preferred choice of 
fairy tale character. Interviews with the child and their parent were analysed 
according to seven categories. These were defined using a previous review of 
the literature examining the use of myths and fairy tales in 
psychotherapeutic theory and practice (O’Sullivan, 2003). The one category 
with data coded from each child and parent was the interpersonal aspect 
category regarding the personality descriptions of the child. All the children 
were described by their parents in terms of personality characteristics which 
were evocative of their favourite characters and none were described in ways 
tha t contradicted the character they chose.
In this study it was also enquired whether children who showed an interest 
in fairy tales also exhibited gender stereotyped behaviours. Within a small 
sample there were differences between preference for characters with a 
passive style as defined in the feminist literature and preference for 
characters who take a more active role in planning and /or directing their 
own activity in the story h
The current study aims to explore adult women’s self-reported interest in 
fairy tales in childhood alongside some of their current attitudes to gender 
and appearance. It is wondered whether preference for and identification
See O’Sullivan (2004) for an exploration of these differences.
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with particular characters in childhood is consistent over time. Age, 
education and relationship experiences (amongst others) may all impact upon 
adult attitudes. However, it is wondered whether preference for particular 
characters in fairy tales would highlight differences between attitudes 
towards men, women, female appearance and body image. This is based on 
the hypothesis that identification with particular characters highlighted as 
promoting passivity e.g. Sleeping beauty may relate to greater acceptance of 
traditional gender role attitudes and increased awareness of and pressure to 
conform to cultural images regarding female attractiveness and beauty.
It is also hypothesised that despite changes in traditional attitudes to gender 
roles, the influence of the feminine beauty ideal may continue to be 
influential or perhaps increase in importance. In exploring this relationship it 
is hypothesized that awareness of and internalisation of these social norms 
regarding appearance may be associated with maintaining and reinforcing 
early presentations of femininity and the ‘beauty ideal’. By investigating 
media directed at adults it is hoped that this may offer a means of both 
controlling for and investigating the potential confounding variables of age 
and experience over time on recall of childhood preferences and current 
attitudes.
Main research question
Do women’s self-reported childhood preferences for particular fairy tales and 
identification with certain characters relate to identification with gender 
stereotypes and attitudes to body image and appearance in adulthood?
Specific questions:
The current study aims to explore the above question through several specific 
questions:
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a) In order to see whether differences in scores on attitudes to gender and 
appearance were affected by demographic information: Are attitudes to 
gender and appearance related to or influenced by age, relationship status or 
level of academic qualifications?
b) In order to check continuity in level of identification with a particular 
character over time: Do women change their level of identification with fairy 
tale characters over time or is this largely consistent?
c) In order to explore the hypothesis tha t fairy tales promote socialisation 
towards passive female behaviours and traditional gender stereotypes: Do 
women who identify with passive characters in adulthood, score significantly 
differently on measures of attitudes towards gender roles, appearance and 
body shape than women who identify with active characters?
d) In order to explore the hypothesis that fairy tales promote specific cultural 
beauty ideals and norms for female more than male characters: Do women 
who prefer female fairy tale characters score significantly differently on 
scores of awareness of and internalisation of sociocultural attitudes to 
appearance and body image than women with a preference for male fairy tale 
characters?
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Method
Design
The current study utilises a cross-sectional correlational design to explore the 
research questions. Univariate and multivariate statistical analyses are 
conducted on the differences between preference for and identification with 
fairy tale characters. In the study data are grouped in two ways. Firstly data 
are grouped within 4 categorical variables according to levels of identification 
with ‘active’ or ‘passive’ characters, high active, high passive, low active and 
low passive. Secondly they are grouped according to preference for a male or 
female character. Differences in scores on two sets of dependent measures are 
compared. The first set of dependent measures investigates gender prejudice 
and attitudes towards men and women. The second measure investigates 
attitudes to appearance and body image.
Participants
The sample for this study consisted of adult women aged over 18 years. The 
inclusion criterion for the study was a self-reported interest in fairy tales in 
childhood. A  priori power analysis using G*Power (version 2) suggested that 
to conduct parametric data analysis with two groups a sample of 128 would 
be necessary (a-level of 05, power of .8) to detect a medium effect size {r = 
.25), critical F(l,126) = 3.9163.
The aim was to recruit a sample to assess preferences for fairy tale across a 
representative range according to age, relationship status, sexuality and 
ethnicity. The sample was recruited via several means. Contacts known to 
the researcher forwarded the questionnaire to their colleagues in different 
workplace settings and to friends (i.e. snowball technique). Questionnaires 
were disseminated to participants via email and post. Two websites based on 
interests in women’s issues were targeted but no response received. In order 
to increase the necessary sample size and representation, questionnaires
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were disseminated to women in London and Guildford in shopping centres 
and train  stations.
142 participants returned the questionnaire. Prior to analysis, all data were 
examined for accuracy and missing values. 3 questionnaires were excluded 
from the study because of the degree of missing data. Therefore statistical 
analyses were conducted on 139 questionnaires. The return rate for the 
questionnaires is an estimate figure because of the use of email and the 
internet to disseminate questionnaires. It is estimated that including paper 
and email copies, the response rate was 35.75%. Approximately 400 people 
were given or sent the questionnaire, 200 via paper copy, approximately 200 
via email. All participants were able to return a paper copy of the 
questionnaire using a freepost address. All data have been coded and 
analysed using SPSS vl2  software.
M easures
Each participant was provided with an information sheet and set of 
questionnaires which could be returned by email or freepost. The 
questionnaire pack consisted of the following measures (cleared for use and 
copying hy the respective authors).
The Ambivalence towards Men Inventory (AMI) (Glick & Fiske, 1999) 
measures subjectively positive and negative traditional attitudes towards 
men. The AMI is a 20-item self report inventory consisting of two positively 
correlated  ^ sub-scales, each of 10 items. These are hostility  towards m en  
(HM) and benevolence towards men (BM). An example of a statem ent scoring
2 It is suggested that HM and BM tap traditional stereotypical views of male- female 
relations. Glick & Fiske suggest that the greater the dependence of a woman on a man the 
more likely she is to score highly on both hostile and benevolent attitudes towards men. For 
further discussion see Glick & Fiske, 1999. For review of use of AMI in cross-cultural study 
see Glick et al, 2004.
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for HM is ‘Men will always fight for greater control in society’ and BM is 
‘Women are incomplete without men’. The scoring is a six-point likert scale 
with no neutral mid-point and no reverse scoring. A total AMI score and two 
subscale scores can be created. Using a study by Glick and Fiske (1999) the 
mean AMI score per item for a non-student female was 1.75 (range 0 -5) .^
The Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI) (Glick & Fiske, 1996) is a 22 item 
scale which taps 2 components of sexism representing opposite evaluative 
orientations towards women, hostile sexism  (HS) and benevolent sexism  (BS). 
Each subscale has 11 items. These are typically positively correlated when 
rated by Western adult women^. An example of a statem ent scoring for HS is 
‘Most women interpret innocent remarks or acts as being sexist’ and BS is 
‘Women should be cherished and protected by men’. Items 3, 6, 7, 13, 18 and 
21 of the ASI are reversed. Scoring on a six-point likert scale forces 
participants to agree or disagree at least slightly. A total ASI score and two 
subscale scores can be created. Using a Glick and Fiske study (1996) the 
mean ASI score per item for a non-student female was 2.07 (range 0 -5) .^
In a study across 16 nations female scores of the AMI and ASI subscales were 
found to be positively correlated (Glick et al, 2004). Data from this study is 
presented in table 1 below.
2 Where 0 = disagree strongly, 5 = agree strongly
4 Complementary hostile and benevolent components of sexism reviewed across 19 nations 
demonstrated that female participants are more likely to reject hostile sexism than  
benevolent sexism. However, when used with a Western sample, the subscales are 
consistently positively correlated (.5, Glick & Fiske, 1996, Ghck et al 2000). 
s Where 0 = disagree strongly, 5 = agree strongly
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Table 1 — Correlations of AMI and ASI scales for female respondents in England (Click et al, 
2004).
HM-BM HS-BS HM-BS HS-HM BM-BS HS-BM N
England .78** .54** .65** .62** .65** .66** 120
**/?<.01
Note. HM =Hostility towards men subscale of AMI, H S = Hostility towards women subscale 
of ASI, B M = Benevolence towards men subscale o f AMI, B S = Benevolence towards women 
subscale o f ASI
A copy of the AMI and ASI are reproduced in Appendix B as sections A and B 
respectively.
The revised Sociocultural Attitudes towards Appearance Scale (SATAQ-3) 
measures perceptions regarding societal influences on body image (Thompson 
et al, 2004). The 30 items in the SATAQ-3 aim to differentiate between four 
dimensions of media influence- awareness of information about body image 
and appearance (9 items), experiencing pressure to confirm to this 
information (7 items), internalisation of general appearance and body shape 
ideals (9 items) and internalization of ideals specifically regarding athletics 
and sport, body and fitness (5 items). Descriptive data with non-eating 
disordered participants is presented below in table 2®.
The SATAQ-3 is scored with a 5 point likert scale from 1 {definitely disagree) 
to 5 {defin ite ly  agree). Items 3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 19, 27 and 28 are reversed. A copy 
of the scale is in Appendix C. High internal consistency was found for the 
subscales across two studies reported by Thompson et al (2004). Information 
(a = 0.96, 0.94), Pressure (a = 0.92, 0.94), Internalisation general (a = 0.96, 
0.92) and Internalisation -  athletics (a = 0.95, 0.89).
® The SATAQ-3 was developed for use with people with an eating disorder, reflecting the 
theory on the relationship between the internalisation of beliefs regarding appearance and 
body shape and eating disturbance and disorders (see Thompson et al 2004 for further 
details).
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Table 2. Normative figures for US female college students with no diagnosis or reported 
history of an eating disorder (Thompson et al, 2004; Calogero et al 2004)
Mean Standard
Deviation
Range
SATAQ -  total A A 30 ■ 143
SATAQ -  
Information
31.18 10.06 9 * 45
SATAQ — Pressure 22.51 8.31 7-35
SATAQ -  
Internalisation
28.67 9.83 9-45
SATAQ - Athleticism 16.20 4.91 5-24
Note '  ^ data missing in original papers.
The Fairy Tale Questionnaire was developed by the researcher in 
consultation with two supervisors. Wording and ordering of questions were 
considered with care regarding attributional bias (McLeod, 1994; Oppenheim, 
1992). The questionnaire presents a hst of commonly known fairy tales from 
research and review papers that would be suitable for this age group (e.g. see 
Zipes, 2002). Participants were requested to identify and describe their 
favourite character and categorise this character as either an ‘active’ or 
‘passive’ character. The definitions of ‘active’ and ‘passive’ were presented to 
participants and devised by the researcher, based on descriptions and 
previous research in the feminist literature'^. It was hoped tha t this would 
enable reflection of the participants’ perspective on these concepts. 
Participants were requested to describe the characteristics they recalled and 
liked in their favourite character. This aimed to encourage participants to 
recall the images, words and concepts most strongly associated with the 
character. I t was hoped tha t this would assist participants in engaging with 
thinking about the subsequent questions regarding identification with th a t 
character^. The questionnaire seeks to quantify each participant’s level of
See introduction for further details.
8 This question also aimed to examine differences between the words and phrases used to 
describe particular characters featured in the literature and to investigate whether the
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identification with a favourite character in childhood and in adulthood as 
well as the degree of passivity they ascribe to that character®. This was 
scored on a 6 point likert scale ranging from (l) ‘completely untrue of me’ to 
(6) ‘describes me exactly’.
Demographic questions were included at the end of the survey incorporating 
all 3 questionnaires (Oppenheim, 1992). The fairy tale questionnaire was 
initially piloted and revised on the basis of feedback from a small sample 
(n=10). No pilot data was included in the final study. The fairy tale 
questionnaire is included in Appendix D.
Ethical considerations
An information letter (Appendix E) informed participants of the study’s aim, 
procedure and data use. The letter assured confidentiality and data storage 
in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). Right to non-participation 
was highlighted. The study was anonymous, with the returning of the 
questionnaire taken as consent to participate. Therefore there was no consent 
form. The study has been granted ethical approval from the University of 
Surrey Ethics Committee (Appendix F).
Data Analysis
A multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) explored whether differences 
exist between the self-identified passive and active groups on the gender and 
appearance variables. MANOVA is used to explore the effects of categorical 
variables on multiple dependent (interval) variables and to test the 
differences between their means. The group sizes should be largely equal
distinctions between ‘passive-dependence’ and ‘active-independence’ are noted. For reasons of 
space this qualitative analysis is excluded from the current quantitative study.
9 A question was asked regarding preference for fairy tale character and choice of partner. 
This data was excluded from analyses to focus on data on self identification in childhood and 
adulthood.
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because the MANOVA evaluates a multivariate hypothesis that population 
means for each dependent variable are equal across groups (Green & Salkind, 
2003). The purpose of the MANOVA in the current study was to compare four 
groups on the measures for gender and appearance. These groups reflect 
participants’ self-reported high or low levels of identification with active or 
passive characters.
Independent T-Tests were also conducted. These analyses were run on two 
groups according to preference for female or male characters on the scores on 
attitudes to appearance.
All independent and dependent variables used in the study were checked for 
normal distribution using a test by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001), dividing the 
skew and kurtosis figures by their respective standard error figures (+/- 
<3.29). Histograms of each variable also depicted a normal distribution. This 
ensured that the data met with the primary assumption for the use of 
parametric statistical analysis (Green & D’Oliveira, 1999).
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Results
Participants’ background information
Participants ranged in age from 18 years to 73 years (mean = 37.09 years, SD 
= 13.64). Tables 3 to 5 provide further demographic information.
Table 3: Ethnicity
Frequency Percentages
White British 109 78.4
White European 12 8.6
White — other 9 6.6
Mixed — European & other 3 2.2
Black British 2 1.4
Black Caribbean 2 1.4
Asian -  Indian 1 .7
Asian -  Other 1 .7
Total 139 100%
Frequency Percentages
0  Level / GCSE 38 27.3
A Level 31 22.3
Degree 39 28.1
Postgraduate 24 17.3
Missing 7 5.0
Total 139 100%
Frequency Percentages
Married 61 43.9
Living together 22 15.8
Relationship -  not living 
together
24 17.3
Single 22 15.8
Separated / Divorced 7 5.0
Widowed 3 2.0
Total 139 100%
One participant identified herself as bisexual; the other participants 
described themselves as heterosexual.
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Fairy tale variables descriptive data
Table 6 reports the data regarding choice of favourite fairy tale. In keeping 
with the literature, Cinderella was the most popular fairy tale (34.5% of total 
sample). The one story not included in the questionnaire options and most 
commonly reported in the ‘other’ category was ‘The Princess and the Pea’. No 
other story in this category, which consisted of tales such as ‘Little two-eyes’ 
and ‘Beauty and the Beast’ was reported more than once.
Table 6 -  Participants choice of favourite fairy tale
Frequency Percentages
Cinderella 48 34.5
Snow White 24 17.3
Sleeping Beauty 15 10.8
Hansel and Gretel 6 4.3
Little Red Riding Hood 6 4.3
Goldilocks 14 10.1
Rapunzel 6 4.3
Jack and the beanstalk 2 1.4
Matchstick Girl 4 2.9
Princess and the Pea 4 2.9
Other 10 7.2
Total 139 100%
Table 7 below reports the number of participants who categorised their 
favourite fairy tale character into the active or passive groups. The category 
of ‘non-human male characters’ included ‘the mice’ in Cinderella, ‘and ‘daddy 
bear’ and ‘baby bear’ in Goldilocks.
The rating of male characters (including non-human characters) into active 
and passive groups was 64.5% and 35.5% respectively. By contrast the rating 
of female characters into active and passive groups was 34.6% and 65.4% 
respectively.
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Table 7 -  Numbers of participants who categorised their favourite fairy tale character into
F airy tale Character 
Preference Active Passive Total
Cinderella 9 28 37
Snow White 5 10 15
Sleeping Beauty 1 12 13
Gretel 1 ■ 1
Hansel 3 1 4
Little Red Riding Hood 2 3 5
Goldilocks 4 2 6
Rapunzel 1 4 5
Wicked Witch 3 - 3
Handsome Prince 1 - 1
Non-human character - male
11 5 16
Fairy Godmother 8 - 8
Non-human character - female
1 - 1
Princess - 6 6
Wicked stepsisters 2 - 2
Other female main character
1 5 6
Other male main character
2 1 3
Dwarfs 3 4 7
Total 58 81 139
Table 8 reports the descriptive statistics from the fairy tale questionnaire 
regarding level of identification with a favourite character.
Table 8 — Descriptive statistics for level of identification with favourite fairy tale character in 
childhood and adulthood. (N= 139)
Mean
Std.
Deviation Range
Identification
as a child
3.27 1.360 1 - 6
Identification 
in adulthood
3.39 1.516 1 - 6
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Gender and appearance variables descriptive data
Table 9 reports the descriptive statistics for the total and subscale scores on 
the AMI, ASI and SATAQ-3.
Table 9 -G ender and appearance variables -  means, standard deviations and range. (N =139)
Mean Standard
Deviation
Range
AMI — total 40.7 17.01 0 - 8 7
AMI — hostility 25.5 10.3 0 - 50
AMI • benevolence 15.3 8.9 0 - 4 2
ASI -  total 40.9 16.7 3 - 75
ASI -  hostility 19.5 9.6 0 - 4 2
ASI • benevolence 21.3 9.6 1- 48
SATAQ -  total 86.5 24.3 30 - 143
SATAQ -  Information 26.7 7.7 9 - 45
SATAQ -  Pressure 20.6 7.8 7 - 3 5
SATAQ — 
Internalisation
26.1 8.8 9 - 45
SATAQ ■ Athleticism 13.1 4.5 5 - 2 4
Tables 10 and 11 report the Pearson correlation coefficients for the gender 
and appearance scales respectively. The relationships between variables 
within each set of scales were significant, highlighting the internal vahdity of 
both the Glick and Fiske (1996, 1999) and Thompson et al (2004) 
questionnaires.
Table 10 Pearson correlation coefficients of AMI and ASI total and subscale scores. (N=139)
AMI
ASI
AMI
ASI
(HS)
AMI
ASI
(BS)
ASI
AMI
(HM)
ASI
AMI
(BM)
HM-
BM
HM
HS
HM
BS
BM
HS
BM
BS
HS
BS
.744* .558* .717* .564* .755* .563* .409* .538* .580* .735* .483*
* Correlation significant /?=<.001 (2 tailed)
Note -A M I = Total score on Ambivalence towards men inventory, ASI = Total score on 
Ambivalent sexism inventory, H M = Hostility towards men subscale of AMI, HS = Hostility 
towards women subscale o f ASI, B M = Benevolence towards men subscale o f AMI, BS = 
Benevolence towards women subscale of ASI
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Table 11 ■ Pearson correlation coefficients of SATAQ-3 subscales. (N=139)
Information 
& Pres
Information 
& Int - Gen
Information 
& Int - Ath
Pres & Int - 
Gen
Pres & Int - 
Ath
Int Gen & 
Int Ath
.584* .618* .468* .761* .524* .597*
* Correlation significant jo=<.001 (2 tailed)
Note -  Pres = Pressure, Int -  Gen = Internalisation General, Int -  Ath = Internalisation 
Athletics.
Internal consistency estimates of reliability (Cronbach’s alpha, a) were also 
computed. For the gender attitudes questionnaires (AMI and ASI) a = .913. 
For the SATAQ-3 a =.823. These alpha figures indicate satisfactory rehabihty 
for both questionnaires.
Table 12 reports the Pearson correlation coefficients across the gender and 
appearance total and subscales scores. Using the Bonferroni approach to 
control for a Type 1 error across the 11 correlations, a p  value of less than 
0.005 (0.05/11 = 0.0045) was required. Pearson correlation co-efficients 
highlighted that none of the variables were significantly correlated across 
scales (AMI/ASI with SATAQ-3) when using the Bonferroni correction. The 
Bonferroni correction was included because there was no predicted 
relationship between the two sets of scales.
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Table 12 — Pearson correlation coefficients across scales for gender and appearance using the
AMI /ASI and SATAQ-3 (N=139).
SATAQ-3
Total
SInfo S Pressure S Int -G en S In t - Ath
AMI -.029 .096 -.037 -.019 -.221
AMIHM -.033 .069 -.018 -.021 -.225
AM IHB -.011 .108 -.043 -.007 -.159
ASI .028 .118 -.043 .061 -.099
ASI HS -.036 .067 -.085 -.026 -.116
ASI BS .098 .127 .038 .150 -.049
p=.005
Note -  see tables 10 and 11 for details of abbreviations.
Testing of specific questions
Question a) Are there differences between scores on the gender and 
appearance measures on the basis o f the demographic information, age, 
relationship status or level o f academic qualiûcations?
Independent t tests examined whether there was a significant difference 
between women in a relationship and the measures on gender and 
appearance compared with women not in a relationship. The data for 
relationship status were collapsed from 6 categories^® in to 2 groups, where 
participants reported either being currently in a relationship (l), or not 
currently in a relationship (2). Table 13 reports the differences between 
current relationship status and gender and appearance total and subscale 
scores. Levene’s test was significant (p=.043) for 1 variable, ASI benevolence 
score. The figures reported in table 13 for this variable reflect the equal 
variances not assumed. All other variables are reported according to the 
assumption of equal variance being met. There were no significant 
differences between the groups on any of the gender or appearance measures.
See demographic details in Appendix D for categories rated by participants.
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Table 13 -  Independent t-test figures examining differences between current relationship 
status and gender and appearance total and subscale scores. (N=139)
Mean Std Error 
Mean
t df sig
AMI .962 137 .338
1 41.49 1.72
2 38.19 2.47
AMIHM .429 137 .669
1 25.70 1.03
2 24.81 1.58
AMIBM 1.193 137 .235
1 15.83 .89
2 13.69 1.41
ASI .971 136 .333
1 41.67 1.66
2 38.41 2.67
ASI HS .650 136 .517
1 19.76 .96
2 18.50 1.53
ASI BS 1.537 63.97 .129
1 21.90 .973
2 19.28 1.39
SATAQ-3 .850 137 .397
1 87.41 2.35
2 83.25 4.31
SInfo -.440 137 .661
1 26.50 .751
2 27.19 1.32
S Pres 1.634 137 .105
1 21.22 .752
2 18.69 1.32
S Int Gen .506 137 .614
1 26.31 .851
2 25.41 1.59
S Int Ath 1.575 137 .118
1 13.37 .431
2 11.97 .761
p=.05 1 = Currently in a relationship, 2 =Not currently in a relationship.
Note—see table 10 and 11 for abbreviations.
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Table 14 reports the Pearson correlation coefficients of the relationships 
between participant’s age and the gender and appearance measures. There is 
a significant negative correlation between women’s age and the total SATAQ- 
3 score and 3 subscale scores. These are experiencing pressure to conform to 
and internahsation of sociocultural attitudes regarding general appearance 
and athletic fitness. There is a significant positive correlation between age 
and score on the hostility towards men subscale and overall score on the 
ambivalence towards men inventory. All other correlations are non­
significant (p=.05).
Table 14 Correlation coefficients for age with gender and appearance variables (N=139)
AMI AM IH AMI ASI ASI ASI SATA S S S S
B H B Q -3 Info Pres Int-
Gen
Int-
Ath
AGE
Pearson .186* .208* .107 -.046 -.001 .063 -.388
**
-.150 -.358
**
-.453
**
-.337
**
* p=<.05, ** p=<.01 
Note -  see tables 10 and 11 above for full names of abbreviated subscales
Independent t tests explored whether there were significant differences 
between women with higher education qualifications on the scores for gender 
and appearance compared with women without higher education 
qualifications. The data for qualification level were collapsed from 4 
categories to 2 (1= 0  /A level or equivalent, 2 = degree / postgraduate degree). 
Table 15 reports the results of these analyses. Levene’s test was non­
significant (p> .05) for all scores. Women with higher education qualifications 
scored significantly lower on the gender scales, suggesting less differentiated 
attitudes towards gender roles and stereotyping of differences between men 
and women than women without a degree. With regards to the appearance 
scales, there were no significant differences between the two groups.
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Table 15 -  Independent t-test figures examining differences between qualification level and 
gender and appearance total and subscale scores. (N=139)
Mean Std Error 
Mean
t df sig
AMI 4.373 130 .000**
1 45.93 2
2 33.76 1.92
AMIHM 3.842 130 .000**
1 28.10 1.19
2 21.68 1.17
AMIBM 3.646 130 .000**
1 17.83 1.13
2 12.32 .98
ASI 3.856 129 .000**
1 45.59 1.87
2 34.77 2.10
ASI HS 2.704 129 .008*
1 21.49 1.08
2 16.97 1.29
ASI BS 4.086 129 .000**
1 24.16 1.13
2 17.73 1.09
SATAQ-3 -1.082 130 .281
1 85.64 2.97
2 90.13 2.88
SInfo -1.083 130 .281
1 26.22 .922
2 27.67 .970
S Pres -.940 130 .349
1 20.45 .970
2 21.70 .898
S Int Gen -.265 130 .791
1 26.39 1.12
2 26.79 1.00
S Int Ath -1.798 130 .074
1 12.58 .497
2 13.97 .597
* p=<.05, 
subscales. 1 -
** p=<.01
H/ALevel
Note -  see tables 10 and 11 above for full names of abbreviated 
or equivalent, 2 = Degree / Postgraduate qualification
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Question b)
Do women change tbeir level ofidentiûcation with fairytale characters over 
time or is this largely consistent?
The change in level of identification with their favourite character from 
childhood to adulthood was calculated for each case. An increase in 
identification from childhood to adulthood resulted in a plus score, a decrease 
in identification from childhood to adulthood resulted in a minus score. If the 
same degree of identification was reported a zero score was coded. A majority 
of participants (N =55, 39.86%) reported no change in their level of 
identification with their preferred character. In total, participants reported 
little change in their identification from childhood (M = 3.27, SE = .115) to 
adulthood (M 3.39, SE = .129). Univariate analyses highlighted that there 
was no significant change from childhood to adulthood, t(l37) = -.891, /f= 
.374. Furthermore, a correlation coefficient was computed to investigate 
whether there was a relationship between change in identification and age. 
This was non-significant, Xl36)=.047, jr=.583.
Given the non-significance of the change over time, subsequent analyses were 
conducted on levels of identification in adulthood only. Given the consistency 
of figures reported by participants, and for reasons of space it was considered 
unnecessary to conduct statistical analyses on both childhood and adulthood 
levels of identification. By using the data on adulthood identification it is 
hoped that this would enable discussion of the results with respect to the 
analyses on the current demographic details. This aimed to avoid 
interpreting findings without reference to potential compounding variables.
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Question c)
Do women who identify with passive characters in adulthood, score 
signiûcantly differently on measures o f attitudes towards gender roles, 
appearance and body shape than women who identify with active characters? 
A one-way between groups multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was 
conducted. This aimed to determine any main or interaction effects of 
identification into passive and active groups by eight dependent variables. 
The dependent variables consisted of the AMI and ASI hostility and 
benevolence scores and the 4 subscales scores of the SATAQ-3. The grouping 
variables were defined by type and level of identification. This created four 
groups, entitled high active (N=34), low active (N=23), low passive (N=45) 
and high passive (N=36) groups. Participants were grouped according to 
scores for level of identification in adulthood on the fairy tale questionnaire. 
Scoring 1 to 3 was coded as low identification whilst 4 to 6 was coded as high 
identification.
Preliminary assumption testing for normality, hnearity, outliers, 
homeogeneity of variance - covariance matrices and multicollinearity indicated 
no serious violations. Tables 16 and 17 below report the descriptive data and 
results of the MANOVA analysis between subjects for each of the 4 groups. 
Table 16 reports the gender variables and table 17 reports the appearance 
variables.
Overall, the grouping variable of high and low levels of identification with 
active or passive characters had no significant effect on the dependent 
variables. The main effect on AMI hostility and benevolence of high and low 
levels of identification into active and passive groups was non-significant, F 
(6,268) = .359, p=.904. Pillai’s trace = .016. For ASI hostility and benevolence, 
identification groupings were also non-significant, F (6,266) = .295, p =.939, 
Pillai’s trace = .013. The main effect on the subscales of the SATAQ-3 of
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identification into active and passive groups was non-significant, F (12,399) 
=1.145, p=.322, Pillai’s trace = .100.
Eta-squared figures are included in tables 16 and 17, to reflect the proportion 
of the total variability in the dependent variable accounted for by the 
variation in the independent variable. Considered separately, and using the 
Bonferroni correction, no significant differences were noted.
Table 16 -  MANOVA results for levels of identification with active or passive characters in  
adulthood and the gender subscale scores. (N=139)
Mean Std Dev F df sig Partial eta 
squared
AMIHM .180 3 .910 .004
1 25.62 9.21
2 26.65 11.82
3 25.13 9.75
4 24.72 10.97
AMIBM .199 3 .897 .004
1 15.24 9.52
2 15.04 8.77
3 14.80 8.47
4 16.31 9.49
ASIHS .363 3 .780 .008
1 19.32 10.11
2 21.09 10.83
3 18.51 9.13
4 19.63 9.31
ASI BS .039 3 .990 .001
1 21.44 10.10
2 21.17 9.41
3 21.44 9.72
4 20.77 9.51
p=.005
1 = High Active, 2=  Low Active, 3 = Low Passive, 4 = High Passive. 
Note — see table 10 and 11 for abbreviations.
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Table 17 — MANOVA results for levels of identification with active or passive characters in 
adulthood and the appearance subscale scores. (N=139)
Mean Std Dev F df sig Partial eta 
squared
S Info 1.232 3 .301 .027
1 27.35 7.82
2 24.00 8.18
3 26.78 7.42
4 27.69 7.55
S Pres .633 3 .595 .014
1 19.41 6.84
2 20.17 7.27
3 21.71 8.25
4 21.08 8.18
SInt Gen .574 3 .633 .013
1 25.65 9.04
2 24.35 7.86
3 27.09 9.05
4 26.72 8.99
S Int Ath 1.217 3 .306 .027
1 14.15 4.53
2 11.96 3.21
3 13.16 4.66
4 12.78 4.64
p=.005
1 = High Active, 2 = Low Active, 3 = Low Passive, 4 = High Passive. 
Note -  see table 10 and 11 for abbreviations.
Question d)
Do women who prefer female fairy tale characters score significantly 
differently on scores o f awareness and internalisation o f sociocultural 
attitudes to appearance and body image than women with a preference for 
male fairy tale characters?
Univariate analyses were computed to compare preference with different 
characters and scores for attitudes to appearance on the assumption that 
some characters e.g. Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty may yield a higher or more 
significant score than preference for male characters. Independent t tests
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were conducted on two groups according to gender of preferred character. 
Table 18 reports the results of the differences between preference for female 
or male characters and appearance total and subscale scores. Levene’s test 
for equality of variances was non-significant for all scores (p>.05). The results 
show that women who preferred female characters scored significantly higher 
on total SATAQ score and two subscale scores, awareness of information and 
pressure to conform to sociocultural norms regarding appearance and body 
shape than women who preferred male characters. There were no significant 
differences between the two groups regarding internalisation of these norms.
Table 18 — Independent t-test figures examining difierences between preference for female or 
male characters and appearance total and subscale scores. (N= 139)
Mean Std Error 
Mean
t df sig
SATAQ-3 2.293 137 .023*
1 88.94 2.24
2 77.77 4.69
S Info 2.500 137 .014*
1 27.52 .724
2 23.68 1.37
S Pres 2.071 137 .040*
1 21.36 .708
2 18.13 1.56
S Int Gen 1.963 137 .052
1 26.88 .819
2 23.39 1.70
S Int Ath .665 137 .507
1 13.19 .419
2 12.58 .864
* p=<.05
Note -  see tables 10 and 11 above for full names o f abbreviated subscales 
1 = Female characters, 2  = Male preferred characters
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Independent t tests were also conducted for the two groups who identified 
their favourite character as either Cinderella or one of the male characters. 
This was to check whether scores on internalisation of attitudes to general 
appearance were significantly different when comparing women whose 
favourite character was Cinderella with women who preferred male or non­
human characters. Cinderella is often referred to in feminist critiques with 
regards the heavy focus in the story on appearance and beauty ideals. It is 
also consistently the most popular fairy tale (including the current study). 
Given the story’s popularity with women with eating disorders it has also 
been used therapeutically with this client group (see Hill, 1992). Table 19 
reports the results of the independent t tests for these two groups on the total 
and subscale scores of the appearance scale -  SATAQ-3. Levene’s test was 
significant for one score, pressure to conform (p=.049). Equal variances not 
assumed figures are presented for this scale. The results show that women 
who preferred Cinderella scored significantly higher on total SATAQ score, 
and the two subscale scores previously noted (awareness of information and 
pressure to conform). They also scored significantly higher scores on the 
internalisation of sociocultural norms regarding appearance and body shape 
than women who preferred male characters. There were no significant 
differences between the two groups regarding internalisation of athletic 
images. There was a small effect size between the two groups for the 
internalisation of general appearance difference, r=0.29.
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Table 19 -  Independent t-test figures examining differences between preference for 
Cinderella or male characters and appearance total and subscale scores. (N =139)
Mean Std Error 
Mean
t df sig
SATAQ-3 2.436 66 .018*
1 92.19 3.73
2 77.77 4.69
SInfo 2.673 66 .009*
1 28.41 1.15
2 23.68 1.37
S Pres 2.048 56.37 .045*
1 22.05 1.18
2 18.13 1.56
S Int Gen 2.262 66 .027*
1 28.08 1.26
2 23.39 1.70
S Int Ath .962 66 .340
1 13.65 .714
2 12.58 .864
* p=<.05
Note - se e  tables 10 and 11 above for full names o f abbreviated subscales 
1 = Cinderella, 2  = Male preferred characters
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Discussion
The current study aimed to explore several specific questions reflecting the 
hypotheses that preference for and levels of identification with fairy tale 
characters may reflect differences in attitudes towards gender and 
appearance. Demographic information was also compared on these attitudes. 
The study found that the age of participants had a significant positive 
relationship with the regards to holding more hostile attitudes towards men. 
All other attitudes towards men and women were non-significant in relation 
to age. There was a significant negative relationship between age and 
pressure to conform to and internalisation of attitudes regarding general 
appearance and athletic fitness from the mass media. There was no 
significant difference between age and awareness of this information. 
Current relationship status was found to be unrelated to attitudes to gender 
or appearance. Women with higher education qualifications scored 
significantly lower on scales highlighting traditional gender differences and 
stereotypes.
With regards to preference for and identification with fairy tale characters, 
participants reported consistent levels of identification. There were no 
significant differences between participant's levels of identification with 
active or passive characters on any of the dependent variables. However, 
participants with a preference for female characters scored significantly 
higher on measures reporting awareness of and experiencing pressure to 
conform to sociocultural norms regarding appearance than participants with 
a preference for male characters. The internalisation score for general images 
was non-significant but in the expected direction, with women preferring 
female characters scoring more highly. The difference between groups on the 
measure regarding athletic images was non-significant. When comparisons 
were made between preferences for the character of Cinderella versus the 
male characters the internalisation of general images became significant. The
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internalisation of athletics images remained non-significant. These findings 
were in the expected direction.
Methodological considerations
A broad sample was recruited with regards to age range, qualification level 
and relationship status of participants. However the sample was limited 
with regards to diversity of ethnicity and sexuality of participants. One 
reason for this may have been that the subject matter of the study was 
perceived as less personally relevant given the focus towards heterosexual 
romantic relationships and western fairy tales.
The largest methodological limitation reflects the categorisation regarding 
active and passive. In piloting the study, a large pool of items was assessed. 
This was reduced to single items required for categorisation and to remove 
questions that overlapped with those covered in the gender and appearance 
questionnaires. Whilst answering of single questions may be affected by 
question wording, context and the current mood of the participant 
(Oppenheim, 1992), the phrasing and order of questions was considered and 
definitions of the constructs ‘active’ and ‘passive’ provided for participants. 
However, single questions can not cover the complexity of an attitude or 
opinion and limit the scope of the evaluation of the reliability and validity of 
the fairy tale questionnaire.
Nonetheless, it was considered important that self-categorisation rather than 
researcher-rating was made into the active and passive groups. This was 
because the questionnaire also aimed to collate some of the language used, 
the definitions and descriptions adult women ascribe to fairy tale characters 
and their concurrence with the concepts active and passive. It was hoped that 
this would enable subsequent revision and review of the questionnaire. This 
aim allowed for the use of open-ended questions because the spontaneous
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response to open questions allows participants to “let their thoughts roam 
freely” (Oppenheim, 1992; 113). At this exploratory stage it was considered 
useful to ask for recall of what each individual had taken from the story. This 
reduced the concern for memory recall bias over time because of the potential 
impact of the link with unconscious processing (Bettelheim, 1976).
Development and revision of the fairy tale questionnaire could be made using 
data collated from the current study and thus it was a useful study regarding 
preferences for fairy tales and characters in an area with limited empirical 
research. An alternative questionnaire format may have yielded more 
significant findings on the differences between identification with active and 
passive characters, e.g. presenting a semantic differential of opposite 
meaning statements to be scored in terms of active or passive definition and 
identification.
The dependent measures (AMI, ASI and SATAQ-3) were considered reliable 
and valid for the purposes of the current study.
Research questions
This study aimed to explore adult women’s self-reported interest in fairy tales 
in childhood and whether preference for particular fairy tale characters 
highlighted difierences between attitudes towards men, women, female 
appearance and body image in adulthood. It also aimed to explore whether 
degree of identification with the preferred character in adulthood and 
changes over time impacted upon the degree of acceptance of traditional 
attitudes to gender and internalisation of societal standards regarding 
appearance and body shape.
Participants reported consistency over time in their level of identification. 
There may be several reasons for this and it could be useful to repeat the
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questionnaire after a short interval to establish whether a meaningful and 
consistent choice over time is made. Moreover, given the limitations of the 
single question phrasing, revision of the questionnaire to gauge levels of and 
changes in identification would be useful.
With regards to the demographic information interesting findings were noted. 
The only significant finding regarding attitudes to gender and age was a 
positive relationship between hostility towards men and age. This may reflect 
the structural inequalities between men and women that older participants 
in the sample would have been more likely to experience. Older women, 
whilst aware of information regarding appearance scored significantly lower 
on experiencing pressure to conform to and internahsation regarding 
attitudes to appearance. Given the hnked focus in the media (including fairy 
tales) upon youth and women’s attractiveness it would be interesting to 
explore further the reasons for these differences.
There was a difierence between attitudes to gender and level of academic 
qualifications suggesting that gender inequalities have diminished for women 
with higher education qualifications. Some of this difference may reflect an 
increased capacity for economic independence and exposure to a wider range 
of attitudes and behaviours. Irrespective of their education, it was found that 
women are equally exposed to and potentially influenced by media norms 
regarding attractiveness and body shape.
The distinctions between active and passive, and high and low levels of these 
categories demonstrated no significant effect on any of the dependent 
variables. However, there were significant differences between male and 
female preferred characters on the appearance scales (excluding athleticism). 
One reason for these different findings may reflect the distinction between 
and definitions o f‘active’ and ‘passive’ in the study.
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Allowing for the methodological considerations above, it is interesting to note 
that some active characters were clearly differentiated according to the 
traditional distinctions and literature e.g. the fairy godmother, the wicked 
witch / stepsisters and handsome prince (see table 7). This suggests that 
perhaps uncertainty lies with the definition of and meaning of being ‘passive’ 
and what characteristics participants ascribe to passivity. This would fit 
with the hterature regarding gender stereotypes, where typical ‘male’ 
stereotypes are more rigidly defined (Lips, 2005). Furthermore, men and 
women’s self ratings on instrumental or more ‘active’ traits have become 
more similar over time (Spence & Buckner, 2000) perhaps suggesting that 
rating of traditionally ‘active’ traits is experienced as more straightforward.
The concept of passivity in the feminist literature on fairy tales brings 
together the relative inactivity and dependence of certain female characters 
and the usefulness and necessity of their beauty and attractiveness in 
securing a “happy ending”. Whilst, attractiveness in fairy tales crosses gender 
(e.g. handsome prince), there is an association in fairy tales between feminine 
beauty and having a ‘good’ character. It may be described as morality by 
appearance, with appearance taken as primary and as a reflection of the 
character. Furthermore, with regards to appearance and body image there is 
a hypothesis in the literature suggesting that the ‘beauty ideal’ may have 
become more important since traditional gender role differences diminished 
(Baker-Sperry & Grauerholz, 2003). Allowing for the limitations of the 
current study, including using a relatively small sample, the findings may 
support this hypothesis. In the current study there was no relationship 
between the demographic information or scores on the gender attitudes with 
preference for particular characters. This suggests that age (which is related 
to scores on appearance) is unlikely to be a confounding variable in the 
following findings.
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The univariate analyses yielded significant differences between women who 
reported a preference for a female character and their awareness of female 
norms regarding appearance and experiencing feeling pressure to conform to 
those norms than women who reported a preference for a male character. 
Furthermore, when comparing women who preferred the character of 
Cinderella with women who preferred a male character a significant 
difierence was introduced between scores on the internalisation of attitudes 
regarding general appearance and body shape. This internalisation subscale 
assesses “the incorporation of appearance standards promoted by the media 
into one’s self-identity, to the point that an individual desires or strives to 
meet the ideals” (Calogero et al, 2004:194). The significant difference between 
the two groups shows that women preferring Cinderella may be more 
susceptible to buying into media norms around appearance and body shape 
and that their self-esteem and behaviour may be affected by the desire and 
ability to meet the standards they perceive. The current findings are limited 
in terms of providing causal inferences. However it may be argued that they 
support the idea that potentially important differences exist between women 
for whom the mass media definition of the ‘beauty ideal’ not only exists but 
forms a part of their identity, over a consistent period of time and potentially 
firom early childhood.
Research using the SATAQ-3 with participants with eating disturbances and 
disorders demonstrates that internalisation of these images is higher within 
this sample than a control group (Calogero et al, 2004, Thompson et al, 2004). 
However the awareness of information regarding these norms was non­
significant in both studies. Therefore, whilst women are exposed to similar 
amounts of information, individuals with an eating disorder score more 
highly on pressure to conform and internalisation scores. Hill (1992) notes 
that Cinderella is the most commonly identified fairy tale (9 out of 12) with 
eating disordered chents in therapy. More research around the impact of
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messages in literature in early childhood and later attitudes to body 
satisfaction and appearance would be welcome.
Whilst all participants in the current study were female it is interesting to 
note that women who chose female characters reported being more aware of 
information regarding appearance than those women who chose male 
characters. From the current study it is not possible to suggest the direction 
of this relationship between preference for certain gendered characters and 
appearance norms. It may be that women who were more aware of 
appearance in childhood preferred a ‘beautiful’ character like Cinderella. 
Alternatively women with a preference for such characters may have 
absorbed messages regarding the importance of appearance and thus raised 
their awareness of appearance and pressure to conform to societal standards. 
Alternatively women interested in fashion and appearance in adulthood may 
recall particular fairy tale characters that support and add continuity to their 
sense of identity over time. Further research to explore whether these 
explanations are valid and whether the findings would be replicated would be 
welcome.
Implications for counselling psychology
Counselling psychologists are encouraged to be attentive to life experience 
outside the immediate environs of counselling psychology (Division of 
Counselling Psychology, 2005) and it may be suggested that literature in 
childhood is an important aspect in the context of development. Many 
participants reported the enjoyment of completing the questionnaire and 
being able to recall their favourite stories with ease. This may support the 
idea that whilst these stories now have little application in external life they 
may still be considered appealing to our inner selves (Turkel, 2002). It may 
be that reported preferences for stories and characters in childhood reflect the
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desire to make sense of and add consistency to a sense of self and identity 
over time.
This highlights the distinction between fantasy and reality that forms an 
integral part of the appeal of fairy tales in childhood and that appears to 
maintain resonance over time. Whilst the current study does not demonstrate 
the individual meaning of and importance of childhood stories that is more 
suited to a qualitative enquiry, it is hoped that the study begins to 
investigate the potential socialisation aspects and messages reflected in the 
psychotherapeutic theory of transactional analysis (Karpman, 1968) and in 
feminist critiques of fairy tales (Turkel, 2002).
The hypothesis that fairy tales may promote the ‘thin ideal’ was noted with 
women preferring female characters in the current sample. For counselling 
psychologists working with women with body dissatisfaction and low self­
esteem regarding their appearance and attractiveness it may be useful to 
explore whether particular stories were read in childhood and whether this 
may have been a source of messages regarding Western ideals regarding 
appearance. Furthermore, client groups with eating disorders score highly in 
terms of their internalisation of attitudes to appearance, which directly 
affects their behaviour. Identification of and preference for particular fairy 
tale characters has been reported alongside the efficacy of using the fairy tale 
Cinderella with this client group by Hill (1992) (see O’Sullivan, 2003 for a 
fuller review of this and other uses of fairy tales in therapeutic practice).
It is this author’s suggestion that with some clients exploring their fears 
around powerlessness and uncertainty through childhood fairy tales may be 
useful. Through the fairy tale it might be possible to engage with some of the 
images and messages that may have been internalised and distinguish them
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from what may be recalled as a safe, familiar, and thus positive memory of 
childhood fantasy and escapism.
With regards to the communication patterns and potential differential power 
in heterosexual romantic relationships, Dallos and Dalios (1997) highlight 
that in working with couples it can be useful to explore the expectations and 
ideas held about gender roles at the outset of their relationship. The current 
study demonstrated that attitudes towards men and women on the AMI and 
AS I scales were not correlated with fairy tale preference or identification. 
However a small but significant negative correlation did exist between level 
of academic qualification and the degree of hostile and benevolent prejudice 
towards both men and women. Awareness by counselling psychologists of the 
limits of exposure to alternatives to traditional gender roles and consequent 
inequalities in terms of relationship dynamics and perhaps script behaviours 
could be an important aspect of engagement and work with couples or 
individuals.
Overall, this research does not report causal inferences around current 
attitudes and preference for fairy tale characters. It does show that there are 
differences between some of the beliefs that women carry about appearance 
and their preference in childhood for characters for whom messages 
regarding appearance and gendered behaviours were highly prominent. It is 
suggested that this study highlights that patterns and consistency of beliefs 
may exist and that childhood stories and fairy tales in particular which have 
been replicated over generations may contain powerful messages regarding 
social norms for female attractiveness.
Psychotherapeutic theories highlight that fairy tales may be an imaginative 
and engaging resource in which to explore beliefs about one’s self, family, and 
the world. It is hoped that the current study highlights the importance for the
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counselling psychologist to maintain both awareness of the varied 
psychotherapeutic theories available, but also the multiple layers of personal 
meaning and self identity, conscious and unconscious that the use of fairy 
tales in psychotherapy may uncover and encourage expression of.
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Appendix A ■ Use of self
Moving into my third year of training, I felt rather overwhelmed by the 
prospect of undertaking quantitative research. I had never encountered 
using statistics in research before this course. As an undergraduate and for 
my m asters degree I had completed qualitative research and only studied 
statistics in a classroom. For this reason I had never felt comfortable with 
statistics or numbers and found them as an area with little meaning to me. 
Indeed, over the course of this project the specific type of rigour and approach 
to choosing statistics, their presentation and meaning has been a central 
benefit of the experience.
Having worked with children in my second year I was interested in 
conducting research with adults. This bought me to the gender and feminist 
critiques around fairy tales and their gender stereotypes. Somewhat separate 
to my research I had become interested in transactional analysis and the idea 
of the script. I wondered about the role models for romantic relationships and 
whether it would be possible to explore the messages contained in fairy tales 
in relation to this. For the purposes of my third year research it seemed tha t 
this area would be amenable to a quantitative project. I also wanted to 
include within this exploring the impact on women of appearance and the 
focus on body shape in Western society. Using the assumption of fairy tales 
as metaphors for use in therapeutic work, I wanted to investigate whether 
images in fairy tales hnk with or may have an impact on longer term  
attitudes and beliefs.
The move from looking at childhood preferences to adulthood was approached 
with caution. Discussions with my supervisor highlighted the myriad of 
possible confounding variables to my hypotheses, particularly life experience 
and age! Furthermore part of the appeal and power of fairy tales for me lies
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in their potential hidden meanings. This highlighted the challenge of 
potentially accessing unconscious material. For these reasons I decided to 
focus more on the literature which highlights the socialisation aspect of fairy 
tales and explore what this might mean in terms of the attitudes to adult 
women. Attitudes to gender and appearance appeared to be two aspects of the 
psychological and cultural literature about fairy tales tha t could be bought 
together. I decided to re-explore the literature including questionnaires for 
means to explore this and acknowledge the age and experience aspects (which 
I think particularly the Sociocultural Attitudes to Appearance Scale (SATAQ- 
3) does to a satisfactory degree). Indeed the conceptual aspect of the project 
was not daunting and in its early stages I enjoyed defining and refining the 
concept of passivity and in particular exploring the Transactional Analysis 
literature on scripts (Steiner, 1974; Stewart & Joines, 1987).
However, the move to ‘action’, in writing the questionnaire, recruiting 
participants and data analysis were daunting. In hindsight, writing the 
questionnaire I wanted to avoid questions of causation and look a t whether 
different preferences related to different attitudes. I struggled with putting 
the clarity of my theoretical thinking onto paper and started  to lose 
confidence in my aims and hypotheses. A significant event impacting this 
was the departure of my supervisor on sabbatical leave. Although 
supervision and support was made available and was useful in terms of 
preparing the questionnaire and conceptualising the methodological aspects 
of the study, the loss of the supervisor who had been involved in my research 
firom year one was significant for me. It felt as if there was nobody to discuss 
and refine my ideas with and later to ‘push me along’ with deadhnes.
Furthermore this impacted on the data collection process. I found this 
process extremely difficult. In theory I could approach any women. However I 
felt very much alone in the research process and perhaps had become
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attached to my theory and subsequently the questionnaire. I found tha t in 
the process of disseminating the questionnaires I was giving something very 
personal tha t I wanted treated with respect and care. It was not until 
conversations with other course team members that I felt myself to have the 
backing of and perhaps authority of the university to approach women 
randomly. I was also able to put some distance between myself and the 
research.
Overall the main impact of this research process on me has been an increased 
awareness of the type of thinking (particularly in terms of measurement 
types) tha t is needed in order to undertake a quantitative research project. 
The importance of having both a commitment to and some distance from the 
research endeavour has also become clearer in my mind. I wonder if this 
latter point would have become as clear had my supervisor been present and 
I now know that working within a team of researchers or under closer 
supervision may have advantages for me in taking a more objective stance to 
my research.
I have found the three years of research a fascinating insight into the 
theoretical and practical meaning of fairy tales from diverse psychological 
theories. As a researcher I bring a commitment to unconscious processes and 
a belief in the symbolic nature of different characters in fairy tales. The 
potential for characters to represent different parts of the self, as described 
by object relations theorists such as Cashdan (1999) continues to appeal, 
alongside my interest in TA. I also see fairy tales as cultural and historical 
products with the limitations that these bring. Overall, the interest from 
other people in my research suggests to me that the traditional fairy tale 
captures the imagination and I continue to find the idea tha t they promote or 
impact on a potential variety of behefs and behaviour compelhng and worthy 
of investigation.
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Appendix B — AMI and ASI as presented to participants (as two sections).
Relationships between men and women 
Ghck and Fiske (1996,1999)
Below are a series of statements concerning men and women and their relationship 
in contemporary society. Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree 
with each statement using the scale below, placing the number on the line before 
each statement:
0 1 2 3 4 5
disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree
strongly somewhat slightly slightly somewhat strongly
Section A
1 . ........... Even if both members of a couple work, the woman ought to be more
attentive to taking care of her man at home
2 . ...........A man who is sexually attracted to a woman typically has no morals about
doing whatever it takes to get her into bed
3 . ............ Men are less likely to fall apart in emergencies than women are
4 . ............ When men act to “help” women, they are often trying to prove they are
better than women
5 .  Every (heterosexual) woman needs a male partner who will cherish her
6 . ............ Men would be lost in this world if women weren’t there to guide them
7 . ...........  A (heterosexual) woman will never be truly fulfilled in life if she doesn’t
have a committed, long-term relationship with a man
8 . ...........Men act like babies when they are sick
9 . ...........Men will always fight to have greater control in society than women
10 . ............ Men are mainly useful to provide financial security for women
11 . ............ Even men who claim to be sensitive to women’s rights really want a
traditional relationship at home, with the woman performing most of the 
housekeeping and childcare
12 . ............ Every (heterosexual) woman ought to have a man she adores
Please turn over
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0 1 2 3 4 5
disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree
strongly somewhat slightly slightly somewhat strongly
13 .  Men are more willing to put themselves in danger to protect others
14 .  Men usually try to dominate conversations when talking to women
15 . ........... Most men pay lip service to equality for women, but can’t handle having
a woman as an equal
16 . ........... (Heterosexual) Women are incomplete without men
17 . ........... When it comes down to it, most men are really like children
18 . ............ Men are more willing to take risks than women
19 . ............ Most men sexually harass women, even if only in subtle ways, once they
are in a position of power over them
20 . ........... (Heterosexual) Women ought to take care of their men at home, because
men would fall apart if they had to fend for themselves
Section B
1 . ...........  No matter how accomplished he is, a (heterosexual) man is not truly
complete as a person unless he has the love of a woman
2 . ...........Many women are actually seeking special favours, such as hiring policies
that favour them over men, under the guise of asking for “equality”
3 . ........... In a disaster, women ought not necessarily to be rescued before men
4 . ........... Most women interpret innocent remarks or acts as being sexist
5 . ........... Women are too easily offended
6 . ........... People are often truly happy in life without being romantically involved
with a member of the other sex
7 . ...........  Feminists are not seeking for women to have more power than men
8 . ...........  Many women have a quality of purity that few men possess
Please turn over
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0 1 2 3 4 5
disagree disagree disagree agree agree agree
strongly somewhat slightly slightly somewhat strongly
9 . ............ Women should be cherished and protected by men
10.  Most women fail to appreciate fully all that men do for them
11 . ...........Women seek to gain power by getting control over men
12 . ...........Every (heterosexual) man ought to have a woman whom he adores
13 . ...........Men are complete without women
14 . ............Women exaggerate problems they have at work
15 . ............Once a woman gets a man to commit to her, she usually tries to put him
on a tight leash
16 . ...........When women lose to men in a fair competition, they typically complain
about being discriminated against
17 . ...........  A good woman should be set on a pedestal by her man
18 .  There are actually very few women who get a kick out of teasing men by
seeming sexually available and then refusing male advances
19 . ............ Women, compared to men, tend to have superior moral sensibility
20 . ............  Men should be wilhng to sacrifice their own well being in order to
provide financially for the women in their lives
21 . ........... Feminists are making entirely reasonable demands of men
22 . ........... Women, as compared to men, tend to have a more refined sense of
culture and good taste
Thank vou for completing this section. 
Please turn over
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Appendix C -  SATAQ-3 
Thompson et al (2004)
Please read each of the following items carefully and indicate the number that best reflects your 
agreement with the statement.
Definitely M ostly Neither M ostly Deûnitely
Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5
1. TV programs are an important source of information about fashion and “being attractive.”
2. I’ve felt pressure from TV or magazines to lose weight. _____
3. I do not care if my body looks hke the body of people who are on TV. _____
4. I compare my body to the bodies of people who are on TV. _ ____
5. TV commercials are an important source of information fashion and “being attractive.”
6. I do not feel pressure from TV or magazines to look pretty. _
7. I would like my body to look like the models who appear in magazines. ______
8. I compare my appearance to the appearance of TV and movie stars. _
9. Music videos on TV are not an important source of information about fashion and “being
attractive.” _____
10. I’ve felt pressure from TV and magazines to be thin. _
11. I would like my body to look like the people who are in movies._______________
12. I do not compare my body to the bodies of people who appear in magazines_____
13. Magazine articles are not an important source of information about fashion and “being
attractive.” _____
14. I’ve felt pressure from TV or magazines to have a perfect body._______________
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Deûnitely M ostly Neither M ostly Deûnitely
Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Disagree Agree Agree
1 2  3 4 5
15. I wish I looked like the models in music videos.
16. I compare my appearance to the appearance of people in magazines.
17. Magazine advertisements are an important source of information about fashion and
“being attractive.” _____
18. I’ve felt pressure from TV or magazines to diet.______________________ _____
19. I do not wish to look as athletic as the people in magazines.____________ _____
20. I compare my body to that of people in “good shape.” _____
21. Pictures in magazines are an important source of information about fashion and “being
attractive” _____
22. I’ve felt pressure from TV or magazines to exercise _____
23. I wish I looked as athletic as sports stars. _____
24. I compare my body to that of people who are athletic. _____
25. Movies are an important source of information about fashion and “being attractive.”
26. I’ve felt pressure from TV or magazines to change my appearance _____
27. I do not try to look like the people on TV. _
28. Movie stars are not an important source of information about fashion and “being
attractive.” _____
29. Famous people are an important source of information about fashion and “being
attractive.” _____
30. I try to look like sports athletes. _
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Appendix D — Fairy tale questionnaire.
(Presented first in participants pack. Demographic information at back)
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. The answers you give to the first section on 
fairy tales are based on your memory of the past and as such are valued as memories 
rather than factual details. However please try to be as accurate as you can and try not to 
leave any answers blank. A second section asks for information regarding your relationship 
history and current status.
Section 1
Fairy tale preferences:
1. What was your favourite fairy tale as a child?
Please pick from the options below adding in the title if necessary. 
Please rank your favourite stories from 1- 5, with 1 being the favourite.
Snow White and the seven dwarfs 
Cinderella 
Sleeping Beauty 
Little red riding hood 
Goldilocks and the three bears 
Matchstick girl 
Hansel and Gretel 
Three pigs
Jack and the beanstalk 
Rapunzel
Other ....................................................
2.i. Please name your favourite character(s) in the story ranked first above 
e.g. Cinderella, fairy godmother, wicked stepsisters. Prince Charming etc
2.Ü. Please state briefly what it was about this character that you liked: 
e.g. bravery, beauty, kindness, magical power, etc
nlease turn over
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Please answer the following questions by circling the answer which you feel is 
closest to your opinion, using the scale below:
1 = Completely untrue 4 = Moderately true
2 = Mostly untrue 5 = Mostly true
3 = Slightly more true than untrue 6 = Describes me exactly
3.i. Do you see any similarities between the characteristics you have written down 
in 2.Ü above and your own personahty
When you were a child:
1 2 3 4 5 6
Now in adulthood:
1 2 3 4 5 6
3. ii. Do you see any similarities between the characteristics you have written down 
in 2.Ü above and the characteristics you look for in a romantic partner?
4. Do you think that the character you identified as your favourite in 2.i above is an 
‘active’ or ‘passive’ fairy tale character?
[Active refers to characters that bring about changes in the story through their 
behaviour. Passive refers to a character that has more things happen to them than 
they choose for themselves].
You may wish to refer to the words you used in 2.ii to decide whether they seem like 
active or passive descriptors.
Active [ ]
Passive [ ]
Please turn over
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Section 2 
Romantic relationships:
1. Please identify yourself as either heterosexual, bi-sexual, lesbian
2. Are you:
Married [ ]
In a relationship where you are living together [ ]
In a relationship where you are not hving together [ ]
How long have you been together?....................................
Single [ ]
Separated/ divorced [ ]
Widowed [ ]
3. If not married, do you feel that being married would potentially increase your 
present or future happiness?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Not sure [ ]
4. Please state how many romantic relationships you have had to date
Where, romantic relationship refers to a relationship with another person that you 
would have referred to as a partner.
Thank vou very much for completing this nart of the questionnaire. 
Please turn over to the next sections.
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Demographic information:
1. How old are you? .........  years
2. What is your ethnic origin?
Please choose one section from (a) to (e) and then circle the appropriate category: 
(The format of this question is taken from the UK2001 Census)
(a) White
British
Irish
Other white background, please write below
(b) Mixed
White and Black Caribbean 
White and Black African 
White and Asian
Other mixed background, please write below
(c) Asian or Asian British
Indian
Pakistani
Other Asian background, please write below
(d) Black or Black British
Caribbean
African
Other black background, please write below
(e) Chinese or other ethnic group
Chinese
Other ethnic group, please write below
Please turn over
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3. Educational level to date:
O Level / GCSE [ ]
A Level / Highers [ ]
Degree [ ]
Post-graduate [ ]
4. Do you have paid employment?
Yes, full time [ ]
Yes, part time [ ]
No [ ]
Retired [ ]
5. If so, what is/ was your most recent job title?
6. Do you have any children? 
if so please state their sex and ages
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Appendix E - Information letter
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH Department of Psychology
Tel: 01483 689441
April 2005
Information sheet for participants
Title: Exploring adult women’s self-reported interest in fairy tales preferences with 
attitudes towards gender and appearance.
Hello,
I am currently undertaking a Practitioner Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic and 
Counselling Psychology at the University of Surrey. For my final year research 
project, I am interested in investigating the potential relationship between adult 
women’s attitudes to gender and appearance and fairy tale preferences in childhood. 
In working towards this, your contribution via completion of the enclosed 
questionnaires would be highly valued. I am keen to gain as many different 
perspectives as possible, from women from 18 years upwards. There is no upper age 
limit and the study does not restrict participants regarding sexuality, age, disability 
or ethnicity. The single important criterion for inclusion in the study is an interest 
in fairy tale stories in childhood e.g. Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella and so on.
If you are willing to take part in the study, please complete the questionnaire and 
the demographic form. The study uses 3 questionnaires and it is important that all 
questions are completed. There are no right or wrong answers, please answer all 
questions as honestly as you can and do not spend too much time on any one 
question. It has been estimated that it takes approximately 15 minutes to complete 
the questionnaires.
You are under no obligation to participate (If you do not wish to take part and
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2 . . . . /
received a paper copy of this questionnaire please send the incomplete 
questionnaires back to me in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope). Your 
response will be confidential to the researcher and supervisor and all data and 
questionnaires will be destroyed on completion of the project.
I would appreciate if you could return the completed questionnaires via email or in 
the enclosed stamped addressed envelope as soon as possible (if you received this 
questionnaire via the post). If you received this via email but for anonymity would 
like to post your response back, please use the freepost address below.
If you would like to contact me to discuss any queries you have about this study:
Email: josresearch2005@yahoG.co.uk
My postal address is:
c/o Department of Counselling Psychology
FREEPOST G1197
Psychology Department.
University of Surrey
Guildford
GU2 5BR
Further contact would not mean that you have to commit to the study at this stage.
Thank you,
Joanna O’Sullivan
Counselling Psychologist in Training
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Appendix F — Overleaf
Ethical approval letter from University of Surrey
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s
Ethics Committee
29 April 2005
Ms Joanna O'Sullivan 
Department of Psychology 
School of Human Sciences
Dear Ms O'Sullivan
Exploring the relationship between fairy tales preferences, gender stereotypes and 
schemes (EC/2005/08/Psvch) - Amendment
I am writing to inform you that the Chairman, on behalf of the Ethics Committee, has 
considered the Amendments requested to the above protocol and has approved them on 
the understanding that the Ethical Guidelines for Teaching and Research are observed.
Date of confirmation of ethical opinion: 18 April 2005
Date of approval of amendment to protocol: 29 April 2005
The list of amended documents reviewed and approved by the Chairman is as follows:-
Document Type: Your Letter Requesting Amendments 
Dated: 11/04/05 
Received: 18/04/05
Document Type: Information Sheet for Participants 
Dated: 04/05 
Received: 18/04/05
Document Type: SATAQ Questionnaire 
Received: 18/04/05
Document Type: Gender Stereotypes Questionnaire 
Received: 18/04/05
Document Type: Fairy Tale questionnaire 
Received: 18/04/05
Yours sincerely
Catherine Ashbee (Mrs)
Secretary, University Ethics Committee 
Registry
CO: Professor T Desombre, Chairman, Ethics Committee 
Dr R Draghi-Lorenz, Supervisor, Dept of Psychology
Appendix G- Overleaf
Notes for contributors -  Psychology of Women Quarterly 
Taken from
http://www.blackwellDublishingf.com/submit.asD?ref=0361-6843
NB -  The format of the research project has been changed from that identified in the 
notes to maintain stylistic consistency across the Portfolio.
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